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ABSTRACT 

This is the first study that examines the concept of autobiography in 

Walter Pater's works using ecriture feminine. Ecriture feminine serves as a 

critical model that interrogates the semiotics behind Pater's strategy in the 

composition of his oeuvre. The study goes beyond the scope of traditional 

scholarship by reading Pater's texts not only as thematic expressions of his 

artistic ability, but also by uncovering his hidden political agenda by examining 

the language of the texts against the grain of his cultural milieu. By positing 

a speaking subject at the intersection of language and text, this study reveals 

how Pater uses intertextuality to portray his marginalization from the 

intellectual and cultural community of his time. This study focuses mainly 

upon "Diaphaneite," Gaston de Latour, ImaEinm:y Portraits, and his letters. 

The validity of the study clearly lies in its systematic inquiry of the concept of 

a gendered speaking subject in Pater's texts, particularly one that is structured 

both rhetorically and semiotocally through the typical Victorian metaphor of 

crisis yet enunciates a radical response to Victorian ideology. 
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Ecriture Feminine As Autobiography In Walter Pater 

Autobiography in the traditional sense, claims to position the 

narrator's self within "life" and the referentiality of language. The authenticity 

of these texts derives from the narrator and is maintained through a temporal 

sequence--birth/struggle/doubt played out via the narrator's recounting of life 

that leads to faith/resolution/transcendence. Such a theory of narrativity 

assumes a transparency of language while inscribing the life of the narrator. 

Moreover, the life thus described self-consciously imitates the great writers of 

autobiography from Augustine onwards. However, contemporary critical 

theorists argue against such authenticity in autobiography and have 

consequently displaced the presuppositions behind the narrating "I." It may 

be, following Freud, that the human subject is no longer viewed as a self

created identity but one who is fashioned into an acknowledged "I" by its 

unconscious mirroring of another's view of itself, primarily its father/mother. l 

The self in attempting to consolidate this fictional identity responds as if 

provoked to speak. Lacan in rewriting Freud, takes this hypothesis further by 

arguing that any expression of the self, by now definitely fictional, is possible 

only through linguistic structuring. The text, thus, functions as a narrative 

artifice signaling an identity or a presence of a speaking subject that cannot 
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exist outside language. Hence, the text attempts to suggest fact through 

artifact as enunciated'by the speaking subject--creating an important shift from 

the earlier notion of autobiographical texts--a shift from the narrator's "I" to 

the reader's encounter with a text. 

Further, autobiographical texts presuppose a fixity or completion 

of the self, underscoring the notion of teleology and epistemic origin.2 

Consequently, a literary or spiritual autobiography is allowed three kinds of 

closures to "make meaning" of life. The text can indicate closure by showing 

the end of the spiritual struggle and the eventual transcendence of the self. 

Or it can merely attempt closure, signifying a struggle with issues of doubt 

and faith, perhaps signaling toward an intermittent moment of transcendence. 

Or it can apologize for non closure, indicating unresolved doubt, forcing the 

reader to interpret closure and transcendence into the text by tracing a 

pattern of hope within the text itself. Thus, what the narrating "I" does not 

make explicit, the reader infers. Interestingly, this tripartite structure has 

prevailed primarily because of the unstated presuppositions behind creating 

an identity. Both Freud and Lacan have unveiled the patriarchal bias of 

language, showing how the subject of discourse appropriates the desires of the 

male/father in mirroring the self. In literature, this effect is evidenced by 

claims to authority of "truth," where the text provides the epistemological 

ground for "seeing" such truth. Numerous scholars, Julia Kristeva among 

them, have pointed out that the presupposition in Western culture is a legacy 
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of the fundamental belief in the authority of the first "Word" as handed down 

by the Father/Son in the Bible. Each successive text thereafter points to the 

one before it as already having presented the "truth"--thereby strengthening 

the construction of order, history, and a meaningful world. This is the 

unstated patriarchal construct behind the subject of discourse in 

autobiographical texts. 

Such an unchallenged psycho-religious frame raises two more 

issues in the polemics of subject/identity. It assumes that literary texts create 

a subject (even though fictional) that promotes a lucid style for "seeing" the 

truth. The text must also present subject matter that will signal an 

ideologically good or ethically moral code. The other, and very important, 

problem is one of allusions that the textual subject must invoke. The subject 

must call upon figures of authority, use the sayings of literary fathers, to 

validate its authenticity and "goodness" continually, thereby sponsoring the text 

into the community of discourse. 

Pater poses a double challenge to this brand of rationalizing, 

phallogocentrie discourse--an argument that rests on the hermeneutical 

hypothesis governed by male, linear logic guaranteed by the written word; 

first, he creates a different kind of speaking subject, and second, he 

aestheticizes the subject in the text. Pater's life-long struggle over religious 

faith is articulated and framed between two significant utterances "what came 

of him?" and "In te Domine speravi" (emphasis added on the first).4 Both 
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enunciations reveal a tentativeness and incompleteness in the conscious 

portraiture of the subject of his texts. The hesitancy or speculative quality of 

these two utterances is systematically enunciated by all his speaking subjects. 

In this sense, all Pater's works can be treated as autobiography because he 

invites reader speculation about his life, promising to reveal himself through 

portraiture, going beyond the traditional margins of the genre. Ian Fletcher, 

the first brilliant critic of Pater, concurs with this view when he remarks that 

Pater's works are a manifesto "of the triumphs and failures of a temperament. 

It records in his own words 'a prolonged quarrel with himself" (Fletcher 3). 

Pater critics tend to agree with this opinion, noting the reflexive, repeated 

reworking of ideas, myths, and themes, in the almost circular nature of his 

works. Just one instance, out of the innumerable, is Pater's admission in 

Plato and Platonism that "the seemingly new is old also, a palimpsest, a 

tapestry of which actual threads have served before" (Plato 8).5 Gerald 

Monsman, too, notes this reflexiveness in the creation of "identity" when he 

describes Pater's texts as a "ceaseless shuttling back and forth between all 

possible levels: historical fact, literary myth, preexisting texts, its own plot and 

sense of composition, the author's autobiographical stance, the reader's 

experience in the 1870s or 1880s, the critics writings of the present" 

(Autobiography 6).6 

Underlying all Pater's circularity, his "quarrel," is a desire for 

knowledge, simultaneously sacred and profane, intellectual and sensual, 
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worrying the question of religion and its relation to the self. Pater himself 

conflates these categories in his essay on ~ between the intellectual/ 

masculine and sensual/feminine as he attempts to position his subject of 

discourse, or speaking subject. The Essay on Style, perhaps not one his 

greater works of art, at least schematizes his practice of merging the analytical 

with the emotional to give it the ring of "intellectual and moral integrity" 

("Diaphaneite"). He remarks in Style, that sometimes the "male" artist (both 

writer and reader) embroiled in analytically correct language risks losing some 

of the luster from the aesthetic factor involved in conveying meaning: "the 

literary artist is of necessity a scholar, and in what he proposes to do will 

have in mind, first of all, the scholar and the scholarly conscience--the male 

conscience in this matter." In the "Preface" to the Renaissance, he discusses 

the nature of scholarship by writing: "our education becomes complete in 

proportion as our susceptibility to these impressions increases in depth and 

variety. And the function of the aesthetic critic is to distinguish, analyze, and 

separate from its adjuncts, the virtues by which a picture, a landscape, a fair 

personality in life or a book, produces this special impression of beauty or 

pleasure, or indicate what the source of that impression is, and under what 

conditions it is experienced" (13). He seems to say that by controlling his 

writing impulses and staying within the accepted parameters of correct 

(Victorian) prose, the scholar misses the pleasure of lyricism, "the ground 

[over] which the female conscience traverses so lightly, amiably" (Slyk 8). 
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The binary logic of male/analytical and female/emotional Pater probes is also 

what many contemporary scholars interrogate. Pater does not theorize in the 

abstract; he writes of Gaston, one of his innumerable autobiographical 

renderings: "Gaston needed to go far inward for these oppositions to cease ... 

to feel at one with himself again" (Gaston 23). 

It is because Pater was a radical thinker and writer, far ahead 

of his times, that he could conceptualize the gap between language, reality, 

and desire. Moreover, it is due the complex relationship between these that 

Pater's definition of religion (a serious Victorian preoccupation), was 

something other than the traditional one; it was an always altering emotion, 

poised between dogma and doctrine, doubt and faith, asceticism and 

aestheticism. The concept of religion was as contradictory and fascinating as 

the subject wishing to understand it. Thus, to position the speaking subject in 

his texts within such polarity, or in a dichotomy between faith/doubt, 

life/death, etc., and create an escape through Christian salvation is to confine 

Pater himself to a mind-set that he wished to transcend. In interrogating 

dichotomous categories in his works, ranging from critical discourse to poetic 

fiction, and to the brief collection of his letters it can be seen that Pater 

subverted traditional or oppositional methods of writing and reading, such that 

his speaking subjects are "modern" and "autobiographical" in all the 

contemporary connotations of these terms. 
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Having made the argument for autobiography, one must also 

take into account the deconstruction of such a claim. He problematizes the 

genre as critics like Hillis Miller, Harold Bloom, Ian Fletcher, Gerald 

Monsman, Linda Dowling, etc. have already pointed out. There is very little 

narrativity in Pater's texts, so that the portrayal of the speaking subject is 

elusive. His subjects reveal the contours of the mind, a mind fixed on the 

margins of temporality and spatiality. The speaking subject dramatizes 

mercurial shifts from one historical era to another, flitting from one 

pleasurable mood to another, skipping from one philosophical argument to 

another with the agility of a fawn. While today such a multiplicity can be 

seen as a mark of radical innovation, Pater's contemporaries saw it as the 

flaw of a mind not rigorous enough. Monsman writes: 

T. S. Eliot's essay on Pater is representative of the disrepute in which 

his writings were held during the decades after World War I. Eliot 

found Marius the Epicurean a 'hodge-podge' because Pater's mind was 

'incapable of sustained reasoning' --which meant for Eliot and his 

readers that Pater was neither a philosopher, nor a literary critic, nor a 

classicist, nor a master of any other systematic discipline. 

WaIter Pater Preface 

By blurring boundaries between genres, by focusing upon the repeated 

sensations of pleasure, Pater disobeys the patriarchal dictum of sterile purity 

and linearity and problematizes textuality. The speaking subject takes full 



responsibility for this chimera-like quality and invests every gesture with 

defiance, thus, forcing it to speak from the margins of the discourse 

community, never from the center of the Victorian stage. 
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Pater's speaking subjects are always poised over a chasm of 

crisis, allowing the reader to see both an intuitive faith and reasoned doubt, 

encoding a sensuality in his texts through the intertwining of objective analysis 

and subjective response. In embracing such a multiplicity, the speaking 

subject goes against the grain of accepted models of prose. Moreover, by 

examining the nuances of every analytical/sensuous utterance, Pater never 

manages to tell a story, i.e., he remains poised on the plethora of sensations, 

underscoring circularity, and polemicizing the origin and progression of the 

tale itself. Also, by consciously emphasizing sensuality, Pater parodies the 

normative creed of providing "good" textual examples for emulation. His 

mode of "fallen" discourse does not affirm the legitimacy of ontological truth, 

as already seen in Eliot's disapproval; yet, as Fletcher points out, "his [style] 

was one of the most individual and hypnotically satisfying in English" (3). 

In a sense, Pater seduces the reader by revealing aspects of 

subjectivity through indelible marks, through "traces," "relics" on a "palimpsest" 

("Preface," The Renaissance) of other, older literary texts and art objects; the 

identity, thus, projected is situated in the "web" of other textual models. In 

using literary texts or art objects in this fashion, Pater creates another 

problem; he rarely acknowledges the source of his quotations or allusions.7 
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During a time when cultural convention encouraged calling upon older 

"truthful" models to give validity to an author's voice, Pater breaks/brakes the 

line of (textual) succession by not acknowledging citations. Further, he 

complicates the issue by not gesturing toward one particular text or art object, 

but refers to a host of them, so that his work vibrates with an anachronistic 

polyphony that Mikhail Bakhtin postulates. Pater strategically uses 

intertextualitl in this way to signal the acquisition of subjectivity and socio

political positioning of the (autobiographical) speaking subject in the text. 

Often, because of Pater's alleged infidelity in citing the source of his allusions, 

his contemporaries dismissed his work as intellectually careless. Ironically, 

today's critics seek to remedy that and seek to trace each source with 

exhaustive literary and biographical evidence, as if to overcompensate for 

Pater's sleight of hand. My reading is one of the few studies that notes 

Pater's deliberate glossing of intertextual sources as a radical writing of the 

self in language.9 

Pater sustains the fragile speaking subject through the 

multiplicity of intertextuality. By positioning his speaking subject at the 

congruence of diverse literary and art sources, he is able to rediscover new 

meanings through their re-contextualization in his works. The Renaissance is 

a good example of such subject positioning. The altering and modifying of 

source material layers the "I" of the speaking subject in ways that patriarchal 

discourse finds discomfiting. Margaret Oliphant, a contemporary of Pater's, 
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accused him of "some fundamental incompetence--some impotency of the mind 

and imagination," and Mrs. Pattison disagreed 'With the misleading" word 

"History" in the title of The Renaissance.1o There was also the shroud of 

general disapproval with Pater's theme and handling of The Renaissance that 

proves my point about his revolutionary writing. In provoking the reception 

boundaries of his cultural discourse community Pater is experimenting with 

the semiosis of texts; he is testing the premise on which words articulate 

meaning, more so than he is in simply producing meaning. In this Pater 

seems to radically probe the margins of time, enunciate the polemics of the 

self in language, and practice what, today, we call ecriture feminine. 

Ecriture feminine is a term that Helene Cixous coined, though 

the concept was also suggested by Luce Irigaray (womanspeak) and Julia 

Kristeva (jouissance) in their feminist theoretical work in the 1970s. Cixous 

argues that ecriture feminine does not have to be a woman writing or writing 

like a woman; it is based on the Derridean notion of differance. It is a kind 

of writing that she envisions will be revolutionary because it erases the 

essentialism of sexual categories and institutes gender in its place. In other 

words, one is not forced to speak like a man (or a woman) because of 

his/her sex at birth; instead, one can now adopt to speak from a position that 

is either male or female. Gender boundaries are more fluid than sexual ones 

because gender is governed by culture/politics, and, thus, because of lack of 

sexual fixity, allows one the freedom to move between positions. However, 



"feminist" and "radical" become synonymous in their discussions, and since 

their interest is in marginalization (of women), these three French scholars 

posit that feminist writing disrupts patriarchal ideology. The gendered self 

created in such texts articulates its politics and desires from the margins of 

cultural or patriarchal conventions. From a psychoanalytic perspective, 
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ecriture feminine becomes a way of writing the "other," against the grain of 

established patterns and subversively overthrows patriarchal control. The way 

to estimate such subversion is to look for jouissance in the text, a mUltiplicity 

of meaning or the excess of signifiers, that go beyond a masculine economy of 

discourse.1I 

In Pater's case as already stated, his speaking subjects are 

situated on the boundaries of analytical/sensual, history/fiction, narrative/ 

autobiography, literature/criticism, literature/philosophy, etc., that the meaning 

generated always exceeds the margins of the words. In textual terms, his 

prose builds on an association of ideas, held in place by the "web" of fictional 

identity, which in turn is created by a host of intertwining intertextual cues. 

Pater's speaking subjects are gendered in such a way that they can articulate 

both the masculine (intellectual) and feminine (emotional) with sustained and 

simultaneous intensity. 

In the first chapter I discuss the way Pater's anxiety spans his 

entire literary career, extending from his earliest essay "Diaphaneite" to his 

last fragmentary manuscript, Gaston de Latour: An Unfinished Romance. 
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This method of looking at his oeuvre through the over-arching metaphor of 

~ reveals Pater's meta-argument about crisis, and signals his continuous 

fear about his place in the world and the status of his work in academia. By 

creating the prototype of an "aesthetic hero" he engenders a revolutionary 

figure who becomes his textual doppleganger. All the tropes of doubles and 

doubling now show the textualization of desire and the theatricality of 

exclusion. This technique allows his texts to be read through ecriture 

feminine as a subversive practice. Two other important observations in 

reading his texts as autobiography are the way his heroes constantly elide 

commitment to relationships and the theme of his heroes being the last in 

their line of succession yet unable or unwilling to father chPdrt;i1. Such an 

obvious distancing and disruption of patriarchal hierarchy reiterate his position 

on the margins of Victorian life. The texts signify a biological sterility 

without ever sacrificing the surplus of sensual experience; this is his practice 

of jouissance.12 

The next two chapters focus upon Pater's Imaginary Portraits. 

The four narratives in this volume can be read as a contiguous text that 

represent specific moments of crisis in Pater's life and work. Each of the 

portraits reveals not only the trauma, but Pater's radical and subversive way 

of dealing with these situations. The syllogism of the whole transcends the 

specific issues of each work: "A Prince of Court Painters," "Denys 

L'Auxerrois," "Sebastian Van Storck," and "Duke Carl Of Rosenmold." Even 



though each of these portraits represents a crisis point in his life, it is 

wrought with intricate delicacy in Pater's subtle interweaving of art and life. 
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To trace the inherent shadow of crisis in his works, some of the 

events of his life can be highlighted. While Pater wrote "Duke," his brother 

passed away, and he was already burdened with the unimportant task of 

writing literary reviews; yet he could collate these four, previously serialized 

portraits into one neat volume. This is an important detail because Pater was 

meticulous in revising his work, and even more fastidious in having it 

published.J3 Arthur Symons' praise of the Imaginary Portraits sheds some light 

on Pater's ease in compiling this volume vis-a-vis his life. Symons notes that 

"their style was the ripest, most varied, and flawless, their art most assured 

and masterly of any of Pater's books; it was a book that he himself preferred 

thinking it, to use his own phrase 'more natural than any other'" (Symons 

76).14 

"A Prince Of Court Painters" is the first portrait in the volume, 

and the only text in Pater's oeuvre to appear as select entries from a woman's 

journal with a startling degree of verisimilitude. It represents a crisis in 

Pater's perception of himself, not in regards to his male identity (fragile or 

otherwise), but especially in relation to his sensual desire. It is a portrait that 

deals with the sanctioning and display of desire by artists, in a world where 

spontaneous desire (feminine) was considered inferior to calculated logic 

(masculine). Pater's way of subverting this dichotomy was to interlace both in 
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diary form, simultaneously also coalescing two discourse registers--private and 

public. "Denys," the second one, represents his anxiety about the artist's role 

in using classical sources. He seems uneasy with allegorizing classical 

mythology to convey a religious message. He wants to counter literary giants 

who were Christianizing the classics to overcome, on the one hand, atheism 

and science, and on the other hand, to check the conversion to Catholicism. 

Pater in this portrait focuses upon pagan mythology to articulate his position 

on ethics and humanity, not religion per se. The third, "Sebastian," the most 

poignant of the portraits, reveals an intense moment of self-doubt, a 

debilitating sense of loss of faith. Unable to move from the "Everlasting No" 

to the "Everlasting Yea" like most of his contemporaries, Pater remains 

suspended in the margin between the two. The last one, "Duke," incredibly 

ironic, signals Pater's sense of isolation from the intellectual canon. In this 

portrait, Pater pays homage to and interrogates the Romantics and the 

Victorians, to plead for a place of his own in the literary pantheon. 

The last chapter that deals with Pater's letters uncovers a new 

dimension of ecriture feminine, an ironic inversion of subversion. His literary 

works signal the manifesto of the aesthetic movement, radical and energetic, 

inscribing life in art. The aesthetic credo is a blatant thrust, proclaiming his 

doctrine of "flux," of multiplicity, enjoyment, abandon, and pleasure. His work 

can be deciphered, albeit anachronistically, as the first gesture of jouissance, 

the feminist response to patriarchal annals of pleasure. Pater, not unlike any 
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radical, revolutionary thinker, paid an immeasurably high price for this anti

patriarchal position. He was excluded from participating in the intellectual 

life of his peers; his works were received enthusiastically by a select few, but 

he never entered the mainstream of Victorian masters. Yet, he never 

sacrificed his integrity in art by silencing his full, luxurious voice. Instead, he 

chose a different tactic: he subverted the epistle genre. The "letter," 

considered to be a naturally private medium, could reveal the desires of the 

author, and other nineteenth century artists have left a wealth of information 

in their letters. But Pater's letters are brief, bland and even boring. In 

contrast to his public prose, his letters reveal the lack of jouissance. In an 

inverted way, he silences the register meant to uncover the depths of emotion, 

revealing the humiliation caused by his peers in their exclusion.1S Fletcher, 

too, notes the deep fragmentation in Pater, and raises the question of 

audience/writer tart. Even though Fletcher makes the following remark in 

analyzing the Renaissance, it becomes meaningful in this context. He writes: 

"Such innocence, such isolation point to Pater's uncertainty about an audience, 

about his own private self and his public role as a writer, further emphasized 

by the fact that in some modes he saw art as essentially 'private'" (Fletcher 

7). 

My work differs from previous studies in several ways. It follows 

the traditional nineteenth-century ~ of crisis in WaIter Pater's work but 

examines it in a semiotic/feminist light to reveal a dimension of 
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autobiography that has not yet been discussed. It shows that in the 

intersection of his oeuvre, critical theory, and literary history, Pater's 

"gendered speaking subjects" enunciate a radical critique of nineteenth-century 

culture and dogma. By uncovering the complex web of intertextual forces, 

this study shows the gaps and dislocations of the text where the excess of 

desire and ennui in the speaking subject become intertwined. Also, in 

focusing upon the semiosis of the works themselves, this study shows that 

Pater as a connoisseur of art, reveled in the multiplicity of sensations, and 

would not subordinate this pleasure to one synthesized moral code that his 

critics have imposed upon him. The following chapters will examine the 

various positions the speaking subject occupies and show how Pater formulates 

an aesthetic sensibility through textual politics that is unique. 
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Notes for Chapter I 

1. This view of the creation of identity is necessarily 
schematized and is based on some foundational texts. The 
definition and elaborations of identity or the "subject" in 
theoretical postulations comes from a variety of fields and 
a sample of the texts listed below. See Freud's "Beyond the 
pleasure Principle," (1920) in The Standard Edition of the 
Complete Psychological Works of sigmund Freud, ed. James 
Strachey, London: Hogarth Press, 1953-66, Norman Holland's 
"Human Identity" in critical Inquiry 4, (Spring 1978: 451-
70, Jacques Lacan's "The Mirror Stage as Formative of the 
Function of the I" Ecrits, 1-7, "The Function of Speech in 
Language and Psychoanalysis" Ecrits 8-29, "The Agency of 
the Letter in the Unconscious, or Reason Since Freud" 
Ecrits 146-78, and "The Subversion of the Subject and the 
Dialectics of Desire in the Freudian Unconscious" Ecrits 
(292- 325) in Lacan's Ecrits: A Selection, trans. Alan 
Sheridan, New York: W. W. Norton, 1977. Also see the 
comprehensive introductions by Juliet Mitchell and 
Jacqueline Rose to Lacan's Feminine Sexuality, and the 
succinct and accurate synthesis of these accounts by Terry 
Eagleton in the section "Psychoanalysis" in Literary 
Theory: An Introduction, Oxford: Blackwell, 1983. 

2. William C. Spengemann, The Forms of Autobiography: 
Episodes In The History Of A Literary Genre, (New Haven and 
London: Yale Univ. Press, 1980) and James Olney's, ed. 
Autobiography: Essays Theoretical and critical, (Princeton: 
Princeton univ. Press, 1980), are two of the more recent 
texts on autobiography that map the general terrain covered 
both by writers and critics of autobiography. A historico
critical view of autobiography is provided by Georg Misch 
in A History of Autobiogr~hy in Antiquity, trans. 
E.W.Dickes, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1951). 
Karl Joachim weintraub in The Value of the Individual: Self 
and Circumstance in Autobiography, (Chicago: Univ. Of 
Chicago Press, 1978), traces the explicit connections 
between writers and the literary types. He shows how 
writers emulate these types to prove that the genre was 
used to present a self that was culturally appealing and 
religiously saved. Wayne Shumaker in English 
Autobiography: Its Emergence, Materials, and Forms, 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: Univ. of California Press, 
1954), explains the conventions and boundaries of 
traditional autobiography. George P. Landow's collection 
of essays specifically examines victorian autobiography in 
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Approaches to victorian Autobiography, (Athens ohio: Ohio 
Univ. Press, 1979). Paul John Eakin's Figures of 
Autobiography: The Studies in the Art of Self-Invention 
(Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1985) and Avrom 
Fleishman's Figures Of Autobiography: Language of Self
Writing in Victorian and Modern England (Berkeley and Los 
Angeles: Univ. of California Press, 1983) are two studies 
that argue convincingly about the fictionality of the self 
and identity represented in texts. 

3. Phallogocentric can be split into phallus + logos + 
centered, a term that has been spawned by post-structural 
and early feminist theories of the 1970s. It derives 
largely from Jacques Derrida's postulations about language 
and its grasp of reality, more importantly, a reality that 
reflects some hidden cultural programing. Toril Moi has a 
succinct overview of this elaborate formula. She writes 
that the emphasis on the integrity in writing is a 
"patriarchal--or more accurately--a phallic construct ••.• 
patriarchal thought models its criteria for what counts as 
'positive' values on the central assumption of the Phallus 
and the Logos as transcendental signifiers in Western 
culture. The implications of this are often astonishingly 
simplistic: anything conceived of as analogous to the so
called 'positive' values of the Phallus counts as good, 
true, or beautiful; anything not shaped on the pattern of 
the Phallus is defined as chaotic, fragmented, negative . 
.•• the Phallus •.. is whole, and unitary" (Toril Moi, 
Sexual/Textual Politics: Feminist Literary Theory, London: 
Methuen, 1985, 65-66). In other words, Moi synthesizes the 
arguments of Derrida, Lacan, Culler, Irigary, cixous, 
Kristeva, etc. to show that the Phallus assumes a 
metaphorical meaning where it functions as the ordered and 
ordering center of power, a power base in itself structured 
on the systematic binary polarity of male vs. female, 
prejudicing the male. Further, this concealed bias in 
language gives shape to the concept of "metaphysics of 
presence" which provides the guarantee that meaning is 
fully present in the Logos or in the Word. Particularly, 
in autobiography, the origin of meaning can be traced back 
to speech (in Western culture it can be interpreted as God 
and his Word) as completely authentic. Moi reiterates this 
unstated premise by quoting Edward Said "'underneath all 
these is the imagery of succession, of paternity, of 
hierarchy'" (Moi 62). As feminist critics are quick to 
point out, there is no such corollary female as a 
guaranteed model in Western metaphysics to authenticate 
speech or consequently, writing. Hence, again through 
binary logic, anything that is not patriarchally approved 
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becomes non-guaranteed, and therefore inadmissible into the 
discourse community. 

4. The first, a partial quotation referring to his "A Child 
in the House" is taken from an edition of Pater's letters: 
"I call the M.S. a portrait, and mean readers, as they 
might on seeing a portrait, to begin speculating -- what 
came of him?" (Letters of Walter Pater, ed. Lawrence Evans, 
Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1970, 30). The second is Pater's 
self-selected epitaph. 

5. All quotations from Pater's works are taken from the 
standard New Library Edition of the Works of Walter Pater 
(London: Macmillan 1910) and are cited hereafter in the 
body of this work in parenthesis. The following are the 
primary sources for this dissertation: The Renaissance: 
Studies in Art and Poetry (1873), Marius The Epicurean:His 
Sensations and Ideas, 2 vols. (1885), Imaginary Portraits 
(1887), Appreciations. With An essay On Style (1889), Plato 
and Platonism: A Series of Lectures (1893), Greek Studies: 
A Series of Essays (1895), Miscellaneous Studies: A Series 
of Essays (1895), Gaston de Latour: An Unfinished Romance 
(1896), and Essays From the Guardian (1896). 

6. For a full, but patriarchal analysis of his texts as 
autobiography see Gerald C. Monsman's Walter Pater's Art Of 
Autobiography, New Haven and London: Yale Univ. Press, 
1980. 

7. This aspect of Pater's work is his most revolutionary 
project. By not granting the "fathers" any place in his 
texts, he metaphorically rejects an identity fashioned 
through mirroring, as discussed by Lacan. The speaker in 
Pater's texts gains an alternate identity, against the 
grain of Victorian paradigms. 

8. Intertextuality is a word that Julia Kristeva has coined 
and has proved very useful in analyzing Pater's works. The 
term intertextuality, first posited in her Revolutions in 
Poetic Language, is also explicated in Desire in Language. 
It means the influence of one set of signs on another or 
more system of signs. In effect, the meaning of a passage 
keeps changing depending upon the various forces acting 
upon it from other textual systems, ego history, literature 
etc. For more on this see the introductory section of 
Kristeva's works. 
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9. Literary texts become one more register for maintaining 
the patriarchal dictum for calling upon the (Lacanian) Name 
of the Father, and functions as a release for power and 
desire. For example Harold Bloom's The Anxiety of 
Influence (New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1973) while 
deconstructing the premier thesis of fathering and the 
power behind father/son relationship, reiterates the coda. 
Monsman too, in his Autobiography sees Pater's narratives 
as slaying the textual father. Billie Jo Inman's 
exhaustive research approaches or tends to correct this 
(problem) in another way in her three volume effort, Walter 
Pater's Reading: A Bibliography of his Literary Borrowings 
and Literary References, 1858-1873, (London: Garland, 1981) 
and Walter Pater's Reading: 1874-1877, and Walter Pater's 
Reading: 1878 -1894 (forthcoming from Garland). I 
specifically mention these three critics because they are 
considered the Pater experts, and have set the pattern of 
Pater criticism. 

10. Oliphant's review of The Renaissance came out in 
Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine, 114 (1873), 604-609, also 
quoted in Monsman's Walter Pater, Boston: Twayne, 1976, 
190. Mrs. Pattison's comment is taken from Evans' Letters, 
p 18. 

11. The concept of ecriture feminine is based upon 
difference. Cixous sees this as writing that generates 
"another bisexuality," which is multiple and ever changing
-"multiplication of the effects of the inscription of 
desire, •.. indeed, this other bisexuality does not annul 
differences but stirs them up, pursues them, increases 
them .... For this practice can never be theorized, 
enclosed or coded--which doesn't mean it doesn't exist. 
But it will always surpass the discourse that regulates the 
phallocentric system; it does and will take place in areas 
other than those subordinated to philosophico-theoretical 
domination" (Medusa 253-540). Irigaray, also discussing 
difference as part of the ecriture feminine platform says 
that the subject (male) constructs itself on the blindsopt 
that is woman; she is exiled from representation, she 
serves as the ground on which the theorists places his 
specular construct, so inversely, she alone has the power 
to shatter this construct. This is her view of the radical 
nature of writing otherwise. She says that women "must not 
pretend to rival them [men] by constructing a logic of the 
feminine that again would take as its model the onto
theological. They must try to disengage this question from 
the economy of the logos .... show that on the feminine 
side it is possible to exceed and disturb this logic" (The 
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Sex Which is not One 75-6). Kristeva is the most specific 
about ecriture feminine not being the writing of/about 
women, instead she sees the possibility of 
cultural/political dissention in such inscription. She 
writes "sexual difference--which is at one biological, 
psychological, and relative to production--is translated 
and translates a difference in the relationship of subjects 
to the symbolic contract which is the social contract; a 
difference then in the relation to power, language and 
meaning" (Women's time," Signs: Journal of Women in 
culture and Society 7 (Autumn 1981) 21). For more on 
ecriture feminine, its elaborations, and jouissance, see 
Helene cixous' "The Laugh of the Medusa," trans. Keith 
Cohen and Paula Cohen, in Signs: Journal of Women in 
culture and society 1 (Sum 1976): 875-93, Julia Kristeva's 
Desire in language, trans. Leon S Roudiez, Michele Richman, 
"Sex and Signs: The Language of French Feminist criticism" 
in Language and Style 13 (1980): 62-80, Ann Rosalind Jones, 
"writing the Body: Toward an Understanding of l'ecriture 
feminine," Feminist Studies 7 (Sum. 1981): 247 -63, Domna 
C. Stanton "Language and Revolution: The Franco-American 
Disconnection," in The Future of Difference, ed. Eisenstein 
and Jardine, Amherst: 106-21. 

12. It is important to mention that I have examined 
"Diaphaneite" and Gaston as metaphoric parameters for 
measuring autobiography in Pater's texts. Most other 
critics choose "The Child in the House" and Marius. My 
argument is situated on a feminist platform, so the 
interpretations are slightly different, and since they are 
all-encompassing in the selection of texts, the other two 
texts mentioned above can be analyzed in my frame with 
equal dexterity. The same applies to the brief mention of 
the Renaissance, which can be examined along the lines of 
the works in the Imaginary Portraits. Since I concentrate 
on the position of the speaking subject in each text and 
show the mUltiplicity of meaning, I can maneuver the 
interpretations to analyze the "Child," or Marius. or the 
Renaissance. 

13. The overall coherence of the Imaginary Portraits can be 
better appreciated if one compares it to The Renaissance. 
The "Conclusion" to the Renaissance first appeared in 1868 
as the last part of an unsigned, iconoclastic review called 
"Poems by William Morris" in westminster Review. Five 
revisions later, in 1873, Monsman documents that "there are 
thirty eight points of variance, twenty seven alterations, 
nine verbal emendations, and two [major] changes of intent" 
(Walter Pater, Boston: Twayne, 55). The point in this 
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comparison is that Pater was a scrupulous editor, 
exceptionally sensitive to the relationship between word 
and meaning. with this level of scrutiny built into every 
thing that went into public circulation, it is remarkable 
that he put these four portraits into the "Book" so easily. 

14. Arthur Symons, "Walter Pater," in Studies in Prose and 
Verse, London: Macmillan, 1904. 

15. For more on this argument, see chapter 5, where all the 
reasons for Pater's awkward letter-writing style are 
discussed. 
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"Diaphaneite" to Gaston de Latour: Pater's Arc of Anxiety 

To read Victorian autobiography as a signification of anxiety or crisis is 

not new, but it is unique to find this anxiety systematically spanning the entire 

oeuvre of the writer's work. Also, most Victorian writers have invested one, 

or sometimes a selection of texts, with their most eloquent (autobiographical) 

expression of such a crisis, but in Walter Pater's case, however, not only is 

every text a repetition of the originary composition, it reiterates the self

conscious, self-reflexive pain of the same fragmentation. The metaphor of an 

artist with a fragmented psyche, too, occurs again and again, not only in 

nineteenth-century works, but in that of the moderns and postmoderns too. 1 

However, while most Pater scholars trace the fragmented artist trope from his 

earliest, most transparently autobiographical tale, "The Child in the House," I 

am arguing that the arc of anxiety extends from one of his first works 

"Diaphaneite" to the last "unfinished romance" Gaston de Latour. Each of 

Pater's tales, situated between the parameters of these two works, is a 

repeated testimony of his struggle with crisis. I will first define crisis for 

Pater according to his cultural context, trace it from "Diaphaneite" by 

revealing his technique of exteriorizing and projecting an aesthetic hero to 

combat such a crisis, and finally, show how this hero remains an ever-present 

doppleganger to such an autobiographical ploy till the very last unfinished 

tale. 
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I 

Pater's crisis in the cultural context: 

Even though crisis is a common factor among nineteenth-century artists, 

Pater's method of responding to it was certainly different. While other writers 

around him interiorized and temporalized the struggle through the common 

(Christian) topoi of a life-as-journey, Pater exteriorized and spatialized the 

experience of anxiety. In carrying over such anxiety, most of Pater's heroes 

die anti-climactically, without enunciating either a clear, Victorian or a post

Victorian credo, leaving the reader to fill in a moral meaning. Marius, 

Denys, Sebastian, Watteau, Carl, Emerald, Gaston, etc. are just a few 

examples of heroes who end the tale on a problematic note. In this practice 

Pater is closer to painters like Turner in depicting the debilitating effect 

anxiety had on him, such that the tale works more like a "portrait," full yet 

frozen. Further, by not adopting the master trope of the Victorian artists, he 

consciously or unconsciously subverts this schema and remains trapped in the 

whirlpool of crisis. Unconsciously, perhaps, this very stasis stopped him from 

ever escaping the angst of fragmentation, such that he remained frozen in the 

same spot throughout his literary career. It can also be argued that this very 

stasis forced him to rework history, cultural/literary myths, and life itself 

repeatedly in his texts so that he spun deeper and deeper into the eddying 

currents of fragmentation. Each new tale, instead of propelling him forward, 

only made him reach further into himself to resolve this terrifying motion. 
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George P. Landow, while examining such fragmentation as 

autobiography, points out the difference between the writers and painters of 

the nineteenth century and their differing relationship to crisis through space 

and time. Even though he does not specifically mention Pater, his comment 

about space is useful in this context: 

The structure of crisis that lies at the heart of so many popular 

nineteenth- and twentieth-century metaphors, situations, and images 

turns out to be a transformation of a previously dominant cultural 

paradigm. [One such paradigm is the voyage metaphor.] The figures 

of voyage, progress, or pilgrimage all enable us to spatialize and hence 

visualize our existence. (I had almost written that they enable us to 

spatialize our movement through time, or our existence in it, so 

difficult is it to escape using forms of space to express those of time, 

quality and abstract idea). 

Landow 16. (italics from the original)2 

It is such a visualization that allowed Victorian writers to explore the inherent 

temporality through autobiography. Again, in his exhaustive survey of artists 

and crisis, Landow makes another crucial observation. He writes: "whereas, 

the traditional [crisis metaphor] takes place in the presence of God, it is 

precisely the point of the modem one that it occurs in His absence" (Landow 

17, italics from the original).3 Pater, unlike his contemporaries failed to come 
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to grips with the primal crisis, and could only vacillate between the absence/ 

presence of God. Marius is one of numerous such examples where Pater 

moves between Christian/pagan, culture/nature, and faith as feeling/faith as 

reasoned assent. Again, it is because of such conscious polarity that Pater 

gets trapped in the moment of crisis, as Marius/Pater notes with his last 

breath: "We wait for the great crisis which is to try what is in us: we can 

hardly bear the pressure of our hearts; at last the great act, the critical 

moment itself comes easily, almost, unconsciously" (II 212-13). 

One factor that all scholars note is Pater's capacity to balance between 

two positions, for example pagan/Christian, in all his works; what is hidden by 

Pater in such a bi-level stance is that he exteriorizes the conflict and makes 

the fictional character take the full burden of his own anxiety. Not having 

resolved his own dilemma, his fictional construct, too, swerves from 

enunciating an answer clearly. However, it is not accurate to say Pater failed 

completely: what he did instead, was to propose an alternate decision, an all

embracing, aesthetic principle in the place of a moral code as a way of 

understanding and dealing with the fracture. 

Another way of perceiving the fragmented identity or divided 

subjectivity is to posit a speaking subject as the agency in Pater's texts. A 

speaking subject is a construct that Julia Kristeva proposes to explain or 

account for both signification and breaks in texts. The speaking subject is a 

direction language emanates from, and in Pater's case, it gestures toward the 
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"aesthetic hero" which serves as a (provisional) place to locate the object, such 

that, language/discourse/text mediates between subject and object. Leon 

Roudiez, in his introduction to Kristeva's Desire in Language, gives a clear 

picture of her speaking subject. He writes that her speaking subject must not 

be confused with the fragmented idea of "Husserl's transcendental ego," 

primarily because her theory is based on the dialogue between the inherent 

conscious/unconscious split in the speaking subject, for she does not valorize 

one at the expense of the other. Roudiez argues that earlier theorists have 

described 

stability where one should acknowledge mobility, unity where there is 

contradiction. On the one hand, what we have been offered so far are 

systems of meaning depending on consciousness; on the other, she 

proposes a split subject--hence two heterogenous levels. To state this 

in different terms, the object of her investigations is no longer language 

(as in structuralism), or discourse (as phenomenology would have it), or 

even enunciations; rather it is the discourse of the split subject. 

Kristeva 6.4 

In the context of Pater scholarship, such a Kristevan method of making 

meaning seems valid. After all, scholarship on him has been predominantly 

structuralist, analyzing oppositional style and themes in his texts, or like 

Wolfgang Iser, focusing upon the phenomenological register of his texts. Both 
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branches of criticism have selectively prejudiced either the object of Pater's 

creations, or the subject of enunciation. No study has yet investigated the 

split subject/object relationship in Pater's works. Within the larger framework 

of crisis as engendering the autobiographical impulse, it is only logical that 

the split subject and its textual mediation to the object be scrutinized. 

II 

"Diaphaneite" 

"Diaphaneite," an essay Pater wrote in 1864 was posthumously 

published in 1895 and contains the seed of all his works; it can be read as 

the hieroglyph for his oeuvre. During the 1860s Pater belonged to a club of 

radical intellectuals called ''The Old Mortality," where he was one of the 

leading iconoclastic voices. Pater delivered the essay; quite consciously to 

create an alternate aesthetic hero who would counter Victorian ideals, and 

perhaps unconsciously, to mark his territory in the literary terrain of the mid

nineteenth century. Even though it borrows an Arnoldian veneer (Monsman 

32), it does not espouse the principles of the high Victorians. It openly 

mocks Carlyle, his rival in the study of European philosophy. Pater portrays 

an aesthetic hero who will stand in for him and revolutionize Victorian 

thought. In fact, the resemblance on the one hand to this hero's theatrical 

representation of Pater's own "daring philosophy" (Monsman quoting 

Humphrey Ward 31) was noted by the audience, on the other hand; they and 
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later Pater critics, speculated on the resemblance of the hero's physical 

contours to that of his student C. S. Shadwell. What is more telling than the 

precise or even alleged homoerotic desire between Pater and Shadwell is that 

the object-hero embodies both conscious portrayal and unconscious desire, that 

the subject becomes split between homo and autoeroticism. To emphasize 

that this is not a mere post-structural, theoretical imposition on Pater's work, 

it is important to note that Pater never published this essay during his lifetime 

because of the moral outcrY by some members of the audience at such an 

open display of desire coupled with a public proclamation of aestheticism. 

Having pointed out the split level object of Pater's text/desire, and having 

traced its origin in a split speaking subject, let us examine the configurations 

of the hero of "Diaphaneite." 

There is another type of character ... rare, precious, .... [who] does not 

take the eye by breadth of colour; rather it is the fine edge of light, 

where the elements of our moral nature refine themselves to the 

burning point. It crosses rather than follows the main current of the 

world's life. The world has no sense fine enough for those evanescent 

shades, which fill up the blanks between the contrasted type of 

character--delicate provision in the organization of the moral world for 

the transmission to every part of it of the life quickened at single 

points! For this nature there is no ready place in its affections. This 

colourless, unclassified purity of life it can neither use for its service, 
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nor contemplate as an ideal... [The type has] a kind of moral 

expressiveness; there is an intellectual triumph implied in it ... like all 

the higher forms of inward life this character is a subtle blending and 

interpenetration of intellectual, moral and spiritual elements ... as a 

phase of intellect or culture ... lighted up by some spiritual ray within 

... a magnificent intellectual force is latent within it. ... Its ethical 

result is an intellectual guilelessness, or integrity, ... is like relic from a 

classical age, laid open by accident to our alien modern atmosphere. ... 

The nature before us is revolutionist ... but ... is softened, harmonized, 

subdued as by distance, ... of one who has slept a hundred years. [It 

has] a moral sexlessness, a kind of impotence, ... yet with a divine 

beauty and significance of its own ... the presence of this nature is felt 

like a sweet aroma of early manhood. ... The nature here indicated 

alone is worthy to be this type. A majority of such would be a 

regeneration of the world. 

Miscellaneous Studies 273-75 

It is necessary to quote so extensively from the original because every feature 

of the ideal hero shows the marks of the intellectual milieux of the time, and 

Pater's subsequent use of this type in all his works. Perhaps, it is in his use 

of typology that he becomes clearly Victorian, for they are generally credited 

with having made the type a cultural artifact.6 
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Monsman has traceed Fichte's intellectual influence in this essay, but 

what can also be traced is the oppressive dogma of Victorian prudishness 

and Pater's emphasis on co-joining morality with desire, as an appeal to a 

pure "moral sexlessness." By repeatedly invoking the character's morality 

through "intellectual integrity" he is able to sublimate desire and play out 

seduction in the arena of the mind and the parameters of the text. Yet, he 

explicitly calls attention to the fulfillment of desire by yearning to recapture 

the moment "that is felt like a sweet aroma in early manhood." He knows 

that he is treading on Victorian taboo here, so he acknowledges that the type 

must "cross" the world, be a "revolutionary" in more ways than one. Here he 

also admits that the hero will automatically be marginalized because "the 

world has no sense fine enough for" such a revolutionary. In reiterating 

sexuality so explicitly in an essay so brief, Pater reveals the influence of the 

French Decadents, like Gautier and Baudelaire, without mentioning them. In 

an elliptical way, the essay can be also considered an experiment in genre, a 

prose-poem, in the fashion of the Decadents themselves.7 

These criss-crossing lines of influence of romance, philosophy, 

aesthetics, and sexuality reveal Pater's mind set as early as 1864. Yet, he 

never seems to have transcended this frame of mind throughout his life. He 

denies that his hero can be called "a saint, an artist, even the speculative 

thinker" (273), yet most of his characters partake of one or more of these 

categories. The figures he valorizes in the Renaissance, for example 
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Michelangelo, Botticelli, Wincklemann, or in The Imaginal)' Portraits, Denys, 

or Watteau, or in the larger fictions as Marius and Gaston who are all three 

and more, show that Pater wants to subvert categorization, "not the saint only, 

the artist also, the speculative thinker, confused, jarred, disintegrated, ... 

because the world is able [to grant only them] the right to exist" (274-73). 

Another thing his hero cannot do is contribute to the positivistic or 

utilitarian agenda of the Victorians, thus his hero's "unclassed purity of life ... 

can neither [be] use[d] for its service, nor contemplate[d] as an ideal" (273). 

This factor then becomes his platform for attacking Carlyle, whose 

revolutionary, but robust hero espousing "the 'dim blackguardism' of Danton ... 

made too popular for the true interest of art" (275) is not only the opposite 

of, but inferior to, his own ethereal aesthetic ideal. He suggests that the 

Carlylian hero becomes vulgar by comparison, engaging in the physical labor 

of revolution, while his hero could bring about "the regeneration of the world 

... without noise of axe or hammer" (275). Pater sounds so convincing that 

Carlyle's own definition of "hero as poet" capable of re-establishing the moral 

vision and social order that history has destroyed8 seems overshadowed in this 

instance. Pater's hidden agenda in subverting the role of the hero reveals 

more about his unconscious motives for the attack than hitherto explicated; 

here is the "art for art's sake" propaganda that he was accused of spreading, 

but could not be hanged for. Similarly, the appeal and the cult of a "moral 

sexless ness, ... \vith a divine beauty" that the Victorians charged was the direct 
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result for the "art for art's sake" movement is also indicated here. More 

importantly, it is played out quite consciously in all his heroes, like Marius, 

Flavian, Floreal, Emerald, Gaston, to name only a few. One wonders how 

much of it was conscious creation of a defiant aesthetic hero in "Diaphaneite," 

and how much of it was unconscious release of desire. 

Another important legacy of this essay is the concept of "that fine edge 

of light, where the elements of our moral nature refine themselves to a 

burning point" (273) that is repeated in the "Conclusion" of the Renaissance 

as "to burn always with this hard, gemlike flame" (236). This particular 

remark has become the Paterian signature of the perfect response to art, yet, 

few scholars see its inception in "Diaphaneite." The aesthetic hero further, 

silhouetted in "those evanescent shades, which fill up the blanks between 

contrasted types of character" glows with "life quickened at single points" 

(273). This, in turn, allows Pater to discuss the searing, "intellectual 

excitement" of art and to ask "How shall we pass most swiftly from point to 

point, and be present always at the focus where the greatest number of vital 

forces unite in their purest energy?" (Conclusion 236). The urgency 

embedded in the "quickened points" and "vital forces" uniting gives rise to 

Pater's lauded and condemned concept of "flux," again already hinted at in the 

first essay as speculation: "perhaps there are flushes of it in all of us; 

recurring moments of it in every period of life" (276). Finally, it is a 

connoisseur of art, waiting for this "purest" form of "energy" to course through 
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his body and mind who is prefigured in the "Diaphaneite," as "he who is ever 

looking for the breaking of a light he knows not whence about him, notes 

with a strange heedfulness the faintest paleness in the sky" (275). It is this 

image of the hero in early manhood who becomes emblematically invoked 

over and over again in all Paterian texts. Together with this endorsement of 

abandoning oneself to the pleasures of art, is Pater's caution about 

discriminating between levels of enjoyment: "it is the thread of pure white 

light that one must disentwine from the tumultuary richness of Goethe's 

nature," (276) for after all, Goethe's ideas had already been canvassed by the 

Victorian high priests like Arnold and Carlyle. This is another reason why 

Pater's heroes are so distinct from other fictional heroes of the nineteenth 

century. 

Two other major signature metaphors, quite consciously crafted, follow 

from "Diaphaneite." One is the gazing into "softened, harmonized, subdued" 

art form, art that has passed through various cultures and ages, to be 

reinterpreted by the radical beholder. The comment: "it is the evolutionism 

of one who has slept a hundred years. Most of us are neutralized by the play 

of circumstances" (275) is strikingly similar to the one he makes about the 

beauty of the Mona Lisa in the Renaissance: "she has been dead many times, 

and learned the secrets of the grave" (123). More importantly, Mona Lisa 

embodies the Persephone/Sibyl signifiers, the regenerative power of art, she 

also represents the dynamism of the "flux" principle, not to mention the 
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Christian/pagan cultural conflation. In this metaphor, Pater projects his own 

refined sensibilities into the art object, so that he occupies both the subject 

and object positions. The other metaphor is the intertwining of influences, 

responses, and appreciation of art like the weaving of an oriental carpet. 

Monsman deals with this metaphor pointing to its recurrence in the 

"Conclusion," "The Child in the House," "Appreciations," and "Plato & 

Platonism" ( Monsman 34-35). 

To speculate on the systematic conscious/unconscious emplottment of 

these figures and metaphors in Pater's works following the delivery of 

"Diaphaneite," to note Pater's enactment of crisis in fiction, and to see the 

subject/ object mediated in the text, one can turn to Monsman's comment, 

made in a different context. In Walter Pater's Art Of Autobiography. he 

writes: "one might, however, better answer the question 'What came of him?' 

by analyzing those fictional forms in which Pater characteristically expressed 

his yearning for a refuge from the threatening 'abyss.' About 1887 - 88 he 

seems to have faced a creative crisis that caused him to abandon at midpoint 

the autobiographical 'trilogy' he had begun with Marius the Epicurean (1885) 

and was continuing in Gaston de Latour (1888--)" (Monsman 3-4).9 

What is important in the above critique is that it reveals the anxiety 

that Pater felt throughout his entire career, but no study examines this crisis 

as enunciated by a split speaking subject. Such a positionality would allow for 

greater understanding of the unconscious encodings of the text, the repeated 
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fragmentation, and perhaps can even explain why he could not complete 

Gaston, even though he managed to complete "Emerald Uthwart" and start an 

essay entitled "Imaginary Portraits 2 An English Poet" and begin a few other 

fragmentary pieces. Yet the seeds of the fear of such a crisis are present as 

early as "Diaphaneite." He remarks: 

Over and over again the world has been surprised by the heroism, the 

insight, the passion of this [aesthetic hero's] clear crystal nature. Poetry 

and poetical history have dreamed of a crisis, where it must needs be 

that some human victim be sent down into the grave .... It is a natural 

prophecy of what the next generation will appear, renerved, modified 

by the ideas of this. There is a violence, an impossibility about men 

who have ideas, which makes one suspect that they could never be the 

type of any widespread life. 

275-76 

Three things are woven into the above passage. First, that there is an 

inevitability and inescapability about an artist's crisis, and that it involves a 

certain death, metaphoric at least. Next, the revolutionary that Pater posits is 

an intellectual adversary, one who battles with ideas, moreover whose ideas 

themselves are revolutionary. There is a subtle doubling on the figure of the 

revolutionary. Finally, the intellectual strength and moral integrity of this 

hero, willing to fight for his ideals will not endear him to the world at large. 
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Not only is this three layered thesis of a fictional, aesthetic hero, a conscious 

~ in the text, it is simultaneously, a poignant autobiographical projection, 

an (un)conscious subject of the text. But the hero of "Diaphaneite" is a 

whole image, Pater as split speaking subject is able to heal the fissure 

between object/subject, and its corollary conscious/unconscious at this juncture 

in his literary career. The controlling agency in the split speaking subject 

allows a certain multiplicity in the portrayal of the hero, so that it can act as 

protofigure for all his fictional heroes, but is also able to keep a reign on the 

degree of fracture to present a coherent rendering of the object in his first 

essay. 

III 

Gaston de Latour 

Pater's last work Gaston de Latour is a novel version of his orally 

delivered essay. In a Kristevan sense, "Diaphaneite" is a bounded text. A 

clear textual analogy for the term as explanation is given by Roudiez in the 

introduction to Desire in Language where he writes: "William Faulkner, 

recalling how he wrote As I Lay Dying, gave his description of what Kristeva 

calls a "bounded novel" ... 'before I ever put pen to paper and set down the 

first word, I knew what the last word would be and almost where the last 

period would fall'" (Kristeva 13-14).10 In Pater's case, "Diaphaneite" represents 
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the fullness of his literary work, almost to the definitive "last period." Gaston, 

more so than others, is but a more laborious repetition of the essay.lI 

Subject/Object Split: 

Like the autobiographical Marius, Gaston de Latour is deliberately 

inserted into the fabric of history, for it is well known fact that Prosper 

Merimee's Chronique du Regne de Charles IX (1829) served as Pater's 

source. Similarly, the story unfolds at a time of transition, from Catholicism 

to Protestantism after the Reformation. Like Marius, the setting accounts for 

a certain dislocation in culture and politics, and the chance to etch a 

pioneering hero searching for peace between "two worlds, two antagonistic 

ideals [that] were in evidence before him. Could a third condition supervene, 

to mend this discord, or only to vex him perhaps, from time to time, with 

efforts towards an impossible adjustment" (Gaston 38-39). It is this searching 

for a "third" condition that hints at the base structure of "doubles" throughout 

Gaston.12 But, the double structure is simultaneously cause/effect and 

symptom/cure of Pater's fragmented or split subjectivity. As already shown in 

"Diaphaneite," Pater exteriorizes and projects his angst onto the object, 

ranging from Pater/Gaston, to Gaston/King Charles, to Gaston/Ronsard, to 

Gaston/Montaigne to culminate into Gaston/Bruno. Such a doubling that is 

repeated in every chapter (in a six chapter fragment) with a different partner 

becomes another signal for Pater's escalating anxiety, and inability to even 
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maintain a one split-subject position that was evident in "Diaphaneite." Pater 

as speaking subject is fully aware of a splitting and juxtapositioning because in 

the chapter "Suspended Judgement" where his voice is the only one audible, 

he remarks: 

The diversity, the undulancy of human nature! ... Diversity of custom!-

What was it but diversity in the moral and mental view, diversity of 

opinion? and diversity of opinion, what but radical diversity of mental 

constitution? ... For opinion was the individual projection of will, in 

the vast conflict of taste, opinion, preference, conviction, there was no 

real inconsistency. It was but that the soul looked 'upon things with 

another eye, and represented them to itself with another kind of face; 

reason being a tincture almost equally infused into all our manners and 

opinions; though there never were in the world two opinions exactly 

alike.' 

91-93 

The last of these doubles, the one with Gaston/Bruno, is particularly 

interesting. Ironically, Giordano Bruno emerges as the "revolutionary" 

Dominican whose "opposite faith" and "diversity of opinion" leads him to 

perceive the simple morality of God that is born out of his own metaphysical 

contemplation, doubling him into the character delineated in "Diaphaneite." 

Bruno's epiphanic moment, "delighting in itself, in the sense of its own energy. 
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this sleepless, capacious, fiery intelligence, evokes all orders of nature, all the 

revolutions of history, cycle upon cycle, in ever new types" (142) repeats the 

type projected in the "Diaphaneite"--neither Saint, nor poet, nor even 

speculative thinker, but all these and more. And sadly "this 'prodigal' son of 

Dominic" (152), this heroic ideal, finds himself in disfavour as Pater had 

already predicted in the "Diaphaneite." In the early essay Pater foresaw "a 

violence, an impossibility about men who have ideas" (Misc. Stds 276) in 

joining the fabric of everyday men. Bruno as revolutionary, comes closest to 

Pater's sense of the character from "Diaphaneite," and it could be argued that 

at this point, the text must necessarily be closed, if not completed. The 

meaning of a bounded text can only be repeated after this chapter, and also 

becomes a way of explaining Pater's literary crisis of 1888-89.13 

There are at least two more registers of split subjectivity in Gaston. 

One, when he sees and aligns himself to Gabrielle de Latour, and proceeds to 

bifurcate that further by readiug her death into his own bride's brutal murder. 

And the other, when Gaston sees himself reflected in the "Books" of Ronsard 

and Montaigne. On the surface, Pater as split speaking subject makes Gaston 

his textual object, who then transfers and splits this objectivity onto other 

figures like Ronsard, Montaigne, and their texts. 

Doubling: 

The dimension of doubling is constantly proliferated, such that 

representation is born from the absence of the original subject/object; the 
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representation of representation gives the object its new existence. For 

example, the very first instance is Gaston's ancestral home, "double manoir-

two houses oddly associated at a right angle" (3) that is an exteriorization of 

the love between two Latour brothers. According to legend, the Chateau 

Deux Manoirs, an uncommon architectural signal, represents the irreconcila.ble 

situation where the two Latour brothers, with an inexplicably strong familial 

bond, refused to be parted even in marriage. From this step Pater/Gaston 

and the text become obsessed, with doubles. The symbol of the home, 

usually so sacred in Pater, as in Marius, in ''The Child in the House," in The 

Imaginaty Portraits, has always represented a ceasing of chaos, yet, in Gaston 

it becomes problematized from the very first chapter. The house with its 

interior spaces often becomes incapable of providing a sanctuary as in the 

earlier stories; Pater as speaking subject makes his precarious fragmentation 

the beginning of the story and declares, "Gaston needed to far inward for the 

oppositions to cease ... to feel at one with himself again" (25). 

Not only does Gaston signal an unconscious slit object (house) in the 

text, but Pater creates a conscious split in making King Charles the Ninth his 

specific double. While Gaston is the clerical half, Charles is the royal: ''The 

Life of Gaston de Latour was almost to coincide with the Religious Wars" 

(15). That a thread of violence and treachery binds their destiny is indicated 

by the graphic doubling of blood imagery when in the first chapter Charles 

enters Deux Manoirs "steeped in blood" and Gaston, later in ''The Shadow of 
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Events" feels as if he was morally bloodied by his careless, yet unavoidable 

embroiling in the planned violence of the Saint Bartholomew's Day massacre. 

The text implicates both men equally in the bloodbath: 

It was so with the agents on the terrible Eve of St. Bartholomew, 

1572, when a man's foes were those of his own household. An 

ambiguity of motive and influence, a confusion of spirit amounting, as 

we approach the center of action, to physical madness, encompasses 

those who were formally responsible for things; and the mist around 

that great crime, or great "accident," in which the gala weather of 

Gaston's coming to Paris broke up, leaving a sullenness behind it to 

remain for a generation, has never been penetrated. The doubt with 

which Charles the Ninth would seem to have left the world, doubt as 

to his own complicity therein, as well as to the precise nature, the 

scope, of the event itself, is still unresolved. So it was with Gaston 

also. 

116-117 

In being implicated jointly, both consciously, as in Charles' case, and 

unconsciously, in Gaston's case, the text makes the doubling inescapable. To 

underscore subtly the basic schema of doubling as a splitting, the feuding, yet 

intertwined connection of the brothers/doubles, Gaston is made to witness an 

angry fight between two brothers in the village "quarrelling about the division, 
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lately affected there, of their dead father's land. 'I shall hate you till death!' 

cries the younger, bounding away in the darkness; and two atheists part, to 

take opposite sides in the supposed strife of Catholic and Huguenot" (17-18). 

This inconsequential detail is continually inserted to emphasize the 

irreconcilable oppositions, while the larger religious war between the Catholics 

and the Huguenots serves as the constant reminder. The Latours as the first 

set of doubles represent an unconditional love, the next set, a doubling of the 

first one, comes to represent the unconscious, tenuous relationship, and the 

last one mirrors both showing the division between conscious (religious 

contentions) and unconscious (familial bonds) relationships. The problem of 

the split for Gaston (subject/object or conscious/unconscious) is one of 

constant irritation, but it is not strong enough to stage a rupture, because 

Gaston felt a degree of safety also in "Deux-Manoirs, [where] this warfare 

seething up ... wildly [was lessened for] a boy, in whose mind nevertheless 

they deepened in native impressibility ... the sorrow and hazard that are 

constant and necessary in human life" (18-19). 

Another interesting double is Gabrielle de Latour and Columbe de 

Latour. While Gabrielle "dies of joy" (20) at the sight of her husband 

returning from war, Columbe Gaston's wife, is killed in an Huguenot/Catholic 

war along with his unborn child. Gaston is shattered by this blow even 

though the split speaking subject of the text had already indicated "Sorrow 

came along with beauty, a rival of its intricate omnipresence in life" (25) 
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Gaston had been prepared for "a world, he may fancy, in which there could 

be no shadows, at best not too cheerful colours. In truth, it was all accent, 

so to speak. But then, surely, all the finer influences of every language 

depended mostly on accent" (25). Yet sorrow, though outward accent, cut to 

his very soul so that "Gaston ... needed to go far enough across it for those 

inward oppositions to cease, which already at times beset him; to feel at one 

with himself again" (25). 

This is a stunning instance where Pater was poised on an almost post

modern moment, able to anticipate and approximate the distance between 

language and reality, and the structuring of identity through the "accents" in 

language. It is perhaps this dilemma that is the root of his anxiety, and the 

manifestation of this crisis is a constant textual preoccupation with him. He 

writes in "Suspended Judgment" that configurations of reality change "'with a 

little alteration in accent.' ... Yes! Doubt, everywhere! Doubt in the far 

background, as the proper intellectual equivalent to the finite possibilities of 

life:... But beyond and above all the various interest upon which the 

philosopher's mind was forever afloat, there was one subject always in 

prominence--himself.. .. I have no other end in writing but to discover myself' 

(104-05). 

And so it is in the doubling of Gabrille de Latour and Columbe de 

Latour, another Paterian preoccupation becomes evident--that of the hero's 

constant withdrawal from consummating hetero- or homoerotic desire. 
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Because he was called away to Deux Manoirs to stay with his dying 

grandfather, "amid the peaceful ministries of the religion which was even then 

filling the houses of Paris with blood" (119), he could not save Columbe from 

the massacring Catholics. His remonstrations with himself lead only to "his 

recoil from that damaging theory of his conduct brought home to a sensitive 

conscience the fact that there had indeed been a measure of self-indulgent 

weakness in his acts, and made the creature for the rest of his days of 

something like remorse" (120). This is not a new idea in Pater's texts. This 

whole image of treachery and abandonment of a loved one doubles and 

redoubles other textual alliances as well. There are only aborted unions 

strewn in Pater's texts; between Marius and Cecilia, Marius and Flavian, Duke 

Carl of Rosenmold and his Gretchen, Sebastian van Storck and his Dutch 

maiden, Denys and the princess, Marie-Marguerite and Watteau, Watteau and 

John Baptiste Pater, and Emerald Uthwart and James Stokes. And by the 

same token of doubling all of these tales have already enunciated Gaston de 

Latour: The Unfinished Romance. In Pater, crisis functions as precondition 

that entices doubling, but frustrates coupling--so desire is forever proliferated. 

It is almost as if the performance of the text creates the spectacle that allows 

representation to operate only through doublings. 

Sometimes the doublings get so intertwined that Pater himself lets the 

image cease. He introduces the 'Triumvirate" (48) to strike an 

autobiographical note. During his school days at Canterbury, Pater is 
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supposed to have been part of a trio called the triumvirates,14 in Gaston he 

distances himself further by creating three fliends, Jasmine the poet, "himself 

certainly, a poem for a competent reader," Amadee "who was to be a 

soldier," even, a "soldier of religion" and Camille "who meant to be a lawyer" 

with the "audacity of genius" (49). While in the real "triumvirates" Pater was 

in the subject position, in the fictional one he distances himself (as Gaston) to 

occupy the object position. Yet part of him is invested in all three fictional 

positions; for example Pater considered himself a warrior of God, albeit an 

aesthetic one. He was certainly a poet, and his friends thought him a genius. 

But Gaston is given the chance to see traces of an adolescent Pater in others. 

But the unending proliferation of this particular object position is brought to a 

stop abruptly when the friends imagine they have seen doubles of themselves: 

Three others fronted them face to face--Jasmine, Amadee, and Camille

-their very selves visible in the light of the lantern carried by Camille: 

they might have felt the breath upon their cheeks, ... a light like their 

own flashed up counter-wise, but with blood, all three of them, fresh 

upon the bosom or in the mouth. It was well to draw the sword, to be 

one's enemy carnal or spiritual; ... out flashed the brave youths' swords, 

still with mimic counter-motion, upon nothing--upon the empty darkness 

before them. 

75-76 
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It is easy to draw attention to the psychological and unconscious meaning 

here so as to suggest that Pater has corne to terms with his crisis, has drawn 

"the sword on one's carnal or spiritual" enemy, but it is not so. The doubling 

continues in other ways in the text; the battle is not yet won. 

The tower imagery takes on the proliferation of subject elaborations. 

The one at La Beauce is a projection of the Victorian artist in the ivory 

tower, and Gaston climbs it to escape the reality of Deux Manoirs. The 

starkness of the first tower is contrasted with Ronsard's, which is an aesthetic 

haven. Ronsard's tower walls are lined with portraits, statues, forbidden 

books (with which Gaston felt a ready intimacy), and Gaston feels the gentle 

pull of seduction: "Dangerous guests in that simple cloistered place, Sibyl of 

the Renaissance on a mission from Italy to France, to Gaston one and all 

seemed under the burden of some weighty message concerning a world 

unknown to him; the stealthy lines of cheek and brow contriving to express it, 

while the lips and eyes only smile, not quite honestly" (65). Not only is the 

passage reminiscent of the one on the Mona Lisa in the Renaissance, but also 

of the one in the essay "Diaphaneite." More importantly, it shows Pater's 

stasis and the crisis initiating it. The only trajectory available to the Paterian 

split subject seems circular; Pater must invent another object position that is 

different, yet similar to the last one.1S "Was there perhaps somewhere, in 

some penetrative mind in this age of novelties, some scheme of truth, ... 

which might harmonize for him [Pater/Gaston] his earlier and later 
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preference, 'the sacred and the profane loves' or failing that, establish, to his 

pacification, the exclusive supremacy of the latter?" (72) reiterates the 

poignancy of such an anxiety.16 

So we move to next tower, that of "Monsieur Michel de Montaigne ... 

the singular gentleman ... who lives amongst his books" (82). Montaigne's 

house, too, becomes a place for the troubled Gaston to escape, to fulfill his 

insatiable curiosity. And "in the great circular chamber, its book shelves and 

enigmatic mottoes and the tapestry on the waII,--Circe and her sorceries," 

Gaston's feverish imagination wonders if "Circe's castle [was] here? If Circe 

could turn men into swine, could she also release them again? (90). While 

Sibyl was the object of Gaston's earlier morbid speculation, into whom Gaston 

could even transfer some of his subjectivity, Circe becomes her double in 

Montaigne's tower. Both Sibyl and Circe signify a nuance of corruption which 

then extendeds into other metaphors of chance corruption in both towers--in 

Ronsard's it was Gaston's accidental glance into the problematic text, 

"Franciade," in Montaigne's he plays dice with Montaigne's young wife. The 

doubling of the act thus, signals a need to escape, to engage in the forbidden 

to silence the rising crescendo of anxiety that is (already) foregrounded in the 

idea of punishment--even by a pagan figure like Sibyl/Circe. The 

performance of the spectacle allows representation to operate and to detach 

itself from participating in the act. In other words, Pater/Gaston can act out 
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these temptations in an effort to erase the stigma of desire that is born out of 

need to taste the forbidden fruit. 

However, Gaston seems incapable of quelling his anxiety with either 

Ronsard or Montaigne, so he must move on. Pater as split speaking subject 

admits as much when he speculates: 'The theoretic recognition of that mobile 

spirit of the world, ever renewing its youth, became the motive of a life as 

mobile, as ardent, as itself, of a continual journey, the venture and the 

stimulus of which would be the occasion of ever new discoveries, of renewed 

conviction (154, emphasis added). There is a difference in the doubling of 

these figures though; Gaston as Ronsard's double can walk away when the 

subject/object projection is no longer in synchronization, but Gaston as 

Montaigne's double has to walk away because Montaigne has already a 

double in Etienne de la Boetie. Gaston as split subject cannot penetrate the 

configurations of the second doubling because Montaigne muses: "'We 

[Montaigne and Boetie] were halves throughout, .. .I was so grown to be 

always his double in all things that methinks I am no more than half of 

myself.' There is no action or thought of mine wherein I do not miss him, as 

I know he would have missed me .... [their love was reciprocal] so that he 

could answer,'Because it was He! Because it was 1111 (99- 100). 

In the context of our discussion, the subject/object conflation of this 

sequence is so systematic that Gaston must necessarily defer his desire, and 

move on to the next available position. Hence, once again, the split speaking 
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subject Pater/Gaston must seek anew. Again, in this context, Monsman's 

remark that violence in Gaston is brought into greater focus, than say in 

Marius or some of the Ima~inaIY Portraits, is because of the inherent violence 

contained in the splitting of the subject itself, and a further torquing of that 

thread in the splitting of the subject/object that is implicit in the last 

"unfinished romance." The last few pages attest to this Pater/Gaston splitting 

explicitly: ''To that true son of the Renaissance, in the light of this large, 

antique, pagan ideas, the difference between Rome and the Reform would 

figure, of course, as but an insignificant variation upon some deeper and more 

radical antagonism, between two tendencies of men's minds" (159). 

Performance: 

What is the significance of doubling and the split speaking subject in 

Pater's Gaston? It is through autobiography as structuring principle that these 

two linguistic and semiotic devices can be connected. Pater, in structuring the 

narrating "I" in language, gestures systematically to all the polemics involved 

in such a performance. It is at this point that Giordano Bruno enters the 

text. The speaking subject in the last (published) chapter remarks: ''The unity, 

the spiritual unity, of the world:--that must involve the alliance, the congruity, 

of all things with one another, of the teacher's personality with the doctrine 

he had to deliver, of the spirit of that doctrine with the fashion of his 

utterance" (154). It is Bruno the teacher whom the speaking subject invokes. 
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The doubling here, specifically autobiographical, is telling. Pater, in search of 

unity, in search of a way of healing the fissure caused by anxiety, is the 

searching student. Yet it is also Pater the Oxford Don who must be able to 

enunciate a "doctrine" in the spirit and "fashion of his utterance." This is the 

reason for the constant journey and seeking of a platform so that Pater can 

perform both as subject of enunciation and object of discourse. 

The appeal of Bruno lies in the fact that he has an "intimate 

discourse," (155), the ability to project SUbjectivity in order to be able to grasp 

the object, and subsequently become the object. That is what Pater has been 

yearning for, to dissolve his selfhood in the language of the text, so that it 

mediates subject/object. In Gaston, Bruno is able to achieve all this because 

of his brilliant lecture entitled "De Umbris Idearum" meaning the "shadows of 

ideas" (155). Gaston is awestruck because the audience participate in the 

enjoyment of savoring Bruno's ideas during the lecture, infact, it seemed to 

increase "the subtle spiritual fire" of the discourse itself (157). Yet, according 

to the "Shadows of Ideas" the doctrine that made perception the censor of 

action rather than dogma, "there would be no real distinction between shadow 

and substance .... Between Christ and the flesh ... especially if the opposition 

between ... good and evil traversed diametrically another distinction, the 

'opposed points' of which to Gaston, for instance, could never by any 

possibility become 'indifferent'--the distinction, namely, between the precious 

. and the base, aesthetically; between what was right and wrong in the matter 
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of art? "(158 - 161). With this the text closes but opens again by feeding 

back into the first chapter, where Gaston, untutored by the great masters, had 

asked innocently if "a third condition [could] supervene, to mend their 

discord, or only to vex him perhaps, from time to time, with efforts towards 

an impossible adjustment?" (38-39). 

Yes, the answer seems to be; there is a breach between shadow and 

substance, the one that Pater tries ceaselessly to heal through his texts. 

Resolution seems to be always elided, between the split speaking subject, 

subject/ object, narrator/hero, story/history, fiction/autobiography, 

poetry/poetics, etc. The reader is forced to make a choice and continually 

re-establish the illusion of fixity that Pater's texts elude. The proliferation of 

doubles and doubling bo~h in the syntax and semiotics of his oeuvre reiterate 

crisis. The split becomes so threatening towards the end of his literary career 

that the texts start to doubling over with increased frequency, and the 

irreconcilable differences become so proliferated that the split subverts 

SUbjectivity altogether. It is specifically in this subversion that one can read 

Pater's feminist, perhaps, unconscious feminist agenda in self-portraiture. 

Kristeva's comment here makes for an excellent reading of Pater's stance in 

subjectivity: 

It unveils the writer as principal actor in the speech play that ensues 

and at the same time, binds together two modes of novelistic utterance, 

narration and citation into the single speech of he who is both subject 



of the book (the author) and the object of spectacle (actor), since 

within novelistic disjunction, the message is both discourse and 

representation. 

Desire in Language 45 

It is with this premise of autobiography as the enunciation of the 

subject in crisis!7 that one can read the following chapters, tracing Pater's 

positionality in his texts as he balances on the tightrope of language and 

reality. 
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Notes for Chapter II 

1. Ian Fletcher in Walter Pater (Writers and their Work Series), London: 
Longman 1959, James Hafley in "Walter Pater's Marius and the Technique of 
the Moderns" in Modern Fiction Studies, III, 99-109, R. T. Leneghan, in 
"Pattern in Pater's Function," in Studies in Philology, LVIII, 69-91, Eugene J. 
Brzenk's introduction to Imaginary Portraits By WaIter Pater, New York, 
Evanston and London: Harper & Row, 196, and Monsman in Walter Pater's 
Art of Autobiography, New Haven and London, Yale University Press, 1980 
make the connection between Pater and writers of the twentieth century very 
clear. Monsman goes the farthest in tracing Pater's influence, linking him not 
only to "the old masters of twentieth century fiction, but [that] it would be 
more exciting to see Pater as a figure impressively bridging the gap between 
romanticism and postmodernism, betv.'een nineteenth-century fictional models 
and those uItrareflexive writers whose fictional worlds invariably lead back to 
generative act of art itself: Borges, Beckett, Robbe-Grillet, Leiris, Nabokov, 
Fowles, Barth, Bartheleme" (Autobiography 5). 

2. For a complete study of major nineteenth and twentieth century figures 
exploring crisis through art see George P. Landow's Images of Crisis: Literary 
Iconology. 1750 to the Present, Boston and London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 
1982. 

3. For more on the relationship between God and the Victorian artist see 
"Intellectual Earnestness," "Moral Earnestness and Religious Crisis," and 
"Moral Earnestness and Social Crisis" in Walter E. Houghton's The Victorian 
Frame Of Mind: 1830 - 1870, New Haven and London, Yale University Press, 
1957. There are innumerable studies that explain and explore the connections 
between scientific, philosophical and cultural progress in the nineteenth 
century and the artist's response to those in the face of a failing religiosity. 
What is important in this study is the fact that Pater did not internalize this 
fear, but tried repeatedly to come to terms with it by objectifying and 
fictionalizing it. 

4. The full explanation of Kristeva's speaking subject is built upon Freud's, 
Marx's, and Lacan's conception of the subject in society. Freud made the 
divided subject argument based upon an infant's sexual instincts and its 
response to social pressures or as the pleasure principle and reality principle 
by positing the pre-oedipal and oedipal phases. Lacan, in his rereading of 
Freud, sees language acquisition as the subject's only entry into reality, and 
reworks the above categories as Imaginary and Symbolic. The subject, 
according to Lacan, begins at a pre-linguistic state in a dyadic relationship 
with its mother, and this is the Imaginary phase. To move into the Symbolic, 
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the subject must divorce itself from this dyadic/mother coupling and enter 
into a triadic relationship with mother-father-child. Encoded into this 
triangulation of desire is the incest taboo, such that the father is always the 
censor for the subject. In this configuration, the subject understands its 
divided identity, enters language and society, and begins to obey the Law of 
the Father. (This whole explanation of divided subjectivity is necessarily 
short, and some of the intricacies of these two positions are lost). But 
Kristeva, recognizes the marginalization of mother/woman in this theory, 
mocks the code of obedience to the Law of the Father, and posits in its place 
a divided subject with semiotic and symbolic phases. While there is a rough 
correlation between Imaginary/Semiotic and Symbolic/ Symbolic in Lacan and 
Kristeva, she revolutionizes the very boundary by suggesting that the semiotic 
is never fully lost in the subject, and erupts into the symbolic/language phase 
to disrupt it constantly. This is the reason why she will not hierarchize one 
phase of the divided subject over the other like the male theorists have done, 
which in turn, accounts for her heterogeneous levels of meanings in the text. 
Roudiez elaborates as: "Allowing her to account for such a splitting, Kristeva 
has posited two types of signifying processes to be analyzed within any 
production of meaning: a 'semiotic'and a 'symbolic' one. The semiotic process 
relates to the chor~ a term meaning 'receptacle,' which she borrowed from 
Plato. ... While the chora's articulation is uncertain, undetermined, while it 
lacks thesis or position, unity or identity, it is the aim of Kristeva's practice to 
remove what Plato saw as 'mysterious' and 'incomprehensible' in what he 
called 'mother and receptacle' of all things. ... The symbolic process refers to 
the establishment of sign and syntax, paternal function, grammatical and social 
constraints, symbolic law. In short, the signifying process, as increasingly 
manifest in 'poetic language' results from a particular articulation between 
symbolic and semiotic dispositions .... The speaking subject is engendered as 
belonging to both the semiotic chora and the symbolic device, and that 
accounts fog its eventual split nature" (Julia Kristeva, Desire in Language, 
trans. Thomas Gora, Alice Jardine, and Leon S. Roudiez, New York: 
Columbia Univ. Press, 1982, p 6-7). 

5. Monsman has pointed out that this particular essay amplified the moral 
outrage of certain members of the club; in fact, the rage was engendered by 
some other essays that Pater and his friends read aloud. 

6. See Landow's essay on Victorian Typology for more on this matter. 

7. For a full impact of the Decadents, particularly Charles Baudelaire on 
Walter Pater, see Patricia Clements' Baudelaire and the English Tradition, 
Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1985. 
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8. Wolfgang Iser argues that Carlyle's hero borrows implicitly from Shelley's 
concept of hero, and remarks 'The hero for Carlyle is a Man of Letters. ... 
What transforms the man of letters into a hero are his efforts to withstand 
and counteract the paralysing scepticism of the modem world" ( Wofgang Iser, 
WaIter Pater: The Aesthetic Moment, trans. David Henry Wilson, London and 
New York: Cambridge University Press, 1987, p 10). 

9. Monsman uses Pater's rhetorical question to argue for a different kind of 
crisis, a crisis that stems out Pater's longing for his father, and guilt about his 
subsequent death. Monsman's point about Pater's technique of reflecting 
personal crisis in his fiction, and his crisis as "abyss" is worth noting. 
Monsman's remark about the crisis itself is based on two decades of 
authoritative Pater scholarship. Numerous critics have used the above 
rhetorical question "What came of him?" taken from Letters of Walter Pater, 
ed. Lawrence Evans (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1970), p.30, to speculate on 
various aspects of Pater and his texts. 

10. The translator's note for the term "bounded" reads as follows: "The verb 
clore is rather formal, even archaic; in everyday usage it has survived in a 
number of set phrases such as clore ]es debats (formally bring a discussion to 
an end) or huis clos (in camera). Our verb 'to close' corresponds to the 
French 'fermer;' to 'bound' is less usual and its connotations are not far from 
those of ~', while 'to limit' would convey, (especially, in the past 
participle) the unwanted connotation of something lacking" Julia Kristeva, 
Desire in Language, 13-14. 

11. Wolfgang Iser makes a similar point about Pater' Diaphaneite. What I 
have called crisis, he reads as scepticism. He writes 'The scepticism of 
Pater's first essay remained fundamental to all his writings. It also raised the 
problem of presentation, for he had to find a form that would capture the 
unchartable nature of experience. His awareness of this problem is evident 
on his reflections on the differences between forms. The form that he 
needed was one that would have to run counter to the very purpose of form-
removing the basic dissonances of experience. For scepticism only searches 
for the possibilities of experience but does not try to mould them" (Wa]ter 
Pater: The Easthetic Moment 17-18). Iser, like most Pater critics, wants to 
find one all-encompassing answer to Pater's problem, to seal the 
fragmentation that Pater himself was incapable of healing. My essay argues 
that Pater could not find a form, that is the reason behind the intertwining of 
autobiography, history, fiction, poetics, and philosophy. 

12. Monsman, in Autobiography. devotes the whole chapter 'The Abandoned 
Text" to making explicit connections between Gaston and all of Pater's other 
works ih the autobiographical register. For more on this see his WaIter 
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Pater's Art of Autobiography, New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 
1980. The scope of my analysis is quite different, and even though there are 
basic points of similarity in estimating the level of autobiographical investment 
in Pater's texts, my argument is different because it focuses on a split 
subjectivity, and not a unified self. 

13. The definition of bounded will defmitely change when the rest of the 
manuscript becomes published, but, it will ~ be a change in circumference, 
repeating the cycle of the story so far established. "Emerald Uthwart" is an 
excellent case in point; the story of Emerald as the misfit genius but 
aesthetic giant is a microfiche of Gaston. Pater scholars agree that the 
similarity of Emerald to other Paterian heroes is obvious, though the level 
and incidence of violence in the text is higher. The same is true of Gaston. 
Pater had told the story too many times to change anything but a few 
configurations. 

14. Michael Levey records that Pater was part of a school trio called "the 
triumvirates" in King's School, Canterbury. The other two were Dombrain 
and McQueen, both of whom distanced themselves from Pater when he 
became openly iconoclastic in the 1860s (45-51). He also records that 
Gaston's talk of the four friends being separated is another echo from Pater's 
life. For more on the autobiographical connections see, The Case Of Walter 
Pater by Michael Levey, London: Thames and Hudson, 1978. Monsman also 
deals with autobiography in both his books already mentioned in this chapter. 

15. This statement does not mean that Pater was a literary failure, what it 
really shows is that Pater was able to experiment with identity, representation, 
language, and crisis in a way that contemporary theorist are doing today. 
What is perhaps more accurate to claim is that Pater wrote poetics in the 
guise of poetry. All the following chapters show how clearly Pater grappled 
with a typically Victorian problem --crisis--but how untypically he handled it. 

16. One cannot immediately connote a vulgar meaning to the term "profane" 
in this context because of at least three reasons. For Pater, in certain 
contexts, profane means the not-sa-strictly religious, as in his earlier texts, in 
the Renaissance, it begins to signal the humanization of religion, perhaps 
through the re-examination of classical/ pagan registers, and lastly, in Gaston, 
which comes after his semi-documentary essays on the churches of France like 
Amiens, and Vazaley, the term begins to take on the significance of the 
recreation of religion through art, a kind of humanization that allowed God 
and His myths to be aesthetecized. Hence, in this passage, the term "profane" 
can signal all three coupled with his angst in not being able to articulate one 
or more of the above nuances, without the certainty of faith that the 
meanings on the whole should carry. In a sense, this has been a problem 



with Pater critics too, who wish to allot a specific meaning to Pater's works, 
while the veil or mist hesitancy shrouds the work itself. 
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17. The idea of crisis as doubling is explicated at greater length from a 
feminist/radical perspective in the Denys L'Auxerrois chapter in this text. It 
has also been dealt with differently by Monsman in Pater's Portraits: Mythic 
Patterns in The Fictions of Walter Pater, Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 
1967, his WaIter Pater's Art of Autobiography. and his Walter Pater, Boston: 
Twayne, 1977, by Richard C. Stein in The Ritual of Interpretation: The Fine 
Arts as Literature in Ruskin. Rossetti and Pater, Cambridge, Mass, 1975, and 
Helen Hawthorne Young in The Writings of Walter Pater: A reflection of 
British Philosophical Opinion from 1860--1890, dissertation, Bryn Mawr, 
Lancaster, 1933. Other scholars, too numerous to mention here have also 
worked on the doubling theme in Walter Pater's writings. 



Imaginary Portraits: Voices From The Margins 

A Prince of Court Painters 
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"A Prince of Court Painters" is especially intriguing among Walter 

Pater's texts for numerous reasons. First, it is the only work among his 

writings in the form of a woman's diary, one that gracefully reworks the 

journal intime conventions. Second, it is the only portrait with considerable 

historical accuracy, even though Pater manipulates this very historicity by 

layering it with fiction. Such a manipulation allows him to give a certain 

objectivity to the diary, which is supposedly autobiographical, and invites a 

stamp of reader approval. Pater carefully maintains a balance between a 

genre of disclosure and objective analysis. Finally, under the pretext of 

sketching the life of Antoine Watteau, the eighteenth-century rococo artist, 

Pater through the "tact of omission" (Sept. 1701),· through his gesture of 

critical and creative defiance, dramatizes the conflict between desire and 

authority. On the one hand, he holds the portrait within the margins of 

expressive, private discourse, saturating the text with emotional responses, and 

on the other, he stretches the limits of cultural constraints that Victorians 

imposed on public utterances. 
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I 

Narrative and Authorial Voices 

"A Prince of Court Painters" is primarily structured between two voices, 

that of the narrator Marie Marguerite and its author Walter Pater. And as is 

the case with voices, they overlap, echo, blur, and call to each other. Their 

discourse is about Antony (Antoine) Watteau, who interrupts and interjects his 

own voice into the arena. Pater complements these voices with masks such 

that the persona of the speaking subject in the diary becomes more 

interesting. Seen as a play of voices and masks, the "Prince" becomes a 

delightful performance of elegant notes and gestures that signal to one 

another and the reader. It is Pater's artistry that makes this collective 

performance a harmony of rhythm and cadences instead of an awkward mime 

and a cacophony of separate tones. The trope of music is not new in Pater 

criticism as Harold Bloom and J. Hillis Miller have already shown. Bloom 

makes a general analogy between music and Pater's prose which is both 

"opposite and capable of transformation into the condition of music, where 

form and matter seem to dissolve into one another" (Walter Pater 16).2 J. 

Hillis Miller takes another view, one that is closer to the analysis in my essay 

and comments on the reader's experience when tackling Pater's oeuvre. He 

writes that Pater's ''work has that consonance, those unexpected echoes of this 

passage with that passage, those hidden resonances and harmonies which 

Pater saw as ideal of a musical form that would have absorbed all its matter 
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into that form" ("Walter Pater: Partial Portrait" 80). But more important than 

the comparison itself is his specific warning against failing to notice the 

"dissonances and disharmonies ... which are calculated ... to decenter the 

reader" (80). 

It is this decentering that one must bear in mind to capture the 

nuances of the "Prince." The narrator in the text by overtly adopting the 

voice of a woman in the diary form seeks to fulfill her desire for Watteau by 

speaking over and over again about this very desire. Even though the 

discourse is deliberately private, as the subtitle "Extracts from an old French 

Journal" informs us, Pater intrudes and makes it public by publishing it. By 

putting such a text (with a paradoxical claim) in circulation, the reader is 

forced to participate in the disclosure, become complicit with the narrator; so 

that the text itself mediates another level of desire between the writer and the 

reader (as voyeuer and overhearer). While a lot of critical attention has been 

expended on the idea of selection in the "Prince," implying an omniscient 

editorial presence, not much has been done with the diary genre per se.3 

Specifically, the notion of autobiography through the marginalized genre of 

journal entries remains undiscussed. 

The diary form creates the illusion of experience, immediacy, and, by 

extension, a veneer of "natural" writing (as opposed to crafted, cultural 

writing). It treats time and space differently, through its recording of daily 

events and its sense of non-fiction conveys process, not product, a sense of 
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suspended immersion, not detached analysis.4 Pater, in circulating these 

"abstracts from an old French journal" renegotiates the loosely accepted genre 

conventions for diaries. He situates himself on the margins of what is 

traditionally considered to be male or female forms of writing, in order to 

disclose a subjective, emotional self through a historical, objective analysis. 

He does this through slight dislocations in narrative voice, weaving the 

subjective and the objective registers with threads from other persona and 

texts as intertextual backdrop. One way of showing how neatly Pater's work 

is situated and sustained on such a margin would be to attempt a formal 

reading of a whole diary entry. But, perhaps before beginning such a project, 

one should keep in mind that because Pater's art is so introspective, so 

textually self-reflexive, his allusions so deliberately recognizable as echoes of 

other works, that it is difficult to avoid committing "intentional fallacies" in 

explicating his works. Monsman sums up this problem when he says, "there is 

probably no significant writer [of all the nineteenth-century prose writers] 

whose prose lends itself less than that of Pater to a close textual 

interpretation or explication."7 The following entry can be used to show the 

interlacing of voices and its implications for autobiography: 



July 1714. 

On the last day of Antony Watteau's visit we made 
a party to Cambrai. We entered the cathedral 
church: it was the hour of the Vespers, and it 
happened that Monseigneur Ie Prince de Cambrai, 
the author of Telemaque, was in his place in the 
choir. He appears to be of great age, assists but 
rarely in the offices of religion, and is never to be 
seen in Paris; and Antony had much desired to 
behold him. Certainly it was worth while to have 
come so far only to see him, and hear him give his 
pontifical blessing, in a voice feeble, but of infinite 
sweetness, and with an inexpressibly graceful 
movement of the hands. A veritable grand 
seigneur! His refined old age, the impress of 
genius and honours, even his disappointments, 
concur with natural graces to make him seem too 
distinguished (a fitter word fails me) for this world. 
Omnia Vanitas! he seems to say, yet with a 
profound resignation, which makes the things we 
are most of us so fondly occupied with look petty 
enough. Omnia vanitas! Is that indeed the proper 
comment on our lives, coming as it does in this 
case, from one who might have made his own all 
that life has to bestow? Yet, he was never to be 
seen at court, and has lived here almost as an 
exile. Was our "Great King Lewis" jealous of a 
true grand seigneur or grand monarque by natural 
gift and the favour of heaven, that he could not 
endure his presence? 

It is a curious entry like this that gives the diary its authorial (factual) and 

narrative (fictional) flavor. In fact, the author of TeJemaque is Francois de 

Salignac de la Mothe Fenelon, and he serves as an excuse (or intertext) for 
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thematic unity in the entry. Fenelon mediates the voices of Marie Marguerite 

(female/fictional) and Pater (male/factual) through his person, serving as a 

mask for the narrator, who in turn is the mask for Pater. Thus, from the 
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beginning of the entry, the narrator posits layers of identity and tonal 

variations in the voices of these identities that become continually intertwined. 

But, the cracks in such a layering make the reader pause at sudden shifts in 

the discourse. What the reader sees in this particular entry are double 

presences of the narrator and author held in place by intertextual support 

from the "author of Telemaque." 

Fenelon did indeed preside over the church at Cambrai from 1696 to 

his death in 1715. Biographers note that his health was failing by the 

summer of 1714, and this makes the date and place accurate in the entry. 

But Marie Marguerite manipulates this fact by never referring to Fenelon by 

name; instead, she identifies him by his controversial manifesto. His 

significance in the text is limited to his presence as church father and author 

of Telemaque; she never broaches the topic of his physical being. Marie 

Marguerite holds him in tremendous esteem, in so far as he is emblematic of 

Christian ritual. She establishes a rapport with the reader by the awe in her 

voice, the voice of the curious and keen village parishioner. She begins by 

noting his aged appearance, his fragility, his "graceful" gestures, and his voice 

with its "infinite sweetness." This kind of description serves two oppositional 

functions; first, it provides the reader with a visual representation; second, it 

subtly erases that very presence because the narrator's primary interest is in 

using him as an illusive presence--one who can point to other things in the 

entry. Her remarks focus on the gracefulness of his gestures, his sweet voice 
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that create an indelible portrait but not a fleshed-out sketch. These are the 

visible marks, and she presents them to the reader in a simple, admiring tone. 

Then, she delicately shifts from the obvious physicality of the "Monseigneur" 

to an analysis of the motivating (ritualistic) force behind his personality. 

She comments, matter of factly, that his charisma is born out of a 

blend of natural "genius," "grace," and "even his disappointments." Her 

inference that this "makes him seem too distinguished (a fitter word fails me)" 

forces the reader to focus on her disclaimer, and rely on her analysis of "Ie 

Prince" rather than glance up at the visual sketch presented just two 

sentences earlier. She manages to maintain the forward tempo of the reader 

by conveying an immediacy in her tone of admiration. Even though the 

syntax is plain and lucid, the logic or commentary is provocatively 

sophisticated. The technique of juxtaposing syntax (language) with semantics 

(meaning) is her rhetorical strength not only in this entry, but throughout her 

journal. She relies on the strategy of first presenting the reader with a 

sensuous, physical presence, then etching in the contours with incisive, 

analytical comments. (The Columbine/Clown sequence, the Manon Lescaut 

reference, analysis of Watteau's art are other such instances of a physicality 

carefully analyzed). The hidden agenda behind this strategy is to layer one 

bland voice with a sharp analytical one, revealing the double voice and 

complex mind behind the narrator's mask. To use the prelate as sign or a 

prism where physical and mental forces cross, where happiness and sorrow 
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collide, becomes her way of revealing an identity that is composed of various 

facets. The Monsei2neur of her text has a graceful body as well as a genius 

mind, is simultaneously present (through his aura as revered leader) and 

absent (being recognized for his work, rather than his name). This 

doubleness projects her own emotional turbulence. Such a doubleness also 

signals Pater's ambivalence in portraying a stable or fixed personality, one that 

remains static, inviolate in the presence of "flux of experience" (The 

Renaissance 234). By underscoring the doubleness and not the duality 

(where duality suggests an opposition and cancellation of forces), both 

narrator and author move away from closure and resolution. By commenting 

concurrently on "grace" and "disappointments," the sign connotes heavenly and 

earthly traces. Marie Marguerite uses both aspects to portray the prelate, 

never fully resolving either, but never making them too disparate either, so 

that one facet becomes lost. This makes the prelate double and not dual, as 

she balances him on a tightrope on the margins of this complex portraiture. 

The evidence that she herself is situated in the folds of an identity or within 

this doubling border is emphasized by her candid admission, strategically, in 

parenthesis, "(a fitter word fails me)." This suggests the typical style of diary 

writing, a self-conscious note one makes to oneself. It conveys the immediacy 

illld inadequacy of her recordings; suggesting a possible future revision, when 

a "fitter word" does come to mind. But, in not unraveling her impressions of 

the presence of Ie Prince de Cambrai, she reveals her awe of him 



unconsciously manifested by her ambivalence. The unrevised text shows her 

unresolved emotions and, by extension, leads to Pater's own ambivalence 

about flxed or unifled emotional responses. 
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Lest the reader impute a childishness to her remark, the clever Marie 

Marguerite continues: "Omnia Vanitas" he [Fenelon] seems to say" (emphasis 

added). This remark robs her admission of its earlier inadequacy, of its 

feigned innocence. Certainly, Fenelon does not say it, Antony does not 

suggest its but it is the shy, professedly retiring village girl from Valenciennes 

who voices this Latin phrase from Ecclesiastics. This is a clear point in the 

entry where the reader picks up the reverberations of the Paterian voice 

behind the narrator's mask.8 Ironically, it is the least spiritual of scriptural 

sources or intertexts. This particular phrase swerves the text from a simple 

recording of daily events (the usual contents of a woman's diary) to 

contemplative, philosophical notations (the typical format for a man's diary). 

Pater readers are familiar with this pattern of code switching, Pater's 

move from the subjective recording to an objective analysis. But the reader 

may balk at the retraction in parenthesis. Famous for his eloquent style and 

even maligned for his purple prose, Pater's words have never failed him. The 

reader must, as Ian Fletcher suggests (in his monograph that ushered in Pater 

scholarship) "construe meaning" and see the tracings of irony in this retraction. 

'Too distinguished" describes the Monseigneur perfectly; nothing more need 

be said. The rhetorical sequence holds both the apologetic female (because 
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she can not find a "fitter word") and confident male registers, (because Pater 

need not find a "fitter word"). Further, these two registers are not positioned 

as opposites, and then resolved, but are emphasized as simultaneous doubling. 

The syntactic sequence serves to reflect the simple-minded Marie Marguerite 

and the sophisticated Pater. Invoking the Ecclesiastes (twice) immediately 

after this double voice also allows the seigneur to be a vehicle for Paterian 

themes, markedly -- sensual religiosity. The reader is now alerted to the 

heteroglossia, or many-tongued voice, of the text, to the intertexts both in the 

works and the figures represented with the incumbent force of this one Latin 

maxim. 

On one level, Omnia Vanitas (meaning All is Vanity, thus one must 

renounce the world), negates essential Christian doctrine; if this world is the 

vale of soul making, a place in which salvation is determined, one must not 

forgo the material. Is Marie Marguerite bordering on gnostic heresy by 

claiming that the material world is neither part of divine creation nor divine 

plan? No, she is instead reading her own situation into that of the 

Monseigneur's. She overcomes her own longing by aligning herself with him 

and advocating a selective participation. When she praises him for 

renouncing the world, the double voice asks: "Is that indeed the proper 

comment on our lives" especially "from one who might have made his own all 

that life has to bestow," but one who has chosen instead to live "almost as 

an exile"? She wants an aesthetic distance and deliberate sampling of the 
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world, not a rejection of it. She remarks on his "profound resignation" even 

though he could have everything "that life has to bestow." This remark comes 

after a repetition of the Latin phrase, in itself a signal of a break in the 

narrator's voice. This repetition further suggests to the reader that Pater's 

voice and mask become intertwined with Marie Marguerite's. 

Marie Maguerite's subtle positioning in the text serves as a three-way 

mirror, reflecting and merging the exiles; the Monseigneur, herself and Pater. 

Le Prince de Cambrai is "never seen in Paris." But, then, neither is she (as 

the text reveals), and the reader of course, knows how Pater shied away 

from a public appearance. Pater, too, could have had everything--had he not 

published his controversial "Conclusion" to the Renaissance. Thus, Pater must 

retire and watch the world from the margins, much like the factual Fenelon. 

However, she deliberately overlooks this fact, and continues that the 

seigneur's aesthetic refinement and seclusion is self willed, not a banishment 

from the court of "King Lewis." This is how she inverts history to write that 

"King Lewis" is "jealous" of the "true monarque.'t9 By placing the blame on 

"Lewis" she slyly slants the comparison in favor of the prelate. "Lewis" is 

made arrestingly vernacular in its mimicry of "Louis," for one could not live 

in France without encountering the name of Louis XlV constantly. In 

contrast, "monarque" acquires a sheen of glamour because of its obvious gallic 

spelling. She subtly underscores the earthly te~porality of "Lewis," the courtly 

prince, who, by implication "occupies" himself with "petty things." In contrast, 
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"Ie prince" has the "everlasting favour of heaven bestowed" on him, who, again 

by implication, moves away with "a profound resignation." The suggestion, 

implied through voice/mask ~-reflection, is that the seigneur is graced with 

this transcendental "favour," and a delicate aesthetic finesse, as Marie 

Maguerite and Pater yearn to be. In other words, the seigneur acts as a 

marker for indicating that Marie Marguerite'S or Pater's exile is a sacrifice in 

the name of art and aesthetics, and therefore has become bearable. 

The point about aesthetic distance and finesse is brought about by 

direct textual references and indirect intertextual cues pointing to Omnia 

Vanitas. The grand seigneur, according to this entry, participates more readily 

in the "choir" than in "offices of religion." She notes his more ardent desire 

to partake of the pleasure of the ritual and ceremony rather than exert his 

austere authority in a religious capacity!O The narrator is also unwilling to 

categorize him as either completely sensual or ascetic. Instead, she maintains 

him on the margins commenting upon his "pontifical blessing," uttered with 

"infinite sweetness," and a hint of "profound resignation." Here again is the 

doubleness, intertwined sweetness and sorrow, authorial whisper and 

narratorial voice, but Pater scholars have recognized this trend in his works 

and have noted the fascination with ritual rather than religion. Monsman's 

Mythic Patterns, and the general criticisms of Bloom and J. Hillis Miller 

fasten upon the distinctness of these separate voices, and categorize Pater's 

figures as either "centripetal or centrifugal." But my essay focuses upon the 
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eddying currents ~ these very forces, and Pater's unwillingness to resolve 

them. The inflection in the outward textual voice is tempered by the inward 

authorial sentiment, allowing the reader to hear voice and echo. While this is 

one level of intertextuality, the reference to Telemaque is more telling. 

Fenelon's Telamaque is important for two reasons in this entry. The 

first is the direct reference to the work itself. Fenelon, upon publishing 

Telemaque, lost favor, both in secular France (Louis XIV) and in spiritual 

Rome (Pope), and because of his involvement with Madame Guyon and her 

teachings on Quietism.lI Fenelon's book, a dissertation on politics, religion, 

morality, and education became the determining factor in the King's censure 

of Fenelon and his removal to the parish at Cambrai. As already discussed, 

the echo of Pater's own censure by the Victorian elite after the first 

publication of the Renaissance is unmistakable in this instance. It is here that 

Pater's choice of intertextual forces can be seen as extremely strategic. In 

one direction, the book signals its revolutionary nature and the author's plight 

thereafter. In the other, important direction, it shows Pater's astonishing use 

of the nuances of this work to interrogate his nineteenth-century colleagues.12 

Pater, who had read these authors, reinscribes his own sense of alienation as 

a mirror reflection of Fenelon's. But now it is Marie Marguerite who acts as 

the textual mirror between these two brilliant minds and asks if they were, 

indeed, penalized for their genius by the power structures that were "jealous," 

and who "could not endure [their] presence?" She closes the entry by 
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synchronizing voice with mask and the reader gets a glimpse of the poignancy 

of the injustice done to Pater. In this sense, the entry is a microcosm of the 

entire journal and presents another facet of Pater's autobiography. 

II 

Diary as Site for Desire: Self Portraiture 

What becomes evident in the diary entry is the complexity of 

interaction between the narrator and the author. But one more facet needs 

examination. The diary is one of those rare literary genres that compromises 

the reader's position, erasing boundaries between the writer who is held as a 

subjective voice inside the text, a.rul the reader who is an objective observer 

outside the text. 13 In this genre, more than in others, the reader crosses this 

barrier of observer, becomes a confidant, who listens avidly while the writer 

reminisces about hopes and desires that have never been voiced in pUblic. 

There is an added dimension to the diary genre that borders on "overhearing" 

rather than merely hearing, where the reader crosses over into the author's 

"private" domain. With this effacement of space (text) and margin (reader), 

the diary becomes a material object, moving back and forth between the 

reader and the writer. In the "Prince" Marie Marguerite confesses her 

innermost emotions, and in some cases, by speaking aloud of her desire, 

wishes to purge herself of sinful emotions. The reader acts as a listener and 

judge, examining this desire, either approving or disapproving of instances in 
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her life, and almost sighing with relief when the diary comes to a close. J. 

Hiliis Miller comments about the confessional mode in general, and Pater in 

particular, when he writes that "the English and Protestant empirical tradition 

going back to Locke and to the Puritan autobiographers of the seventeenth 

century, [had] this emphasis on witnessing as the only genuine test of truth" 

(Walter Pater: Partial Portraits 75). In Marie Marguerite's case, witnessing 

embodies the conduit of her telling and the reader's listening. But, Pater 

plays upon this notion of "truth" by moving from his male space to enunciate 

from a markedly female voice, and subverts accepted definitions of both 

female writing and autobiography.14 Pater adopts a woman's persona quite 

consciously, imitating not merely the voice, but even the writing techniques of 

women writers. As the explication of the diary entry has shown Pater speaks 

simultaneously as himself and Marie Marguerite. His stance in the diary 

undermines received models of male writing and inverts strategies that 

attempt to analyze cultural modes of self representation. IS Marie Marguerite 

remains a puppet in the Paterian scheme of things; the journal insists on 

discussing her longing for Watteau, but every emotion is analyzed with his 

razor sharp precision. Seen in this light, the diary is simultaneously emotional 

and analytical, male and female, with the one purpose of unraveling Marie 

Marguerite's unconscious desire and Pater's conscious one. 

Traditionally, the woman's diary is a record of her personal life, her 

family, domestic details, and aspirations, usually of a private nature. it reveals 
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unashamedly the forces that have influenced and shaped her life within the 

rigid grid of a family.'6 The examples that come to mind are the diaries of 

Agrippina and Margery Kemp. A man's diary in contrast, records his place in 

history, chronicling his struggles and triumphs in a public sphere as trophies 

won over private battles. Men's diaries orchestrate a note of success, like 

those of Rousseau, Augustine, etc.; or to risk a generalization, women's diaries 

are egocentric moving inward, a men'~ diaries are ethnocentric moving 

outward.'7 Even with this general delineation between men's and women's 

autobiographies within the diary genre, it is difficult to place Pater. In 

discussing Marie Marguerite's home life, her secret love for Watteau, and her 

lack of public interaction, Pater creates the illusion of a woman's journal, but, 

by making her analyze Watteau's art, exhibit a refined aesthetic and 

philosophical temper that could be attained in the eighteenth century only 

through cultural education, he interjects a maleness into her diary. He 

conflates genres, and narrative voices to express his own double position in 

the inscription of the "self." This is Pater's strategy in adopting the genre of 

a woman's journal to inscribe his autobiography. 

III 

Portrait by or of Pater 

The pattern of intertwining male/female voices and programmatic use 

of select intertextual factors is evident from the very first journal entry. 
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Throughout the whole text, the reader is unable to distinguish the boundary 

between a portrait by or of Pater. Pater, as Marie Marguerite begins by 

romanticizing Antoine Watteau as the "'the genius,' my father's godson and 

namesake, a dark haired youth, whose large unquiet eyes seemed perpetually 

wandering to the various drawings which lie exposed here" (Sept. 1710). 

Mter inadvertently revealing that her own eyes "perpetually" wander to his, 

she proceeds, in the same breath, to pin point Watteau's first art work and 

speculate on the aesthetic presuppositions behind the frame. She says, 

"Harlequin, Clown and Columbine, ... are able to throw a world of serious 

innuendo into their burlesque looks, with a sort of comedy which shall be but 

tragedy seen from the other side" (Sept. 1710). To trace the "innuendoes" is 

already to look behind the masks of these figures and divine meaning. 

Another instance from the margins of female/emotion and male/analytical 

discourse is when Marie Marguerite fondly recalls reading Watteau's letter to 

the dour father Jean-Phillippe and his charming old wife, Michelle Watteau. 

She prefaces her entry before reading the letter by praising Michelle's delicate 

embroidery skills, but this gesture of neighborly benignity masks a shrewd 

observation: "A life, [Antony Watteau's] agitated, exigent, unsatisfying! This is 

what the letter really discloses, below so attractive a surface" (Jan. 1714). 

Here again, this supposedly simple-minded woman abstracts the psychological 

temper in which his letter is framed. In the same way she swerves the 

reader's compliance by posing the stereotypical (feminine) question: "With 
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myself, how to get through time becomes the question -- unavoidably though 

it strikes me as unspeakably sad in a life so short as ours" (Sept. 1714). The 

bored woman's voice is immediately retracted with this afterthought of 

philosophical import. The narrator is not alluding to the slice of spare time 

between household chores but the ~ of unfulfilled desire that she allows 

the reader to see. In the same vein, there is a sense of anxiety, waiting, and 

final denial when she acknowledges broken heartedly, "There are good things, 

attractive things in life, meant for one and not for another -- not meant 

perhaps for me; as there are pretty clothes which are not suitable for every 

one. I find a certain immobility of disposition in me, to quicken or interfere 

with which is like physical pain. He, so brilliant, petulant, mobile" (Feb. 

1716). Marie Marguerite is talking of the disappointments in love, but the 

echoed or marginal voice is that of Pater who flirts with the exquisite 

refinement of pain that doubles into pleasure. Pater's scholars connect his 

dalliance with pain as a sign of anguish in being rejected from the inner circle 

at Oxford and often see places in his texts which reveal this sentiment. In 

this portrait it is reflected as an oblique autobiographical gesture in "not 

meant perhaps for me." Pater critics note another such an elaboration in 

''The Child in the House" as "play[ing] pain fugues on the delicate nerve

work of living creatures" ("Child," 25). Monsman, too, notes the longing in 

the narrator's voice, but does not follow out the male and female threads in 

the remark. 
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Yet again, when describing Watteau's famous work she remarks, "He 

has completed the ovals: -- The Four Seasons" but concludes with bitter 

astuteness: "Only, methinks, 'tis a pity to incorporate so much of his work, of 

himself, with objects of use, which must perish by use, or disappear, like our 

own old furniture, with a mere change in fashion" (June 1714). There is 

simultaneously in this diary entry a girlish, gushing response to an 

accomplishment of a loved one, and multiple echoes of Paterian sentiments of 

his aesthetic credo. For Pater art is measurable only in terms of its 

subjective and searing response. His famous phrase "to burn with a hard 

gemlike flame" signifies the enduring impression of art and response to it. 

Pater as aesthetic connoisseur, already committed to "art for art's sake," 

cannot grant any status to mere "objects of use, which must perish." 

Consequently, there is an ironic undertone to her obvious pride in Watteau's 

art. This is one instance where the two voices are braided together. Even 

though the narrator is supposedly female, the perceptive and dispassionate 

analysis of her response signals the echo of Pater's voice in the female 

register. 

With this delineation one could read a suggestion in the above analyses 

of a stereotypical male and female capacity to respond to art, a suggestion, 

moreover, that borders on biological essentialism. Politically, the syllogism of 

male/female as unquestionable essences is always dangerous. The binary 

model posits difference as oppositional, forcing the speaking subject to occupy 
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one or the other arena. Instead, Kristeva's general premise of a gender 

governed concept of language allows discourse or the signifying process to be 

located in a space rather than a person, i.e., the study of specific linguistic 

strategies in specific situations. The point is to reexamine Pater's diary 

writing as genuinely balanced on what is male and female at specific points in 

the text, and to read one with the other. This concept of incremental and 

complementary reading is not new in a Paterian text, as he himself has shown 

us in his essay on the Mona Lisa in the Renaissance where "weaving and 

interweaving" and fusing "cell by cell" creates an organic whole. This same 

technique can be applied when analyzing Pater's "Prince" and style in diary 

writing. As Fletcher notes: "Pater's style with its elaborate and refined 

cadences appeals to inner rather than outer ear. The reader must construe as 

he reads. Yet, that prose of Pater's, many felt, with all its artifice, could be 

profoundly subversive" (Monograph 44, emphasis added). This portrait is so 

different from the rest of Pater's oeuvre that not enough attention has been 

focused upon it. If the work can be reread with the joint emphases of 

Fletcher and Kristeva "construing meaning," through the utterances of a 

"radical speaking subject" the portrait becomes a subversive experiment in 

autobiography. 

Another Paterian technique to remain precariously balanced on the 

margins (feminine/masculine) is to invoke literary fathers and masters but 

cloak their utterances in thinly veiled innuendoes of girlish naivete. Marie 
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Marguerite sees a bird trapped in the church and alludes to the "small bird ... 

fluttering around" (Aug. 1705), signalling to the reader the Venerable Bede's 

Ecclesiastical History of the bird/soul metaphor. As Monsman notes, while 

Bede's concern is with the homo viator theme, the narrator chooses to focus 

on the futility of human existence, its unending drudgery. But in the same 

entry she aborts the metaphor of transcendence enmeshed in the journey 

motif to declare "Antony Watteau left for Paris yesterday" (Aug. 1705). Not 

only did she skid· the text from the sacred to the profane, but to the 

supposedly vulgar, by mentioning Paris where, she has already informed the 

reader, slightly sarcastically, "they amuse themselves" (Dec. 1702). This 

passage cleverly braids the authority of the Church fathers with the lack of 

that in a mere church goer. A similar incident is in the March 1714 entry. 

Marie Marguerite chances to meet Watteau in church on one of his 

infrequent visits; the moment is pregnant with a sense of hushed erotics but 

remains held in check by the observation, "the quiet spaciousness of the place 

itself is like a meditation, an 'act of recollection,' and clears away the 

confusions of the heart." This quotation is not only a crashing anachronism 

but also echoes sentiments from Wordsworth's "Preface" to the second edition 

of Lyrical Ballads and 'Tintern Abbey" and the seminal Romantic theme of 

communion with the self as expressed by the Romantic poet. She washes 

away her own sensuality by emphasizing the purity of the encounter with her 

fantasized lover, slyly invoking the Wordsworthian credo of sublimity. 
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Pater's technique of erasing the boundaries between master and novice, 

and by analogy, male and female diary conventions, is his way of questioning 

the very essence of what is male and female as delineated by society. It 

seems, then, that Pater's portrait transcends phenomenological premises that 

argue from a platform of undeniable and fixed essences of things, the ~ as 

it were. Similarly, his method is different from the one Harold Bloom 

suggests while invoking masters or fathers in The Anxiety of Influence. ls 

Certainly, this kind of parricide strengthens male desire and voice. But, in 

Pater, there seems to be another level. The intertextual subtext or maze of 

borrowed references traverses another domain. Even though Pater signals to 

Wordsworth as master, specifically in this instance, even manages to displace 

some of his narrator's erotic desires in such a gesture, it exceeds the 

Bloomian equation of direct and cancelled relationship. Marie Marguerite 

uses the Wordsworthian echo to grant herself a level of credibility or 

authority in the discourse community, but she also manages to keep her own 

integrity in expressing her emotions clearly. J. Hillis Miller idea of 

master/novice dialectics fits Pater better. He sees rhetorical strength and 

narrative authority differently, as "something too much, the something left over 

... something that exceeds explanation." He sees the critics important 

function in trying to expose Pater's agenda, but that "this unraveling may not 

be so much the hidden center of a personality as an enigma, exceeding 

personality, a secret intrinsic to the materials Pater worked with -- language 
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and its concepts, figures and narrative forms, myths or legends, legenda 'things 

for reading'" ("Walter Pater: Partial Portrait" 81, emphasis added). It is not 

the identity wrought out of the male gaze of sexual desire; it is not the 

appetite for appropriation, but a desire for fantasized union. In this Pater 

plays out the "other" Oedipal moment - the moment to come into and 

become part of the "Other" without aggrandizing itself.19 Seen in this light, 

Pater goes beyond the Bloomian psychoanalytical model of creating an identity 

through intertextual silencing. 

If indeed Paterian heroes could be strengthened by using the body of 

the fathers in their oedipal moment, as Bloom and Monsman have argued, it 

is curious to note that ill.l such male heroes die after the slaying, irrespective 

of their intertextual integrity. Bloom and Monsman argue that Pater's literary 

borrowings from established masters is his attempt to place himself within 

literary history. But, Pater remains always different, escaping complete 

alignment with all his masters, borrowing, critiquing and questioning their 

premises. Must not one then conclude that the oedipal son is unable to 

function in a purely male register? What Pater is doing, one could argue 

after Derrida, is "grafting"20 the male and the female to assemble a double or 

bisexual speaking subject who continues to enunciate from the margins. The 

diary now has the nature and structure of a heteroglossic voice; the interior 

dialogue between Marie-Marguerite (the narrator), and Pater the (subdued 

author), plays out the dialectics of the elusive Paterian self in a move away 
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from the physical, historical and political reality and is a concession to 

psychological and personal reality. It is a reality, moreover, that sanctions the 

ambivalence Pater feels towards a purely male sexual identity as fulfillment of 

the self. The diary vacillating between traditional (patriarchal)-analytical, and 

radical (non patriarchal)-romantic is a dramatization of the shifts of 

dislocation to exemplify and amplify his double or bisexual positionality on the 

margins. Such a reading can be compared elliptically to Derrida's analysis of 

Mallarme in "Mimi que" as double inscription. Derrida notes "A writing that 

refers back to itself carries us at the same time, indefinitely and 

systematically, to some other writing .... [it is] grafted on to the arborescence of 

another text" (Dissemination "Mimique," 202). The meaning of this statement 

becomes more explicit if one visualizes various traces of other works as off

shoots grafted on to the scion of Pater's text. 

III 

Diary Ac;; Dynamic Text 

This kind of focus on the multilevel nature of the text makes a 

stronger case for the text itself mediating desire. So far, I have analyzed the 

"Prince" strictly through its figural representations; primarily, Marie 

Marguerite, Watteau and Pater. Now, one can begin to examine Pater's 

language and his deliberate manipulation of the very language of the text. 

Such a scrutiny into the linguistic plane will reveal the textual dynamism, 
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change the rubric of relationships between the writer and reader. As the text 

undergoes such a subtle shift, the reader becomes a complicitous partner. 

The reader has now moved from the position of a silent observer/judge to 

that of a mirror for the text and, by re-reflection, a mirror for the writer's 

desire. This relationship can be troped along two rhetorical axes in the text 

itself; the metaphoric axis (substitutive/vertical) and metonymic 

(contiguous/horizontal).21 On the metaphoric level, the text reveals not one 

tale but a series of substitutions of Marie-Marguerite's yearnings for Watteau. 

The diary is not a fiction but a graphic map of her desire, not a series of 

events, but a topography of reflexive, circular, deferred fantasy. The other 

rhetorical trope is metonymy, and it acts as a bond between the reader and 

the writer, creating contiguity that is based upon the predication of desire. 

This serves as the speaker/listener loop that propagates itself on the 

horizontal level of the text. It motors the writer, motivates the reader, and 

keeps the text activated. 

Desire troped through metaphor becomes evident from the very 

beginning of the text. Marie Marguerite schemes to send Antoine Watteau to 

Paris, hoping that once his ambition in the big metropolis is satisfied, he will 

come back to her. Her third entry records this : "It is the instinct of natural 

fineness in him [Watteau], to escape when he can" (Oct. 1701) This is the 

first of several instances when she defers and deflects her love for him. She 

even tries to rationalize the implications of his restlessness by scaling down 
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her father's symbolic comment: "'He will go far!' my father declares. He 

would go far in the literal sense, if he might-- to Paris, to Rome" and ends 

the entry with ironic wisdom "to walk there [in the country ramparts] and 

muse; [is] pleasant for a tame unambitious soul such as mine" (Oct. 1701). 

However, the reader soon learns to read beyond the "unambitious" writer, 

learns that the narrator must, indeed, be treated with suspicion, because she is 

the one with the drive, engineering Watteau's numerous expeditions, analyzing 

and demanding more from him and his paintings than he himself is capable 

or willing to give. There is a wry tone to her voice and the text as she 

appraises Watteau's art; it is always the Paris crowd or Jean Baptiste who 

notice his "genius." Even though Watteau paints scenes in Paris "so 

excellently," she argues that he does so "partly because, after all, he looks 

down upon it or despises it. To persuade myself of that, is my womanly 

satisfaction for his preference--his apparent preference-- for a world so 

different from mine" (Feb. 1715). The disdain in her voice is veiled by her 

apologetic tone. The reader begins to agree with her because she admits to 

displaying her peevishness and parades it, apologetically, under a "womanly" 

trait. If this is a deliberate artifice, it is well within her gender and genre 

parameters. The self-deprecating remark transfers the reader's attention from 

the polemics of her body, her desire and anticipation of pleasure, to her 

genderized apology. The reader moves farther away from the symptom with 

each passing disappointment. 
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Similarly, she notes in passing that there is something transient about 

the quality of experience in viewing Watteau's paintings, obliquely pointing to 

Watteau himself who is elusive: "a certain light we should seek for in vain 

upon anything real.... The storm is always brooding through ... and the secular 

trees themselves will hardly outlast another generation" (June 1717). Here 

she transfers her ennui to the landscape, to the twilight of Watteau's canvas. 

Her desolation becomes analogous the difficulty of seeking a "certain light" 

because of the impending "storm." The imagery of the "brooding storm" 

detonates a series of sexual meanings obliquely expressing her passionate 

yearning for him. But she dislocates all of those by signalling the transience 

of earthly passions through the "secular" garden of Eden. Pater's readers are, 

of course, familiar with the credo of flux of experience and the intertwining 

of religious and secular sentiments. This is voiced immediately in the next 

entry: "in what one is to ~--in the outsides of things--and there is something, 

a sign, a memento, at the least, of what makes life really valuable, even in 

that. There, is my simple notion, wholly womanly perhaps, but which I may 

hold by, of the purpose of the arts" (July 1717). Again, there is a deliberate 

call to her "womanly" incapacity to judge art, but there is also an attempt to 

transfer her originary passion gradually to secular motifs and, finally, to a 

transcendental plane in being able to grasp the divine plan in daily things. 

While on the one hand Marie Marguerite metaphorically displaces her desire, 
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between the sacred and the profane. 
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In spite of later disappointments, Marie Marguerite initially arranges 

for him to go to Paris: "He [Watteau] doesn't know it was I who persuaded 

the scene painter to take him" (Dec. 1702). The trip to Paris is the first 

substitution game that Marie Marguerite plays with Antoine Watteau. There 

is an unspoken understanding at this point in the text between the writer and 

the reader (and between Marie Marguerite and Watteau) that Watteau will 

come back to Valenciennes after his jaunt. Even when she envisions him at 

the Palace of Luxembourg, she pictures him only in the gardens, 

superimposing her Romantic yearning for him, as his desire to return to the 

woods of Valenciennes. But Marie Marguerite knows that she is fighting a 

losing battle. On his first trip back from Paris she notes there is "something 

noble" perhaps, even "half disdainful," in his "Ie bel serieux" visage and 

concedes that it must be the "effects of his success" (June 1705). She 

continues quite astutely, even poetically, "I can trace like the bloom of a 

flower upon him; and he has, now and then, the gaieties which from time to 

time, surely, must refresh all true artists, however hard working and 'painful'" 

(June 1705). Sytactically, this long-winded sentence signals her need to pause 

and catch her breath. This is the first, of a series of disappointment(s) in her 

relationship with Watteau. But, semantically, this sentence acknowledges that 

Watteau is, after all, enjoying himself in Paris. Again, "bloom of a flower" 
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has intense sensual connotations, suggesting her preoccupation with 

consummation of her desire. But, again she dislocates it to his person, 

portraying him as the seduced figure, one who has succumbed to the allure of 

Paris. "Painful" is an odd choice of words for this happy painter, flushed 

perhaps with his success, but it is a continuation of her loss in not ''blooming'' 

in his love. 

The January 1709 entry is again evidence of Watteau's elusiveness and 

Marie Marguerite's willingness to sanction this. She records,"he obtained only 

the second place [in the Prix de Rome contest] but does not renounce his 

desire to make the journey to Italy. Could I save enough by careful 

economies for that purpose? It might be conveyed to him in some indirect 

way that would not offend." In retrospect, going to Paris symbolized a 

waywardness in Antoine Watteau that Marie Marguerite readily understood, 

perhaps even encouraged. But the trip to Italy reveals the widening gap 

between the emerging artist and herself, whom she does not want to "offend" 

by a display of familiarity or affection. The entry confirms this distance and 

her envy of a changing Watteau. She notes disparagingly, "Paris, we hear, has 

never been wealthier and more luxurious than now" where ladies of the court 

vie with one another to own his painted fans. Slowly she acknowledges that 

her childhood acquaintance has changed in the big city. "And Antony's new 

manner? I am unable even to divine it--to conceive the trick and effect of it

-at all. Only something of a lightness and coquetry I discern there, at 
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(Feb. 1712). The postponement of Marie Marguerite's desire is becoming a 

pattern in the metaphoric elongation of Watteau's journeys. Where is the 

fondness for the youth with "Ie bel sirieux" now? Masked as he is by the 

"effects of his success" (June 1705), she realizes she has lost him to a more 

sophisticated and cultured world. But she continues to play out her desire 

metaphorically. 
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Substitution has become quite natural to her, and she now uses 

adjectives like "cheerful" "freer" and "animated" to describe Watteau's return 

to Paris. This acceptance of Paris and its gaiety becomes possible by a sly 

transference technique on Marie Marguerite's part. Her desire for the "dark 

haired youth" is replaced by her appreciation for the "true artist." This 

displacement signals a move from the man to the aesthetic attributes of the 

man, projecting and creating, as it were, a split object of adoration. More 

interestingly, Marie Marguerite as speaking subject undergoes a figural split 

herself. She jettisons some of her desire for Watteau onto her younger 

brother, Jean Baptiste Pater. The description of "Jean-Baptiste, whose 

enthusiasm for Antony visibly refines and beautifies his whole nature" (March 

1713) reveals her projection and assumption of her brother's love for Watteau. 

He assumes simultaneously a metaphoric substitution of her desire for 

Watteau and is a metonymic extension of her own desire to be with Watteau. 

In this, Jean Baptiste is a double sign, sharing in Watteau's art (thUS, 
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becoming a part of him) and sharing in Marie Marguerite's yearning for him 

(while remaining a part of her), almost merging in his presence what could 

not be united in the text. Another instance of this merger is during the 

description of a fatal illness when Marie Marguerite records that Jean 

Baptiste departs for Paris to tend to Watteau, "his heart full of strange 

conflict of joy and apprehension" (April 1721). Of course, Jean Baptiste 

becomes the surrogate bearer of these e~otions. He and his desire for 

Watteau's tutelage serve as the metonymic representation of the narrator's 

love for the artist. It is also the metonymic pulsion which keeps the text in 

motion. 

More telling is the next entry about "Jean Baptiste, who will be heir to 

his unfinished work" (May 1721), which has definite sexual implications. The 

figural representation and split in Jean Baptiste is slow and deliberate; he is 

simultaneously the nurse (female) and proud heir (male). While the brother 

shares Watteau's life and art, Marie Marguerite participates only vicariously. 

Sadly, she is forced into this voyeuristic position because Watteau's success in 

Paris makes "it increasingly hard to follow him even in imagination" (Aug. 

1705). So she admits this much slyly: "In a few days that delightful new life 

will have begun for him [Jean Baptiste]: and I have made him promise to 

write often to us. With how a small a part of my whole life shall I be really 

living at Valenciennes!" (March 1713). Monsman, too, notes Marie 

Marguerite's secret pleasure in her brother's visit to Paris with Watteau, but 
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participate in Watteau's art. 
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Can one blame Marie Marguerite for playing this deceitful game of 

substitution though? She chronicles how Antoine Watteau withholds 

everything from her, first by denying her his love, then by leaving without 

finishing her portrait: "My own portrait remains unfinished at his sudden 

departure" (July 1714), a portrait, moreover, that reflects his perception of her 

in "a walking-dress, made under his direction--a gown of peculiar silken stuff, 

falling into an abundance of small folds, giving me a 'certain air of piquancy' 

which pleases him, but is far enough from my true self' (July 1714). 

According to the text, he has never noticed her, except as a chance object for 

his sketch pad. She recognizes pathetically that he alters her appearance to 

match his requirements and leaves her as a partial sketch, like an object soon 

to be discarded and forgotten. He even cheats her out of news from her 

brother, the indelible connection between them: "I notice that our good

hearted but sometimes difficult friend said little of our brother Jean-Baptiste, 

though he knows us so anxious on his account" (July 1714, emphasis added). 

One wonders at this form of cruelty from an artist who is so perceptive and 

acutely refined in projecting sentiments. But within a couple of months 

Antoine Watteau sabotages this strange triangle of desire by rejecting Jean 

Baptiste, and by extension, Marie Marguerite. Couched within the description 

of a stormy dusk; (Paterian by its ambiguity of light and shade). she notes 
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"Jean Baptiste is with us once again; but with ~ tears in his eyes;-

dismissed" (Sept. 1714, emphasis added), and the shattering realization "Jean

Baptiste! he too, rejected by Antony!" (Oct. 1714). Her own disappointment 

in being ignored by Watteau becomes extended as "bitter tears" in her 

brother's eyes. Slowly, Marie Marguerite is beginning to grasp the rejection 

and its attendant disillusionment, even though her brother still worships 

Watteau: "of whom he [Jean Baptiste] has trusted himself to speak at last, 

with a wonderful sense of self-effacement, ... how Antony ... would have done 

things better-- done the impossible" (March 1715). In the metonymic 

extension from Marie Marguerite to Jean-Baptiste, he assumes the woman's 

position, because it is he who is "self-effacing" in this love triangle instead of 

the acknowledged narrator, the "woman." 

The reader now sees a triangulation of desire, troped metonymically, 

moving from Marie Marguerite to Watteau to Jean-Baptiste, and back to 

Marie Marguerite. The complicitous reader sanctions all this through the 

voyeuristic gaze. Marie Marguerite almost invites and tantalizes the reader to 

look into this private discourse with further revelations of desire. It is this 

link that motivates the reader to delve deeper into the text. This makes 

reading the diary extremely provocative to say the least; the reader sharing a 

private tete .a ~ with a pre Victorian woman, in the recreated environment 

and mood of early eighteenth century France, resplendent with its courtly 

and romantic intrigues. The reader's voyeuristic gaze bounces off a mask, 



while overhearing her voice. Not only is the reader titillated by the idea of 

peeping into a woman's diary--i.e., a woman's desire--but also wants to peep 

behind the mask at Pater, the acknowledged signateur from whom the voice 

ultimately emanates. 
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Two contemporary Paterian critics come to mind immediately, Oscar 

Wilde and William Butler Yeats, and both their comments are telling. Wilde 

writes: "Man is least himself when he talks in his own person. Give him a 

mask and he will tell you the truth" (Wilde 389, emphasis added).22 And 

Yeats' famous comment on Pater is well known, condemning him as "the man 

with no face behind the mask". Both are accurate to a degree, Wilde's 

overstated witticisms have a breath of truth; Pater is more revealing behind 

the masks of his numerous fictional personae. But it is Yeats' more complex 

and subtle compliment that is truly insightful. It signals another facet behind 

the mask, a facet that is a chameleon of a face. Pater establishes his own 

formulations of aesthetics and poetics behind the mask. Indeed, in adopting a 

woman's mask, Pater signals his discomfort with an exclusive ort essentialist (in 

the biological sense) parameter of male or female identity. But to counter 

Yeats' remark, Pater experiments with masks, not in any attempt to hide or 

deceive the reader, but to explore the anxiety and fissures of the Paterian self. 

Another issue that Yeats' comment raises is that of mimesis. Pater 

and his audience knew that the signature behind Marie Marguerite's is his 

own; it is like a palimpsest, or super script. The reader is not looking for 
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verisimilitude, because that is one area Pater refuses to acknowledge in his 

writing. If anything, he problematizes writing to the extent that one is always 

dislocated about his measure of space and time; language becomes analogous 

to reality, recounts reality, but is never able to replace the world, time or 

history. In fact, that is Eliot's primal or arche criticism of the Paterian text, 

its unwillingness to establish an "objective correlative." With a disregard for 

the obvious sense of mimesis, the reader is forced to see two signatures 

simultaneously, Pater's and Marie Marguerite's, and is forced then to read 

between the lines. 

In this, Pater's signature functions "under erasure" in that Pater's and 

Marie Marguerite's text come into existence primarily because they echo each 

other's thoughts, each speaking and silencing the other, giving life and voice 

to both and to the text. For Derrida or Lacan the economy of the text is 

controlled through repression and denial, what contemporary feminist theorists 

argue is the phallogocentric model. But for Pater the text voices all of its 

analyses and emotional responses simultaneously. Here the text becomes the 

"opera" of voices (Cixous 'The Character of 'Character"') luxuriating in the so 

called patriarchal and non patriarchal registers, going beyond the controlling 

economy of other textual models. From another viewpoint, Pater's text can 

be seen as creating a Bakhtinian carnival of voices, in all its connotations of 

joyous celebration. This is the jouissance of the text, a multiplicity that revels 

in its excess, each voice caressing self-reflexively. With Pater and Marie 
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Marguerite braiding their voices and silences, the text becomes a heteroglossia 

of voices, a mirage of faces and masks reflected in the labyrinthine text. 

Within the context of Pater's stance towards autobiography, persona, 

and mask, sexuality becomes an even more provocative experiment. In 

appropriating the diary form Pater, chooses to wear the mask of a woman, 

speak like a woman, and from a Derridean viewpoint, this gestural writing 

allows him to inscribe his polemic within the intellectual, social, and cultural 

milieux of the nineteenth century. Clearly, this form of gestural writing also 

reveals his position on issues of sexuality. His ambivalence towards a clear 

male identity is problematic, as numerous scholars have already noted. 

Hence, Pater resorts to this ventriloquistic ruse by writing a diary. 
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Notes for Chapter III 

1. All quotations are from the library edition of Imaginary Portraits, London: 
Macmillan 1910, and will appear in parentheses in the body of the text in the 
form of diary entries. 

2. Walter Pater: Critical Series ed. Harold Bloom, 16. 

3. Some scholars discuss the "Chinese box" effect of a story within a story. 
Others, like Gerald Monsman, in Walter Pater (Twayne) focus upon the 
narrator Marie-Marguerite, fruitfully explicating her voice and the text, though 
without questioning her masked identity. Daniel O'Hara does examine the 
notion of identity through a post structural lens, but he mainly focuses on 
Pater's Marius and Renaissance as portraits. He reaffirms the idea of a split
self and reinserts the Paterian identity into the already familiar Romantic 
paradigm of the alienated artist. (De-Structing the Novel, "Temptations of a 
Scholar, 69-111). J. B. Losey in "Epiphany in Pater's Portraits," (ELT 1978) 
examines the "Prince," very briefly positing that Marie-Marguerite's insights 
into Watteau's art reveals one more aspect of Pater's epiphanic pattern as 
writer and art critic. 

4. For a general description of conventions in the diary form, particularly of 
women, see Women's Autobiography: Essays in Criticism, ed. Estelle Jelinek, 
Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press, 1980. 

7.Monsman, "Pater Redivivus" 210, in The Victorian Ewerience: The Prose 
Writers, Ed. Richard E Levine, Ohio Univ. Press, Athens, Ohio, 1982, 203-39. 

8. This is also the point where one can see evidence of the Derridean notion 
of textual grafting. For more on grafting, specially the grafting of voices, that 
of Marie Marguerite's on to Pater's and others, see the second section of the 
essay. In this case, Ecclesiastes is one branch that becomes attached to the 
scion of the text, which till now had Marie Marguerite's disclosures, Pater's 
sentiments and Fenelon's presence. 

9. Historical evidence and Fenelon's biographers suggest that he had incurred 
the displeasure of the King through his religious beliefs and in writing the 
Telemaque, and was in fact banished to Cambrai. This record is very close 
to Pater's own plight after the publication of the "Conclusion," and his divorce 
from the cultural and intellectual world of the nineteenth century. 

10. Among the numerous examples in Pater's oeuvre, Pierre Ronsard in 
Gaston is the closest parallel. Ronsard, too, distances himself in the Croix 
Val, is immersed in ritual, and closets himself in a beautiful tower with 
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paintings of his old loves, and dangerously controversial books. Art serves as 
religion and literature as ritual. 

11. In Fenelon's biography titled Life of Fenelon, the author notes that 
Quietism is a brand of seventeenth century mystical Christianity based on 
notions of "pure love" and communion with God. The Telemaque was the 
final straw in the arguments between Fenelon and the King. This, in turn, 
compounded the King's displeasure and resulted in his move to Cambrai. 

12. Another important fact is that the Telemaque was revitalized by 
eighteenth-century French philosophers, who loosely called themselves the 
Philosophes, and published the Encyclopedie. (Inman notes that the chief 
contributors to this volume were Diderot, Buffon, Condillac, Rousseau, 
Voltaire, and others. Inman pp 314, in Walter Pater's Readings.) 

13. Julia Kristeva in 'The System and the Speaking Subject" and Helene 
Cixous in 'The Character of 'Character'" point out that the speaking subject, 
even though fragmented is inserted into the very fabric of the text. Theirs is 
a response to the new critical and structural schools of thought that venerates 
a work of literature, while completely denying the presence of a subject. 
While Kristeva discusses the fracture of the speaking "I" and traces its origin 
in the socialization and culturalization process of the human subject, Cixous, 
argues convincingly, that the time-honored tradition of the fictionality of 
characters in texts, instituted to create an aura of objectivity or authorial 
distance, is always invested with the tracings of a speaking subject who is 
ultimately the enunciator. 
On the other hand, Michel Foucault discusses the reader/writer shared space 
in the History of Sexuality, Vol. I, or the locus of "truth" as a cultural 
construct, rather than any abstract, ideal virtue. Roland Barthes explains in 
The Pleasures of the Text that the text itself is a site for mediating desire 
between a reader and a writer. He does this by combining the 
phenomenological premise of Wolfgang Iser and the psychoanalytical 
presuppositions of Jacques Lacan. But, Barthes has only examined the 
hypothetically feminine trait of SUbjectivity in male authors. 

14. Most Pater scholars are familiar with Wolfgang Iser's analysis of Pater's 
emotional handling of textuality. His thought provoking argument focuses on 
inner sense impressions rather than specifically male/female speaking subjects. 
Similarly, Ann Robinsons Taylor's incisive insight into the strategy of male 
writers with female voices does not help situate Pater's technique. In Male 
Novelists and Their Female Voices: Literary Masquerades, Taylor discusses 
the trends in Defoe, Richardson, Dickens, Henry James, and James Joyce 
through a Freudian premise of the essential bisexuality of human beings as a 
way of containing and articulating the divided self. She compliments the 
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Freudian approach with the Jungian notion of anima and animus as being one 
of the reasons for male writers adopting female voices. Through this 
hypothesis she attributes an unconscious motive to these writers for using 
anOther voice, or female voice. 

15. See Patricia Meyer Spacles for more the disguised writer in "Selves in 
Hiding" in Women's Autobiography: Essays In Criticism. ed. Jelinek. She 
discusses the idea of an individual sense of identity for women that is 
gathered from the emotional understanding of the world. 

16. See Judy Nolte Lensik's "Expanding the Boundaries of Criticism: The 
Diary as Female Autobiography," which discusses the conditions and/of 
admissibility of (women's) diaries into the canon. She focuses on American 
pioneering women and sets them apart from canonized male diarists such as 
Emerson, Benjamin Franklin, etc., in Women's Studies, 1987, 39-53. 

17. See Woman's Autobiography, ed. Jelinek, especially the introduction 
section for more on the comparison between men's and women's diaries. 

18. In The Anxiety of Influence and A Map of Misreading Bloom 
programmatically posits that the oedipal moment is one that is simultaneously 
crushing and exhilarating for the artist because it deflects the oppressive 
weight of the father's influence. Bloom argues that Pater "must be examined 
in his oedipal context" (Bloom, Walter Pater :Critical Series. Introduction 3.) 
He specifically says that Ruskin and Wordsworth are Pater's literary masters 
and that "Ruskin is uniquely intense as a prophet of the eye," and "the primal 
source of later Romantic seeing in England was Wordsworth who feared the 
tyranny of the eye" (Introduction 15). In this frame of references, Pater is 
held prisoner almost by the "gaze," forced to confront his identity in the 
mirror. And also, as most later critics have remarked, Bloom does not take 
into account the woman artist, and her position in this logocentric oedipal 
configuration. 

19. Taken from Lacan's Female Sexuality trans. Rose and Mitchell. 
According to Lacan, the Autre with a capital 0 has three possible meanings. 
Toril Moi, in Textual/Sexual Politics explains the numerous interpretations 
clearly as: "the most important usages of the Other are those in which the 
Other represents language, the site of the signifier, the Symbolic order or any 
third party in the triangular structure. Another slightly different way of 
putting this is to say that the Other is the locus of the constitution of the 
subject or the structure that produces the subject. In yet another formulation, 
the Other is the differential structure of language and of social relations that 
constitute the subject in the first place and in which it must take its place" 
Moi, 100 



20. See Jacques Derrida's chapter on "Grafting" in Dissemination, trans. 
Barbara Johnson, Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1981. 
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21. By postulating a Lacanian, Jakobsonian paradigm of two registers of the 
text-- the horizontal or metonymic or contiguous register, and the vertical or 
substitutive, or metaphoric register from Jakobson's 'Two Phases of Aphasia," 
one can dissect the language of the text to reveal the unconscious desire of 
the writer and the text. 

22. 'The Critic as Artist" Part II, in The Artist as Critic: Critical Writings of 
Oscar Wilde, ed. Richard EHmann, N.Y.: Vintage, 1969. This text discusses 
the deliberate duplicity and advantages of masks as a Victorian motif, and 
might lead into a new direction in reading the "Prince." 
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i 

A Prince of Court Painters: Pater's Historicity 

Eugene Brzenk notes in his brief introduction to the standard edition 

of "A Prince of Court Painters" that the portrait is "unique in being 

completely based on historical personalities" (11). He conveys a suggestion 

that Pater's usual technique of fictionalizing history, distorting chronology, and 

personalizing events will be minimal in the text. The History of the 

Renaissance, or Marius the Epicurean come to mind as Pater's examples and 

experiments with history as myth, as narratives of "self-culture" (Monsman, WP 

30) that are forever pregnant with his own emotions. Brzenk's editorial 

intervention prejudices the reader into granting the "Prince" a level of 

historical accuracy that is perhaps not intended by the author himself. 

Brzenk's comment is based on Pater's own whimsical remark about his actual 

ancestral relationship to the Flemish, rococo artist, Antoine Watteau: "I think 

so; I believe so; I always say so" (Brzenk, 11). 

This statement, more than any other evidence, must cue the reader 

about Pater's treatment of history. While echoing Descartes cogito ergo sum, 

the remark also mocks the rationalistic dichotomy between the body and the 

mind. Pater has systematically maintained in all his works that thinking is a 

way of perceiving bodily sensations as filtered through an analytical mind, (his 

"Preface" to the Renaissance is the earliest and clearest example of such a 

credo). Thinking is linked to imaginative experience, and the recording of 
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events is routed through an "I" who deliberately positions himself in an 

historical moment. The "I" or speaking subject in the "Prince" has special 

historico-cultural implications because for the first time Pater adopts a 

woman's voice: Pater situates himself inside a narrative, reading Marie 

Marguerite reading Antony (Antoine) Watteau. Brzenk's comment suggesting 

historical accuracy in this portrait becomes problematic in light of such a 

positioning because Pater is not recording history but interpreting it. Hence 

the autograph that Brzenk uses serves as a warning for the reader about 

Pater's imaginative agenda of historical probability. 

Pater presents the reader with three simultaneous positions of 

subjectivity--i.e.,-- Pater as factual recorder when he inscribes real events from 

Watteau's life; Pater as cultural decoder when he suppresses facts about 

Watteau's life not appropriate for a woman's journal; and Pater as 

intersubjective encoder when he signals strategic, yet polemical highlights in 

Watteau's art. In other words, Pater is situated on the margins of historical 

and subjective moments challenging the reader to believe him, weaving 

between three positions of identity. His narrative stance allows him to "think" 

of such a relationship, and he inscribes it thus. That Pater espouses such an 

anomalous stance (subjective, factual, anachronistic, accurate, and ambiguous) 

towards history is explicated in his "Prosper Merimee" lecture (1890) where he 

notes: "But quite certainly he [Merimee] had something of a genius for the 

exact study of history, for the pursuit of exact truth, with a keenness of scent 
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as if that alone existed, in some special area of historic fact to be determined 

by his own peculiar mental preferences. Power here too again, the ~ 

power of men and 'women which mocks, while it makes its use of average 

human nature: it was the magic function of history to put one in living 

contact with that" (PM 16-17, emphasis added). History for him is not 

merely a document of facts but a topography of "crude power" and caprices of 

"human nature." Here Pater anticipates and affirms what Michel Foucault 

says about the myth of history moving from the status of a "document" to 

become a reified "monument," always legitimating representations of power. 

Pater presents us with a fait accompli a century before Foucault's analysis of 

culture and history. J. Hillis Miller in noting the far reaching implications of 

Pater's theoretical postulations remarks that his influence is evidenced in "the 

rhetorical or 'deconstructive' criticism of our moment in literary criticism. 

Jacques Derrida, Paul de Man, and Harold Bloom in their different ways 

exemplify this" ( "Walter Pater: A Partial Portrait" 76). To this list of 

contemporary theorists perhaps one can now add Michel Foucault and Julia 

Kristeva.1 In a Paterian context, the individual perception of events of the 

speaking subject (Marie Marguerite) allows her to formulate and organize 

discourse itself based upon various external determinants (her own place in 

eighteenth century France as responding to details of Watteau's life and art). 

Marie Marguerite does not dominate or compartmentalize her record, i.e., 

unify and appropriate, but becomes part of the context itself by being 
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dispersed in her journal. In other words, she does not merely record her 

impressions, she is very much a part of them. Due to such a blurring of 

identities and events, Pater is able to intervene, select, and formulate an 

enunciation that is predicated on Pater (author), Marie Marguerite (narrator), 

and Watteau (text). Brzenk's comment that the diary is a historical document 

is only partially true; it is the Paterian selection of events and his 

psychological affinity and response that hold together and unravel 

simultaneously Marie Marguerite's journal about and desire for Watteau. 

Thus, it is not so much a revelation of historical events that Brzenk 

alludes to as it is Pater's ordering through selection and repression of facts 

that makes the "Prince" unique. Watteau is documented through Marie 

Marguerite's admittedly "womanly" journal entry, and as such we must trace 

the implications of this portrait and uncover the dialectics between history and 

autobiography. Pater, who is the signateur behind the professed writer is 

notorious for his infidelity to historical events. Why then this inordinate 

authenticity? This portrait alone arranges a character's life on a mimetic grid 

of time and ~; Watteau left for Paris in 1701 and died in July 1721, and 

the diary retains this authenticity as a parameter for describing the events in 

Watteau's life and art. Why does Pater pander to history in this portraiture 

of Antoine (Antony) Watteau? 
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Watteau as Prismatic Sign: 

One of the reasons is that Pater sees strains of similarity between his 

own artistic genius and texts and that of Watteau's. In using Watteau as a 

sign, Pater can see into and be seen in the other's art. Antoine Watteau is 

already an "arabesque" text much like his famous canvases. Thomas Crowe, 

noted art historian, helps explain the meaning of arabesques: "at its most 

subtle, the arabesque format allowed playful and intriguing layered allegories 

of desire which could make reference to contemporary experience without 

being merely imitative of it. It was Watteau's great move in 1712 -13 to 

project the disjunctive strategies of the arabesque on an apparently unified 

moment in space and time. Certain very early portraits anticipate the 

procedure and document of contemporary taste for the most implausible 

allegories of pleasure" ( Painters and Public Life, emphasis added, 64). 

Readers can fit such a definition of Watteau's arabesques to Pater's texts, too. 

Watteau becomes analogous to Pater's own oeuvre, a body that is a montage 

of texts, portraits, poetics, and music, all saturated in emotion, all engaged in 

the caressing of desire. Watteau is a sign, signifying in numerous registers, 

exceeding signification. He is simultaneously artist, musician, and muse for 

literary masters. Art historians label Watteau as a "genius" for reworking 

Rubens, Giorgione, Titian (to name just a few masters), into a piquant 

sensuality that weds the fetes gal ante with the theatre of Italian and French 

comedy and mime. He extends the frame of the canvas itself, making the 
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figures of love dressed in the costumes of the theatre question traditional 

notions of mimesis and representation. Like Watteau in most of his texts, 

Pater crosses genre lines, and in the "Prince" he conflates gender boundaries to 

experiment with categories of representation. 

Art historian Norman Bryson remarks on another more telling aspect 

of Watteau's art which helps us to understand Pater's selection of this 

particular artist. He writes that Watteau "catalyses writing" and that his 

paintings created a "minor literary genre" (Image and Text, "Watteau and 

Reverie," 64). Watteau, the sign, extends beyond the canvas to refigure in 

literary texts, markedly that of Edmund de Goncourt's L'Art de XVIII Siecle. 

The Goncourt brothers to a large degree helped sharpen Pater's portrayal of 

Antoine Watteau and, in turn, "catalyze" Pater's writing. Baudelaire, Gautier, 

Banville, Nerval, "the members of the rue de Doyenne group," refashion 

Watteau to signify and serve as pretext for their own Decadent "extravaganza" 

(Bryson, 64). Fletcher reads a similar layering of meaning in Pater's technique 

in describing the Mona Lisa in the Botticelli passage in the Renaissance. He 

notes that the portrait is placed in the center of the work and "its significance 

radiates backwards and forward, back to what is embodied in history, forward 

to what is as yet only symbolized, or prescribed. The description collects 

phrases which Pater uses .... The painting has ripened through time in the 

sense of being interpreted and reinterpreted, each analysis thickening the 



varnish that lies over Leonardo's original paintwork" (Bloom 57, emphasis 

added). 
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Again, it is Bryson who makes the connection between Watteau and 

music and records like other historians that this, too, is a legacy of the 

Goncourt brothers' revival of Watteau. Bryson notes that Watteau is often 

compared to Debussy, Chopin, and Mozart, among others (Bryson, 65). Pater 

readers can now begin to see the tracings of a similarity between Pater's 

works and Watteau's art as portrayed in the nineteenth century. Pater's own 

picturesque style, his ear for rhythm in texts, and his attempts at wedding 

word and harmony make Watteau appealing. Pater must have felt a special 

affinity for the depiction of this nineteenth-century Watteau because he 

himself attempted a melding of text and music in his works. His famous 

statement "all art constantly aspires towards the condition of music ... so that 

the meaning reaches through ways not distinctly traceable by the by the 

understanding ... but seems to pass for a moment into an actual strain of 

music" (The Renaissance 135, 136-37) is asserted in the "Prince," too, where 

Watteau's murals make the writer exclaim: "Only, the very walls seem to cry 

out: - No! to make delicate insinuation, for a music, a conversation, ... with 

this fairy arrangement--itself like a piece of 'chamber music'" (April 1714). 

What attracted Pater to Watteau, in all probability, is their similar choice of 

subjects, methods of portrayal, and responses to art. Admittedly, this calls for 

a certain degree of speculation but not without reasonable grounds. In 
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comparing Pater to Watteau, specifically their textuality, one can posit the 

fulcrum of similarity on their impressions of desire and ennui as revealed in 

their art work, rather than the verisimilitude of persona. 

The Goncourts highlight three concurrent fields of aesthetic value in 

Watteau's art; that of image, music and text. In reading Pater's Watteau as 

portrayed in the "Prince" we can use the same parameters. The Goncourts 

reintroduced to the Salons of nineteenth-century Paris Watteau's art, and it is 

their reading, perhaps, more accurately, their misreading,2 with its excessive 

aesthetic judgements, that Pater incorporates in his portrait. Edmund de 

Goncourt documents Watteau as "embodying and revitalizing the spirit of 

rococo, ... charm, seductiveness, grace, and play became the catchwords for 

the movement, which is still the yardstick.") Such a deflection of Watteau 

and his art through the Decadent lens of the Goncourt brothers allows Pater 

to position himself in a particular historical moment and re-write history. He 

layers the portrait with a thin veneer of history revealing blatant desire (that 

of Marie Marguerite for Watteau), thus unmasking one of the main covenants 

of history itself. Pater creates the illusion of factual representation by treating 

the diary in terms of the degree of verisimilitude intended by its author, 

Marie Marguerite, rather than a simple resemblance between text (the 

material object, i.e., the diary) and the referent (historical object, i.e., 

Watteau). Pater fabricates the connections between specific social forces 

(historical events) and the regulated discourse of the diary through the hidden 
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motivations of Marie Marguerite's unrequited love. But by not focusing solely 

on the semi-documentary contents of the discourse (historical factualness) but 

rather on its conditions of possibility (a fictional, undocumented liaison) 

Pater, as Foucault would argue, lays the groundwork of a model for 

understanding the relationship between pouvre/power (as unconscious desire) 

and savoir/knowledge (its inscription in language).4 

Consequently, as contemporary scholars agree, history having lost its 

claim to faithful representation, is the record of political success and failure, 

and always the manifestation of unconscious desire and cultural power. As 

speaking subject, Marie Marguerite encodes the history making art of Watteau 

through her palette of desire. It is the Goncourt brothers who immortalized 

Watteau as the "great poet of the eighteenth century." Their best recorded 

eulogy, used in most introductions of Watteau criticism, is "[Watteau's art] is 

that fine essence which appears as the smile of a line, the soul of a being, 

and the spiritual physiognomy of matter".5 Pater had access to a Salon, a 

gallery of myriad Parisian responses to Watteau's art, framed by these self

conscious intellectuals, all of whom are aware of the fragility of language as a 

representational sign. Pater extends Watteau's historical presence into fiction 

such that Watteau himself emerges as a "consumptive" (Goncourt), "Romantic" 

(Baudelaire and Banville), and "macabre" (Gautier) hero in this portrait. In a 

sense, it was rather fortunate for Pater that Watteau was consumptive because 

it helped him to highlight the Romantic "suffering artist" motif. What is 
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missing in this already mythicized historical figure is a delicately refined 

eroticism, the play of desire that Pater writes through his tale of a fantasized 

love affair. Mons man speculates otherwise, noting that "Pater's ~ for the 

portrait may well have been a brochure written by his friend Frederick 

Wedmore" (WaIter Pater 128). But more important is Mons man's assessment 

of his presuppositions in sketching this portrait. He writes: "By mingling fact 

and fancy Pater seemingly desires to reveal the hidden figure in the historical 

tapestry--the existence of a personality expressive of the era, but never before 

portrayed." (128-29) Such a comment attests to the fact that astute scholars 

have always sensed the concept of "possibility" in Pater's historical 

representations. Pater himself introduces the "possibility" factor into this 

portrait by positioning himself as a recorder of significant, factual events in 

Watteau's life. 

For "possibility" to signal a credible narrative, the author must "mingle 

fact and fancy" (Monsman) by structuring the diary on the crossbeams of 

historical entities and established art/literary texts. The signification or 

strands of meaning from these texts could be metaphorically described as a 

web which would allow the various shadings of meanings to emerge through 

the gaps making the "possible" plausible.6 The diary supported by such an 

intertextual interweaving becomes a textualized historical "possibility." Further, 

Pater's "Prince" is an instance where "intertextuality" functions as a series of 

echoes from other texts and cultural influences that are subtly disseminated 
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throughout the whole text.7 Pater's manipulations of other texts exceeds the 

definitions of Harold Bloom which requires a text to show its indebtedness to 

previous texts. It perhaps borders on Jonathan Culler's explanation of 

intertextuality which shows how one sign, such as Watteau, can function in 

various registers, and his suggestion that the sign is relatively fIXed in an 

arena of differential/referential arena of meaning, rather than indicating one 

clear meaning. Instead, Pater's work is best understood with Julia Kristeva's 

notion of a semiotic intertext. Tori! Moi explains Kristeva's concept by noting 

that it means "tak[ing] the whole utterance (the text)" and "studying its 

ideological, political, and psychoanalytical articulations, its relations with 

society, with the psyche--not least--with other texts." (Tori! Moi 156).8 This 

means taking the "Prince" along with the contexts of the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries (Watteau's and Pater's worlds), together with the loci of 

forces present in these centuries. Leon Roudiez, in his introduction to 

Kristeva's Desire in Language writes: "Any signifying practice is a field (in the 

sense of space traversed by lines of force) in which varying signifying systems 

undergo such a transposition" (15).9 The point here is that Kristeva's 

intertextuality means the criss-crossing of cultural, political, psychological and 

personal factors enmeshed in a work. Because the "Prince" traverses two 

genders (male/female), media (word/image), and historical eras (eighteenth 

and nineteenth centuries), intertextuality is very subtle and complex. It is an 

instance where a discursive identity (Watteau of the diary) pre exists an 
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individual identity (a double identity, if you will, Pater beneath Marie 

Marguerite) who comes to fill or enact a historical identity (Antoine 

Watteau). It is a portrait that fllls a space created by Watteau's art via 

Goncourts' writings, through Marie's discourse, that Pater ~ into and 

deflects. Thus, it is not historical accuracy one is testing in "A Prince of 

Court Painters" but rather "trac[ing] like the bloom of a flower" (June 1705), 

with all its attendant imagery of sensuality and decay, historical events that 

have been suppressed, and even re-routed to create a document with a new 

chronology and hierarchy. Unlike the discussion of intertextuality in the 

earlier/diary section of the essay, this section focuses primarily upon Watteau 

as intertextual sign. 

Pater as historical recorder: 

Even though Pater reads and presents Watteau as he was depicted by 

the Goncourts, he positions himself historically in the early eighteenth century 

and must be credited with a certain degree of historical fidelity. Accordingly, 

Marie Marguerite'S first entry acknowledges Watteau as her "father's 

namesake," and this is accurate. Compte Caylus 10 notes in his biography of 

the artist that Watteau did go to Valenciennes in 1709 where he met Jean 

Baptiste Pater, whose father was in fact Watteau's namesake. Marie 

Marguerite then notes that "the apprentices of the M.Metayer for whom he 

[Watteau] works, labour all day long, each at a single part only ... Antony is 
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already the most skilful of them ... he receives three livres a week for his pains 

and a bowl of soup" (Dec. 1703), and Caylus attests to the truth of this 

statement. She also accurately traces the movement in Watteau's art from the 

earlier, heavier, northern Flemish style to a later delicate Parisian one. She 

writes, "Antony Watteau has parted [from Metayer] and now works with a 

painter of furniture pieces" (May 1705); and again, Caylus records the 

transition noting that Watteau moved to Claude Gillot's establishment, a Paris 

furniture painter. But even in bustling, fashionable Paris, she writes: "his 

[Watteau's] thoughts ... are not wholly far from home" because he has just 

finished the "Un Depart de Troupes--Soldiers Departing--one of the scenes of 

military life, one can study so well here at Valenciennes" (May 1705). Art 

historians note that the early Watteau imitated Flemish masters and their 

military canvases with a depressing realism. He neither glorified nor satirized 

war but merely portrayed desolate military and camp scenes that were 

common in border towns. She, too, notes the monotony of their lives, "of 

those weary soldiers, coming and going so interminably, one hardly knows 

whether to or from battle with the English and the Austrians, from victory or 

defeat" (Oct. 1701). 

However factual this may be, Pater's source is the essay on Watteau's 

art by the Goncourt brothers. They admired the "Soldiers on the March" 

declaring that the heavy lines and dark colors and themes of the scene 

revealed an inherently "melancholic" Watteau. Marie Marguerite's pleasure in 
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seeing Watteau retain his heritage is a Paterian echo of a nineteenth- century 

interpretation of the painter's life through his art. Even though Pater attempts 

to position himself as factual recorder of history, he is inadvertently biased by 

the re-recording of his contemporaries. It is a case where "the crude power 

of men and women mocks" while revealing "peculiar mental preferences" (PM 

17). Similarly, she pictures Watteau relaxing in the palace gardens of 

Luxembourg, projecting the 'romantic hero' myth propagated by the 

Goncourts: ''when his long summer-day's work is over, enjoying the cool shade 

of the stately, broad-foliaged trees ... almost as if it belonged to that open and 

unbuilt country beyond, over which the sun is sinking" (Dec. 1703).11 The 

sentiment is an extension of her longing to stroll with him on the "ramparts" 

at Valenciennes, "walk there and muse" (Oct. 1701). What she is denied from 

expressing openly to him or to anybody else, she discloses in the privacy of 

her journal. By using a literary pastoral motif as transference technique she 

eases some of her painful longing for Watteau. While Pater remains faithful 

to the nineteenth-century idea and attempts to paint a Romantic Watteau, he 

is not blind to the fact that he is recording the sentiments of a woman in 

love, sentiments moreover, that are private. Slowly, he is moving into the 

position of a cultural decoder (he unravels her thoughts, perceptions and 

responses), balancing in the textual space created for Marie Marguerite, a shy 

village belle. 
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Pater as cultural decoder: 

Pater adopts the camouflage inherent in stepping into Marie 

Marguerite's position with inordinate grace. He is acutely aware of her place 

in culture, and veils the journal entries, especially the explicitly sensual ones, 

carefully. He acts as the guide who will show the reader the cultural 

practices, assumptions, and values of an eighteenth-century woman. But the 

reader can trace the fading boundaries of the author's position in the 

narrator's discourse in the places where she unconsciously reveals her desire. 

Thus, when Marie Marguerite reports her perception of events, she 

deliberately suppresses parts of Watteau's life that cause her embarrassment. 

The author, however, is consciously manipulating her and letting the reader 

know that she is embarrassed. In the August 1705 entry she casually remarks 

that she prefers the work of Peter Porbus to "the hot flesh-tints of the 

Medicean ladies of the great Peter Paul [Rubens]." In fact, there was a 

minor Flemish painter in the sixteenth century who worked on religious 

subjects in Northern France, and some of his work survives in remote 

churches in Northern France.12 It is, however, important to trace Pater's use 

of this name as a reference point. Peiter Porbous, according to the 

Encyclopedia of World Art, married his master's daughter. That is the 

strategic clue Pater gives to his readers, revealing Marie Marguerite's 

unconscious preference for the man as consciously proclaimed in his art. She 

connects Rubens' voluptuous canvases to his life style, and reveals her anxiety 
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about Watteau's lifestyle in Paris. Will Watteau's admiration of Rubens make 

him want to taste the excitement of the big city, and never consummate her 

ardent wish? That is the cultural restraint on sexuality placed on the 

eighteenth century woman that Pater shows, and is brought to bear on the 

entry here with delicate force by the narrator as she signals her desire for 

Watteau via Porbus. 

Marie Marguerite also accurately reports in her May 1709 entry that 

Watteau participated in the Prix de Rome and won Second prize. But she 

suppresses the fact that Watteau painted "David Pardoning Abigail Who 

Brings Him Provisions" (one of his first innovations in genre/history paintings) 

for the Academie. Contestants usually copied masters like Titian, Rubens, 

Veronese, and live models to show their skill in mimetic reproduction. But 

Watteau experimented with the very notion of mimesis, creating alternate 

forms of representation in his work. Caylus records that Watteau was judged 

second by the Academie to show their political power and disfavor with his 

experimentation. She uses the pride in her voice to disguise the fact that 

Watteau is breaking free of the established rules and, by implication, will 

soon be beyond her, too. The threat of success in store for him with this 

kind of innovation is revealed in her remark: "had he remained here, obscure; 

as it might have been better for me!" (Feb. 1715). It is an instance where 

her desire to maintain the status QUO deflects history, and she delicately, 

unconsciously suppresses the truth. Pater readers, of course, knew the work 



and its attendant ramifications. Again, Pater shifts from his position of 

historical recorder to allow Marie Marguerite her space as cultural entity. 
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Her next entry follows the same pattern. She catalogues Watteau's 

"free intercourse with those wealthy lovers of art, M. de Crozat, M. de 

Julienne, the Abbe de la Roque, the Count de Caylus, and M. Gersaint, the 

famous dealer in pictures, who are so anxious to lodge him in their fine 

hotels, and to have him of their company at their country houses" (Feb. 1712). 

Again, she occupies the cultural space Pater creates for her and silences the 

well-known fact that these "lovers of the arts" spent their free time painting 

nude women. That, too, was a move away from established cultural 

conventions of her world. Seen in the context of eighteenth-century France, 

Watteau's erotica reflects a defiance of the prevailing sanctimony and dullness 

of Louis XIV's court, a parallel for Pater's own rebellion against the dogma 

and prudishness of the Victorians. Pater chooses to make the culturally 

specific voice of a woman put into partial discourse what was impossible to 

do in action. A good woman does not speak of nudes, but she may allude to 

them elliptically, perhaps, even cleanse Watteau's sin by discussing its value in 

art. The reference to "the Monseigneur Ie Prince de Cambrai, the author of 

Telemaque" (July 1714), is another case in point where she is only partially 

accurate in reporting history. Her admiration for the "Monseigneur" 

completely ignores the notoriety that this explosive text brought its author. 

(This reference is explicated at length in the first part of the chapter.) 
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Another instance of partial fidelity to Watteau's art is found in the 

June 1714 eDtry. Marie Marguerite attributes the "Seasons" to Watteau at the 

correct chronological span (between 1714-16), but shifts the spatial component 

of the canvases. She notes that Watteau painted the "Seasons" for her own 

house in Valenciennes, when in fact he was commissioned to do these four 

ovals for Crozat's Paris mansion. Ironically, she describes the effect of the 

canvases on the room as "a sort of moral purity; yet, in the forms and colours 

of things" (June 1714). Posner points out that E.de Goncourt commented that 

the "'Seasons' derives its 'unworldly purity of motives .. .from a chastity both 

physical and spiritual.' In point of fact, many of the master's "fetes gal antes 

[nudes] are primarily about sensual desire and libidinous passions" (Posner, 34 

from Lady at her Toilet). What Pater via the narrator attributes to the 

"Seasons" is blatantly anachronistic, even mildly didactic, and is an attempt to 

a portray sublime painting, when in actuality the "Seasons" ushered in 

Watteau's fame as a master of nudes in the fetes gal antes tradition. Pater 

positions himself in a historical moment in a small village in early the 

eighteenth century that was still reeling under the effect of the Franco

Flemish war and unaccustomed to and resisting the sleek, chic lines of 

Parisian art. It is possible to show that Pater in the guise of Marie 

Marguerite is conscious of such a deflection of history because the entry 

continues: "Is the actual life of Paris, to which he will soon return, equally 

pure, that it relishes this kind of thing so strongly? (June 1714, emphasis 
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added). Not only is Pater deliberately silencing one whole genre of Watteau's 

art, but through his strategic overcompensation he is forcing the reader to 

accept illlll interrogate the ideological investment in the naive recording of a 

simple village girl's diary as an authentic document. In this instance he 

distorts history, deliberately creating a gap between his record of Watteau's 

art and the actual art work itself. It is a gap, moreover, that signals Pater's 

own ambivalence about the tenuous relationship between morality and 

sexuality. 

In contrast, the entry on Rosalba is a genuine mistake. In this entry 

Pater's position as historical recorder and cultural decoder overshoots its 

mark. He manipulates a piece of evidence reported by the Goncourts to 

sustain his narrative position as Marie Marguerite. In attempting to connect 

history and fiction, he portrays himself as a woman in love using jealousy as a 

vehicle for inserting Rosalba into the text. Both Crowe and Posner point out 

that the Goncourt brothers had wrongly attributed the painting of a woman in 

the Watteau oeuvre to Rosa Alba and hinted at a romantic liaison. Rosa 

Alba was certainly a famous contemporary of Watteau's, but there are no 

records of any romantic involvement. Marie Marguerite reports jealously "and 

he has allowed that Mademoiselle Rosalba--'ce bel esprit'--who can discourse 

upon the arts like a master, to paint his portrait: he has painted hers in 

return! She holds a lapful of white roses with her two hands. Rosa Alba-

himself has inscribed it! It will be engraved, to circulate and perpetuate in the 
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better" (June 1718). The full import of her jealousy becomes evident if one 

contrasts it to her own frustration in the earlier entry "My own portrait 

remains unfinished .. .1 sat for it in a walking dress ... a gown of peculiar silken 

stuff,... which pleases him, but is far enough from my true self' (July 1714), 

repeated once again with the same sadness in "My own poor likeness, begun 

so long ago, still remains unfinished on the easel" (Sept. 1717). While Rosa 

Alba holds ''white roses" signifying, perhaps, a chaste romance, even a mutual 

agreement between herself and Watteau, Marie Marguerite feels awkward and 

alienated from her own self. Marie Marguerite, however, decides to swallow 

her disappointment because, "and then, it was at the desire of M. de Crozat 

that the thing [Rosa Alba's portrait] was done. One must oblige one's patrons" 

(June 1718, emphasis added). Again she is absolving Watteau of blame for 

neglecting her, striving hard to retain her own image (and that of the 

reader's) of him as unspoilt "genius" from Valenciennes. Even though the 

entry is historically inaccurate, Pater has balanced Marie Marguerite within 

her correct cultural parameters. 

Finally, the detail of Watteau's fatal illness and death are again only 

partially true historically. Marie Marguerite records factually that Watteau 

became seriously ill in April-May 1721 and went to rest at Nogent-sur-Marne 

to Abbe Haranger's house. He died in July 1721 as biographers concur. But 

her documentation reads: "Antony Watteau departed suddenly, .... At the last 

moment he had been at work upon a crucifix for the good cure of Nogent, 
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liking little the very rude one he possessed. He died with all the sentiments 

of religion" (July 1721). What Marie Marguerite fails to record is that 

Watteau did not come to religion voluntarily as the entry suggests. 

Biographers, however, record that Watteau was forced to repent by the "good 

cure" for his extravaganza in painting voluptuous nudites! Art historians also 

mention a painting "Cruciftxion" that was half ftnished at his death but has 

since been lost. Pater's readers are bound to reflect upon the similarity 

between this death scene and Marius' death with the sun shining upon him 

and a wafer between his lips. Both portraits are suggestive of a Christ-like 

transcendence, but the difference is that while Watteau is overtly factual, 

Marius is overtly fictional: while Watteau is forced to repent, Marius has no 

cause to repent. By association, at least, Pater attempts to wash away 

Watteau's life of sin by cloaking him in Christian imagery and evoking a 

mood of piety in the reader. While the focus of attention in Marius is on the 

young, unblemished hero, in the "Prince" it is upon the reader's judgmental 

response. The diary ends with a simplistic affirmation of faith in keeping the 

portraiture well within the cultural conventions of an uncorrupted, village 

maiden. 

By positioning himself otherwise. Pater makes the reader aware of the 

level of repression in Marie Marguerite's entries to grant her cultural 

authenticity through self control. This form of control seems to emanate from 

the self, but Pater questions its very origin. By pointing to instances where 
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the narrator attempts to control her desire but unconsciously reveals them, he 

shows how this form of control is exterior, one that is imposed by culture, by 

those in power (either political or religious) who exercise their authority over 

each individual. One of Pater's project seems to be to expose this myth of self 

willed control and interrogate systems of repression. 

Pater as intersubjective encoder: 

The next step in locating this level of repression in Marie Marguerite's entries 

is to examine the source in the text or Watteau himself. Pater now moves to 

the third level of subjectivity or positionality when he occupies Watteau's 

space in the text. To merely signal repression is not enough; it will not stop 

the power points from exerting similar pressure elsewhere.13 The ideal 

"aesthetic critic" must examine the object and "know one's impression as it 

really is, to discriminate it, to realize it distinctly" (Renaissance). 

Consequently, Pater must trace Watteau's trajectory not only as it was plotted 

through history, but must also examine alternate or "possible" routes that 

capture his own attention. Or Pater must ask "What is this song or picture, 

this engaging personality presented in life or in a book to me?" ("Preface" 

Renaissance 4). Watteau fits all the above Paterian categories; the aesthetic 

critic, the art object, and the fictional character, making him a perfectly 

sculpted candidate for intersubjectivity. In other words, Pater uses Watteau as 

both the means and the ends of his "journal." Art historians, too, see such a 
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blend of subject/object in Watteau by their very critique of his work. Crowe's 

comment elliptically touches upon Pater's own use of Watteau as an 

intertextual, intersubjective figure clear. He writes: "Watteau's nudes are 

characterized by their voluptuousness, the female form arched in supine 

sensuality, surrendering, relaxed. The nudes are not mythological or biological 

figures orchestrated with heavy allegorical meaning--but just naked women" 

(Crowe 54, emphasis added). What is left unsaid in this remark is that 

Watteau experimented with representation such that his viewers were forced 

to reorient themselves, seek new meaning. Pater's body of work, too, is 

innovative, voluptuous, and forces the reader to glance anew at the imagery 

and mood of the text and go beyond pre-existing meaning for usual symbols. 

The transposition between Pater and Watteau is so systematic and so fast that 

their identities keep shuttling back and forth such that at points in the text 

they become indiscernible. The slippage between their identities creates the 

intersubjective space in which Pater situates himself and traces an individual's 

encounter with ideology. 

Pater moves from a position where he decodes Marie Marguerite's 

desire in the text to a place where he can signal ambiguities in Watteau's 

oeuvre itself, subtly calling attention to himself once more. One of the first 

such gestures is the 1701 entry where Marie Marguerite records Watteau's 

sketch of the Harlequin - Columbine scene. In enunciating this historical fact, 

the configuration of narrator/author/text silences a more pertinent one. The 
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pretext for the Commedia dell ~ entry is the ban on Italian theatre that 

King Louis the XIV imposed in 1697. Watteau, as all his biographers note, 

was famous for his portrayal of the comedie, both in the Italian style (solid, 

comic figures), and the lauded French style (chic, poignant figures). Marie 

Marguerite glosses over the comedie form altogether but emphasizes 

Watteau's "genius." Ironically, Watteau's "genius" lies not in the faithful 

representation of the theatre of the mime, but in his bringing together the 

satire, the mimicry, the pathos of this form with the joyous love making of the 

fetes galante! Donald Posner and Thomas Crowe specifically focus on this 

fusion, arguing that it invaded the cultural domain of the fetes to parade the 

rough entertainment of the danse du corde (mime) and disrupted established 

hierarchy of art forms. The interesting result created by such oppositionality 

is not merely the prejudicing or focusing upon one genre to marginalize or 

repress the other, but to establish a constant dialect of one with the other. 

Thomas Crowe, the more post-structural of the two art historians, lauds 

Watteau for interrogating eighteenth- century ideology in this fashion. Pater, 

in turn, uses Watteau to question authority figures in his own century. 

Thus, to say that the comedie genre is completely suppressed would 

deny the anxiety that Pater himself feels about any form of univocal identity. 

Hence, he lets Marie Marguerite inscribe in the last few pages of the journal: 

"I am reminded of the day when, already with that air of seemly thought, k 

bel serieux, he was found sketching, with so much truth to the inmost mind in 
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them, those picturesque mountebanks at the Fair in the Grande Place; and I 

find, throughout the course of his life, something of the essential melancholy 

of the comedian" (February, 1720). This description seems remarkably close to 

the first entry in the journal: "We had our September Fair in the Grande 

Place" where Watteau through his "marvelous tact of omission ... made trite 

old Harlequin, Clown, and Columbine, seem like people in some fairyland; or 

like infinitely clever tragic actors" who manage to portray "a sort of comedy 

which shall be but tragedy seen from the other side" (Sept. 1701). Pater's use 

of the Clown in his journal here is very similar to Watteau's autobiographical 

painting of "Gilles" the clown. Strategically, the circular narrative frames and 

freezes Watteau in the "Prince" while simultaneously freeing him through his 

circulation on the canvas. From a literary perspective, life is framed in art, 

conflating factual and fictional identities. On the other hand, art 

circumscribes life as critics note the similarity between Watteau and Gilles, in 

a sense, maintaining a dialogue between the fictional and factual. Critics 

comment on the sadness of Gilles' visage, the despondence of his posture, and 

the foregrounding of a single human form thrown into sharp relief by the 

somber desolation of the background. Thus, art and life become self and 

other, in a sense, mirroring each other, depending upon their position, much 

like Pater and Watteau in the text. 

Marie Marguerite's casual mention of the "Seasons," the "Swing," and 

"Manon Lescaut" show how Pater uncovers codes of censorship and reveals 



connections between sex and power. I. By mentioning the works but not 

elaborating upon Watteau's orchestration of the theme of the flesh, Pater 

deliberately raises issues concerning who has the authority to speak about 

sexuality, who draws the margins between sensuality and sexuality, between 

"good" and ''bad'' discourse, between desire and authority. 
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The "Seasons" entry is the first in such an intriguing pattern. Even 

though Marie Marguerite makes special mention of "Summer," she does not 

dwell on the central figure in the painting. Instead she talks of "the 

summerlike grace, the freedom and softness ... a hayfield such as we visited to

day, but boundless, and with the touches of level Italian architecture in the 

hot, white, elusive distance, and wreaths of flowers, fairy hay-rakes and the 

like, suspended from tree to tree, with that wonderful lightness which is one 

of the charms of his work" (June 1714). She categorically fails to mention 

Watteau's astounding innovation in creating the oval frame which draws the 

glance of the viewer into the frame in a vortex, sustaining it on the central 

nude figure. The viewer cannot escape from confronting the significant figure 

of Ceres in the center of "Summer," a voluptuous woman, her robe in an 

enticing state of dishabille against her pearly white flesh. Posner, among 

others, posits that the representation of nudes in Watteau's career is 

sequential with his work; "Summer" with its silvery sheen is typical of the 

Veronese phase his art. Posner writes that "There are in fact, three works by 

Watteau, generally thought to be roughly contemporary with the 'Seasons' ... 
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Cupid Disarmed by Venus ... Autumn and Jupiter and Antiope" (Lady at her 

IQ.ilitl, 23). Marie Marguerite, instead, discusses the hay on which Ceres is 

seated, completely failing to mention the figure because it is unutterable, even 

in the privacy of her own diary. 

She resorts to a similar technique in discussing "one particular picture 

(true opus magnum, as he hopes), the Swing" (Feb. 1716). Watteau portrays 

a girl on the swing, high in the air, with a boy in the foreground. At the 

bottom of the canvas is a bagpipe, a strewn hat and a miniature Bacchus 

figure. The bagpipe and the strewn hat, more than the playful figures 

themselves are the focus of art critics for the past three centuries. Watteau 

is credited with having introduced in the eighteenth century, the bagpipe as a 

sign of male sexuality and the strewn object as female compliance. For a girl 

from Valenciennes, with a sensibility nursed on the heavier lines and solid 

figures of Flemish/Dutch artists like Gerard Dow and Pieter Porbous, to gloss 

over the iconographic sexuality of the Swing is natural. Marie Marguerite's 

complete omission of all these details shows how clearly she has silenced the 

erotica in Watteau's art, but not erased it. This becomes an instance of 

dialectics between desire and authority. Posner remarks on how Watteau 

managed to change the depiction of nudes from the mythological frame to the 

social one without making them seem like ladies of pleasure. Marie 

Marguerite serves as the anachronistic interrogator. Even though Pater 

shrouds himself in Marie Marguerite's discomfort on seeing Watteau's 
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blatantly sexual canvas, he projects himself into the historical space that 

Watteau occupies. Just as Watteau breaks free of the oppression of King 

Louis XIV, Pater traces an arc of desire that exceeds the borders of this 

journal. The unspoken becomes a deafening reminder to the reader about 

Pater's ambivalence regarding his own status vis a vis the prudish oppressive 

Victorians and the lascivious Decadents. 

Finally, there is the acknowledged, anachronistic reference to Manon 

Lescaut. This is a curious choice for an intertext mainly because it deals over 

and over again with Manon's illicit and graphic affair with a novitiate, the 

hero! Marie Marguerite talks of a "new book [Watteau] left behind him--a 

great favorite of his; as it has been a favorite with large numbers in Paris ... 

the story of poor Manon Lescaut--for whom fidelity is impossible--with an art 

like Watteau's own, for lightness and grace.... And this is the book those fine 

ladies in Watteau's 'conversations,' who look so exquisitely pure, lay down on 

the cushion when the children run up to have their laces righted" (Oct. 1717 

emphasis added. Pater's own note in the 2nd. ed. of the "Prince" reads: 

"Possibly written at this date, but almost certainly not printed till many years 

later"). And as if the emotion has been too strong, too explicit sexually, she 

abruptly concludes the entry with: "at all event, I must read the book no 

more." This entry at least three layers, one historical, one culture specific, 

and the third narrative. It also shows Pater's technique in combining all three 

perspective through his specific positioning of Marie Marguerite. Pater as 
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historic recorder is influenced by the Goncourts who compared the canvas 

"Soldiers On The March" to the narrative Manon Lescuat, and uses the naive 

village belle to satirize Victorian prudishness. This accounts, partially at least, 

for Pater's layered thematic plan in including this specifically anachronistic 

detail. Marie Marguerite lets the reader know that books like Manon, with 

their fascinating, inexhaustible, libidinous desire, were in common circulation 

at that time. The erotic nature of the book becomes evident when she 

herself reaches the limits of titillation and forcefully closes the book and her 

entry. Uncomfortable with the tableau of blatant desire, she attempts two 

clear diversions. First she talks of respectable "pure" married women who read 

this novel, attempting to lure the reader into sanctioning such material. In 

this position she is well within her cultural parameters attesting to the fact 

that such "penny dreadfuls" were easily accessible to women. Her next 

diversion ploy is to discuss the weather which is more of a transference 

technique. The analogy between the scorching text and the last hot summer 

is eased by "the thought of cold [which] was a luxury." What she leaves 

unsaid, the reader inscribes as an analogy of fulfillment. On an aesthetic 

level, she compares the decadence in the novel to "a certain delicate odour of 

decay which rises from the soil." In this metaphor, however, Pater begins to 

usurp her cultural space to voice his own fascination with beauty, evil, death, 

and regeneration. This is the Paterian agenda as seen so many of his works. IS 

The last in the series of positions is the Pater/Watteau intersubjectivity. 
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Pater situates himself on the intesices of two works ''The Soldiers on the 

March" and "Conversation," without ever naming either, both of which were 

well known to his readers. While the former is a genre painting, the latter is 

a fetes galante; while one immortalizes death and pain, the other frames 

clandestine pleasure. Their systematic clash puts into circulation the gap of 

desire between the two, as if retelling Manon's story. Just as Marie 

Marguerite attempts to tame desire by domesticating it, Pater /Watteau 

gestures toward the polemical relationship between desire and power. For 

Marie Marguerite, Manon is a symbol of romantic love whose wish to 

legitimize her sexuality is continually postponed. For Pater/Watteau her story 

becomes the site for locating institutional persecution, symbolically disclosing 

societal pressures. 

And, finally, there is Watteau's most memorable work, the 

EmbarQuement pour Cythere. This painting (with its French syntactic focus 

on. PQ!!I) has puzzled art critics because of its particular ambiance. Michael 

Levey writes that it was the French symbol of disillusionment, and contrasts 

the transient nature of earthly/earthy love to the ideal nature of 

mythological/Biblical love.16 The time is late evening, the season autumn, the 

landscape is washed over with a fine spray of mist, revealing supine figures 

with a static air of exhaustion. There is an eerie mood of stillness and ennui 

that makes it difficult to pin point whether the people are going to or coming 

from the island of love. Since this kind of ambivalence is typical of 

Pater /Watteau but discomfiting for Marie Marguerite; she does not mention 



the painting at all. But her silence makes the reader wonder if this is her 

reticence or cultural control.17 
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Another implication of rewriting history with a systematically layered 

positionality reveals the polemics of portraying an identity, for the historical 

figure itself, whether fragment or otherwise, and by extension, for the narrator 

and the author. The nineteenth-century Rue de Doyenne group fastened 

upon another trait in Watteau, that of creating a counter culture, an alternate 

theatre, providing simultaneously "an elevated improving culture for the 

nobility, and a low marginalized one for the common majority" (Crowe, 52). 

Even though Watteau is famous for the comedie and fetes genres, Marie 

Marguerite elaborates upon the latter, glossing over the former. In this she 

reveals the most debilitating anxiety of her creator, her desire to negate the 

historical evidence that Watteau (and by extension, the author, Pater himself) 

breaks the frame, dislocates reciprocal identity through experimentation. 

Watteau's genre innovation dislodges the view of representation while 

emphasizing the artificiality of this very representation: So, too, Pater's 

aesthetic critical and creative works reorient literary models. Watteau's art 

can be read as a doubling of Pater's works and vice versa. The point at 

issue here is not the mirror reflection of Watteau-Pater, but the refraction of 

one through the other through Marie Marguerite as a cultural lens. Crowe's 

succinct analysis of Watteau becomes particularly pertinent to Pater: "Rather 

than some 'realistic' grounding of the genre, we are dealing here [Watteau's 

art] with two, related artificial systems of representation beinE maneuvered 
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into productive contact" (Crowe, 57). This is Pater's strategic "tact of mission" 

(1701), simultaneously anxious and exultant about a multiple identity, 

concurrently self and other(s), myth and reality. It is thorough this subject 

position that he makes the connection between the power of systems 

(history/ideology) and the systems of power (material identity) ordering all 

cultural activity. 

Pater's textuality formulated on a triple axis of positionality in the 

"Prince" can be summarized with a remark from J. Hillis Miller. He writes: 

"Alongside those ideas [historic and cultural], overlapping them, folded 

inextricably into them, contradicting them, and yet necessary to their 

expression is a notion that is properly literary or semiotic. This incipient 

theory of signs is a thread which will unravel all the fastidiously patterned 

fabric of Pater's thought. It can hardly be called a fully developed 'theory.' 

It is more an implicit assumption in all Pater's practice with words. This 

'theory' in all its dimensions involves categories of difference and 

discontinuity" ("Walter Pater: A Partial Portrait" 87). This is precisely 

Kristeva's formulation of semanalysis, an interrogation that refuses to become 

a "theory" but rigorously examines the implicit assumptions to trace and 

expose the very grounds of discourse. Instead of paralyzing inquiry as such a 

paradoxical play suggests, semiotics takes as its project to interrogate and 

continually reveal forces that are embedded in discourse. Pater's text, too, 

becomes "unraveld" when examined semiotically to reveal his stance vis a vis 

ideas and his ideology. 
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Notes for Chapter III - i 

1. In The Archeology of Knowledge Foucault discusses knowledge as 
connaissance and ~ that is used by discourse systems in understanding 
and recording history. He writes: "By connaissance I mean the relation of the 
subject [writer] to the object [events] and the formal rules that govern it 
[discourse]. Savoir refers to conditions that are necessary in a particular 
period for this or that type of object to be given connaissance and for this 
enunciation to be formulated." In Archeology and ''The Discourse on 
Language", trans. A.M. Sheridan Smith, NY 1972, 15, note 2. B.u..t, Foucault 
fails to account for a speaking subject who inscribes such power, coloring the 
~ of the age with his own particular connaissance. In contrast, Kristeva's 
"The System and the Speaking Subject" goes beyond structural poetics, beyond 
a sterile paradigm of discourse which fails to distinguish between knowledge 
as savoir and connaissance clearly, to posit a speaker in the "signifying 
process." Kristeva's speaking subject not only manifests the rules of discourse 
and power in a text, but reveals the embedded desires from the unconscious. 
See Kristeva's "System and the Speaking Subject" in The Tell-Tale Sign, ed. 
Thomas Sebeok 

2. The general understanding of misreading can best be explained through 
Lacan's use of meconnaissance from Four Fundamentals of Psychoanalysis. 
There are some scholars who read this term strictly within the parameters of 
a Freudian Lacan agreeing that it means a misrecognition of the self through 
error in perceiving the self mirrored on the Other. But Lacan can be read 
semiotically too, where the Other is put into discourse and the self reaches 
out metonymically, constantly moving in its signification, continually signalling 
various differential positions of the self in relation to the other. This suggests 
a multiple, dynamic, semiotic self that is like the Kristevan subject 
interrogating its own positionality with reference to the other, calling into 
question both reading and misreading. 

3. See Encyclopedia of World Art, Vol 12, 235. See also French Eighteenth 
Century Painters, trans. R.lronside, Publisher, London, 1968. 

4. For a clear analysis of the connections between pouvre, savoir and history, 
see M.Foucault The Archeology of Knowledge, and ''The Discourse on 
Language" trans. A.M. Sheridan Smith, N.Y., 1976, History of Sexuality, Vol I, 
and Dominique Lecourt "Pour une critique de I'epistemologie" Paris 1978, 
106-14, for an explanation of the materiality of history in Foucault. 
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5. "E & J de Goncourts 1859 -75" in The Complete Paintings of Watteau: 
The Classics of the World's Great Art Series. Intro. John Sunderland, 
catalogue and notes by Ettore Camesasca, N.Y.: H. N. Abrams Inc, 1968, p 9. 
Pater, in all probability, looked at the manifesto of the Decadent and 
Symbolist writers, and captured the enigma of Watteau for his "Prince." Being 
familiar with Michelet's Historie, Vol IV, he must have read a contemporary 
analysis of Watteau's works. Inman pp 304, 313. Similarly, Baudelaire's "Les 
Phares" praising Watteau's art was in general circulation, and his Salon d~ 
.l.M6, (Le Portefuelle) calls attention to Watteau's "marvelous vanishing 
creatures." Pater also probably read Gautier's sonnet on Watteau that 
discusses the artist's preoccupation with the grotesque and morbid as "gQY1" 
for the somber and mournful. Turner paid homage by inscribing Watteau in 
his "Titian's Workshop" (London, Tate Gallery), and Delacroix notes 
Watteau's "delicious" colors. It is possible to assume with a fair degree of 
accuracy that Watteau's art was fashionable, its critical appraisal by 
nineteenth-century aesthetes commonplace, and that Pater must have heard in 
conversation with friends. 

6. Pater scholarship has, as a rule, adopted a severe position on his use of 
other literary and art texts, his playfulness with history, and has criticized him 
not acknowledging his sources, or being faithful to the original meaning. The 
idea of creating new meanings or deliberately not acknowledging his source 
has never been attempted with Pater's oeuvre. With the current critical 
climate and its emphases on gaps and intertextuality, this paper posits such a 
reading. 

7. In the broadest sense, intertextuality is Kristeva's interpretation of Bakbtin's 
concept of "dialogic." Intertextuality or dialogism creates a matrix of 
interpretive possibilities sparked by cultural influences in general. It is when 
the artistic text signals various other texts, both complimenting and destroying 
previous interpretations of those texts. These texts become recognizable in 
the text at hand as allusions or to use, T.S. Eliot's term through strands of 
"tradition and individual talent." 

8. See Toril Moi's Sexual/Textual Politics: Feminist Literary Theory. 
Methuen: London & N.Y., 1985, for more on Kristeva's interrogation of a 
phallogocentric understanding of the term intertextuality. 

9. See Julia Kristeva, Desire ·in Language: Semiotic Approach to Literature 
and Art, ed. Leon S. Roudiez, trans., Thomas Gora, Alice Jardine and Leon 
Roudiez, N.Y.: Columbia Univ. Press, 1980. 

10. I have used a series of art history texts, and have taken some general 
statements from the following. Smiche's Le Romantisme et Ie gout esthetiQue 
du XVIIIe Siecle, Didier: Paris, 1976, Encyclopedia of World Art, Vol 12, 
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especially the section on "French Eighteenth Century Painters," Ironside's 
Eighteenth Centmy French Painters, London 1968, and Complete Paintings of 
Watteau: the Classics of the World's Great Art Series. Intro. John 
Sutherland, N.Y.: H.N. Abrahms Inc. 1968. 

11. For more information on the influence of Watteau's art on the French 
Romantic thought see S. Simches' Le Romantisme et Ie gout esthetique du 
XVIIIe siecle, Didier: Paris, 1976. 

12. Wright either correctiy or incorrectly records that Porbus' work hangs in 
the Musee De Beaux Arts in the Beauvelard Watteau in Valenciennes 
(Wright, 344). 

13. For a clearer understanding of the connections between sexuality, power 
and repression see Michel Foucault's The History of Sexuality, Vol. I, 
especially the section on "Reprepressive Hypothesis" 

14. Foucault in The History of Sexuality, Vol. I, outlines how sex is deployed 
in discourse between the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries. 
He argues that even though sexuality was forbidden in public, and controlled 
by political, religious, and economic powers to promote a heterosexuality 
clearly held within the bounds of marriage, there was concurrently, a 
proliferation of literature about sex and sexual practices. While some of this 
bordered on "erotic literature" others were validated as scientific literature 
under such categories as biology, natural sciences, psychopathology. The 
specific issue of interest to Pater readers is Foucault's insight into the practice 
of discourse on sexuality. By isolating the topic, examining, analyzing, 
codifying, and labelling it, sex moved from a private human desire to become 
a pure object. This technique is, of course, Aristotelian, But Foucault's 
theoretical framework helps explain the sudden flow of information of 
sexuality and forms of legitimate control exerted on the matter. However, 
Foucault cautions against a simplistic examination of the discourse as 
legitimate/illegitimate, discourse/silence, etc., but to see how these forms 
maintain a dialectic in society, and the resultant power positions. 

15. See Monsman's Mythic Patterns for more details on this. Scholars have 
also compared Pater's fascination with death and regeneration to Heine's 
famous essay during that time called 'The Exile of the Gods." Also, to trace 
the Baudelairian echo from "Les Fleures Du Mal," see Clement's Baudelaire 
and the English Tradition for more on Pater's indebtedness to the French 
Decadence. 

16. Art critics also compare Watteau's work to Nerval's Voyage a Cythere 
and Banville's in Le midi, documented in Posner, Antoine Watteau, Ithaca: 
Cornell Univ. Press, 1984, 286. 
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17. Crowe writes that Watteau's Cythere is an adaptation of Rubens' "Garden 
of Love." Rubens' painting is mythological, but Watteau's "narrative is 
projected on to a vastly different pictorial economy. The mood is all irony; 
the attenuated and self-effacing figures give no purchase to the 'robust 
allegory' of Rubens, or to the complex of conventional and reassuring 
meanings it embodies: that is eroticism as resolved and contained in the 
institution of marriage." Thomas E Crowe, Painters and Public Life in 
Eighteenth Centuty Paris, New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1985, 54. 
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Pater's Dialectics of Doubling: Denys L'Auxerrois 

"Denys L'Auxerrois" in Imaginaty Portraits has received consistent 

critical attention; one branch of criticism focuses on Pater's on-going 

preoccupation with Greek mythology, and the other branch discusses the 

notion of doubles (and doubling) in the adaptation of classical legends in his 

works. Scholars like D'Hangest, DeLaura and Bloom have chosen the first 

option, while Staub, Harrison and Leneghan choose the second. Monsman 

integrates both lines of scholarship to suggest that doubling within Greek 

mythology is the structuring principle in Pater's works. A common strain in 

most scholars' arguments is the examination of the oppositional or 

dichotomous nature of Pater's mythology, whether in "Denys" or all his works. 

Other examples of oppositional myths in Pater's work that scholars analyze 

are Cupid and Psyche, Apollo and Dionysus, Demeter and Persephone, or 

their variations like Apollo and Hyacinth, Persephone and Kore, Flavian and 

Florian. l 

But the larger question of the relationship of these oppositional pairs, 

not only to each other, but to the mythical lexicon as a whole, is not yet fully 

explored. By its very nature, opposition subsumes both dyads and doubles, 

explicitly signaling the rhythm of repetition, and implicitly encoding a factor of 

violence necessary for the propagation of these very oppositions. Monsman's 

mythic analysis, while discussing the idea of repetition as "cycIicality," does not 
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investigate the categorical violence in Pater's work. In other words, Pater's 

mythic pairs or dyads are recognizable, either as the original pair 

(Dionysus/Apollo) or as variations of the doubles (Denys presence in the 

spring and absence during the winter) only because they recur with systematic 

regularity in the text. Further, one part of the oppositional pair usually takes 

control of center-stage, either subsuming or erasing the other for narrative 

progression --Dionysus and Apollo can never appear concurrently in the text, 

unless they are confrontational, leading to the vanquishing of one figure by 

the other, or escape of one of the figures from the scene of confrontation. 

Such a planned topography of the figures and their implied violence remains 

hidden just beneath the surface of Pater's mythology. One of the reasons that 

this factor of violence stays veiled is because critics read the mythic repetition 

or cyclicality as natural narrative plot line, and so cover up the transgressional 

element. It is this transgressional moment within Pater's mythology that needs 

closer study. This in tum leads into the next question about Pater's position 

vis a vis these myths; i.e., why does Pater favor particular oppositional myths 

to others, and why does he let one component of the dyad/double triumph 

over the other? This (double) question becomes central to reading Pater's 

mythology as autobiography. My analysis attempts to show that Pater's choice 

of certain dyadic structures goes beyond a simple oppositional paradigm to 

become dynamic and dialectical, even dialogic in a Bakhtinian sense, and in 

addition, the myths that he employs help provide his commentary on 
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Victorian culture and politics. To read Pater's mythology as obviously radical 

is to render it simplistic. Instead, I will show that his subversive technique is 

to constantly shift the configurations of his mythical figures, change their 

symbolic value for each context and intertwine ideological oppression and 

libidinal desire.2 

II 

Pater's Mythmaking 

Pater's myths are dialectical in a partially Hegelian sense whereby the 

realization of an idea passes over into its opposition and is simultaneously 

preserved and destroyed by its fulfillment. While the thesis generates, through 

its movement, an anti-thesis, the implications of the latter contain the 

potential for its own dissolution. This leads to a reformulation of the thesis 

into the next level of refinement. While Hegelians try to resolve the 

dynamics between thesis and anti-thesis by positing an absolute "Ideal," Pater 

chooses to focus on the idea of repeatability of the thesis itself. It is because 

of this transgression or suppressed violence against the thesis that Pater's 

mythmaking cannot be read as "resolved synthesis." Instead it must be read 

as being precariously and permanently balanced on the margins of thesis and 

anti-thesis. 

In transposing such a notion dialectics of into his oeuvre, Pater reworks 

the Hegelian concept of "Ideal" into the abstraction of "myth." William Shuter 
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too, makes the connection, between the Paterian "idea" and the Hegelian 

"ideal," in a different way by using a hitherto unquoted passage from the 

Westminster Review of "Winckelmann," which Pater edited out of the later 

versions of the essay. The passage reads: "By the idea stripped of its 

technical phraseology, [Hegel] means man's knowledge about himself and his 

relation to the world, in its rectified and most concentrated form. This, 

then, is what we have to ask about a work of art --Did it, at the age in which 

it was produced, express in terms of sense, did it present to eye or ear, man's 

knowledge about himself and his relation to the world in its most rectified 

and concentrated form?") 

In the essay on "Demeter and Persephone," he says something similar 

about the tripartite structure of myths: 

The first is the mystical phase, in which, under the form of an 

unwritten legend, living from mouth to mouth, and with details 

changing as it passes from place to place, there lie certain primitive 

impressions of the phenomena of the outer world. We may trace it 

next in its poetical or literary phase in which the poets become the 

depositories of the vague product of the popular imagination, and 

handle it with a purely literary interest, fIxing its outlines and 

simplifying or developing its situations. Thirdly the myth passes i,nto 

the ethical phase, in which the persons and the incidents of the 
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poetical narrative are realized as abstract symbols, because [they are] 

intensely characteristic examples, of moral or spiritual conditions. 

Demeter and Persephone 874 

The similarity between the two passages is remarkable. In the first, 

Pater stresses the connection between life and its representation in art; he 

even repeats phrases to accent his theory, at the risk of being cryptic in his 

explanation. In both cases, Pater begins with a phenomenological premise 

(the perception of the external world or phenomenon as either absolute idea 

or myth), then extrapolates that premise through the renderings of an artist as 

"concentrated form" and "abstract symbols." In the second passage, he says 

that the role of the poet is crucial in fashioning public opinion. Here Pater 

makes the abstract into the concrete through the "literariness" of imaginative 

experience. Again, both passages emphasize the central role of the artist in 

society. While myth informs art, art fixes the boundaries of the myth. The 

artist acts as the mediating consciousness --going back in time to glean the 

felt-spirit of the legend, and going forward in time as a vanguard of the 

"ethical" and "moral" spirit of society. As early as 1876 (Demeter and 

Persephone), Pater outlines the role of myth as being crucial to the artist's 

identity and defining that identity within contemporary culture and politics. In 

other words, the artist's representation of myth shapes "man's knowledge 

about himself and his relation to the world" (culture), and his ethics "in which 
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the persons and incidents of the poetical narrative are realized as abstract 

symbols" (ideology). When these two passages are read oppositionally, (out of 

the innumerable ones in Pater's work that discuss similar ideas) they help 

accentuate Pater's preoccupation with "Greece" as the site for situating his 

own aesthetic/artistic persona, and establishing that position as a legitimate 

(and legitimizing) one in society. The Renaissance (1873) is the earliest and 

best known text for locating this factor. But even as late as the 1892 essay 

on "Raphael" the relationship is evident: "We have... found in Lessing, in 

Herder, in Hegel, in those who, by the instrumentality of an organized 

philosophic system, have comprehended in one view or vision what poetry, or 

what Greek philosophy has been, as great dynamic facts in the world." 

("Raphael"). 

For Pater, Greek mythology exceeds the limits of being the traditional 

Victorian trope, as just a metaphor for cultural rebirth. It also functions as a 

metonymy, as a contiguous plea for expressing his desires of the fractured 

artist, whose disembodied voice finds points of speech in the distant past. In 

"Winckelmann" Pater says "Hellenism is not merely an absorbed element in an 

intellectual life; it is a conscious tradition in it" (Winklemann). In this sense, 

Pater's mythology is autobiographical, not in the way traditional autobiography 

is understood as one linear trajectory, or an analogy of it. It is, instead, best 

understood as in Baudelaire, or Mallarme, or Joyce, as a self that moves from 

place to place, propelling itself on retrospective epiphanies and always only 
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anticipating resolution. Pater himself asks of the self "How shall we pass 

most swiftly from point to point, and be present always at the focus where the 

greatest number of vital forces unite in their purest energy?" (Conclusion 234)S 

Fletcher too, notes the uniqueness of Pater's sense of autobiography with the 

comment, "like Flaubert, his [Pater's] life was not unified by a sequence of 

the ordinary human passions, romantic love, family responsibility, worldly 

ambition, but by a single purpose of creating high literature. For Pater. art. 

no less than life. was ritual (Fletcher 46 in Bloom, emphasis added). In 

Pater, the text becomes the self, and myth, one more desire voiced. Thus, 

Pater as speaking subject, as fully conscious artist, speaks through his myths, 

from the margins of culture and politics, morality and law. 

III 

Myth As Self 

By placing "Denys" after "A Prince," Pater reiterates not only the ever

presence of "Greece" in structuring of the artist's identity, but adds another 

dimension to the double identity that has just been voiced through Marie 

Marguerite's writing and his own authorial pen. "Denys" also exceeds the 

boundaries of a retold pagan legend by positioning the author dialectically 

between the two portraits in the volume. "Denys" serves as thesis and anti

thesis for the earthly, sensuous "A Prince" and ascetic, profoundly religious 

"Sebastian." Pater scholars have noted how immensely concerned he was with 
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the relationship between his works, and how he wanted to project a contour 

of continuity in his oeuvre. Read with this perspective, "Denys" is an 

autobiographical stance in the Paterian posturing of the self. 

But in a larger, literary framework, "Denys" also reminds the reader of 

Euripides' Bacchae. The Greek tragedy with its libidinal excesses, its 

moments of joyous abandon, the recurring violence amidst this joy, its 

intertwining of love/hate, and life/death acts as one more backdrop for this 

portrait. Monsman has clearly shown the parallels between Euripides' and 

Pater's textual incidents, i.e., Denys' unexplained (illegitimate) conception, his 

rural/earthy background, his sudden and recurring appearance at the 

Spring/Easter festivals and attendant bacchanalia, and his sacrificial death. 

The similarity between "Study of Dionysus" in Greek Studies and "Denys" also 

points in the direction of a sense of controlled violence in Pater's renderings 

of Greek myths.6 

With these four possible options for gleaning meaning from "Denys," 

among innumerable others, it becomes clear that Pater does not intend to 

suggest one definitive interpretation. What he is attempting to articulate is a 

position that myth occupies in fashioning and understanding the "self." If, 

indeed, myth is part of unraveling the "self," then we must locate the 

components of the myth and plot its trajectory to reveal the Paterian agenda. 

Pater suggests this by granting a certain historico-geographic authenticity to 

Denys: "What follows is a quaint legend, with detail enough of such a return 
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of a golden or poetically-gilded age, (a denizen of old Greece itself actually 

finding its way back again among men) as it happened in an ancient town of 

medieval France" (163 emphasis added). By situating the "quaint legend" first 

in "Greece," then animating it in "medieval France" and finally repeating or 

retelling the story as recorded by a nineteenth-century narrator, Pater subtly 

converts discourse into the very performance of myth. This is the outermost 

layer of repetition as intrinsically part of the mythic paradigm. 

While other scholars are impatient with the intrusive narrator, 

Monsman notes his importance and writes: "Our English tourist lays aside his 

Baedeker and creates for us a tale far beyond the imaginative capabilities of 

the ordinary Victorian gentleman traveler" (Monsman 109). It is precisely this 

narrative technique that allows Pater himself to permeate the text as a 

speaking subject, with his well refined sensibilities, metaphorically like a priest 

presiding over the rituals of a ceremony. Textually too, the narrator can 

proceed with his discourse-as-ceremony only after being initiated by the priest 

"who was the possessor of an entire set of tapestries, apparently intended for 

suspension in the church, and designed to portray the whole subject of which 

the figure [Denys] in the stained glass was a portion" (163). In one stroke 

Pater combines pagan/Christian, religion/art, myth/ritual, priest/performer, 

and medieval/nineteenth-century France. Thus, the narrator by touching the 

"source" of the legend grounds and validates the myth. But more importantly, 

Pater underscores the position of myth through the artist in society--while the 
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glass sparks off the narrator's curiosity, he shapes and propagates the myth in 

the text. 

Once the reader is lulled into a mode of story-telling, Pater traces the 

trajectory of the myth itself. The genesis, the narrator recounts, lies at the 

cusp of Greek and Roman cultures. The essence of the myth reiterates 

Pater's phenomenological first premise and is discovered 

"within the coffin ... [as] an object of a fresh and brilliant clearness 

among the ashes of the. dead--a flask of lively green glass, like an 

emerald. It might have been 'the wondrous vessel of the Grail.' Only, 

this object seemed to bring back no ineffable purity, but rather the 

riotous and earthy heat of old paganism itself' (169). 

This focus on the moment of transition from Greek to Roman, from pagan to 

Christian, from death to life is nothing new in Pater's works. In fact, it is his 

signature. This is precisely what the narrator counts on in his calm arm-chair 

story-telling technique. The factor of violence inherent in such systematic 

transitions or transformations is tamed by a series of substitutions. The myth 

begins with a symbolic, brilliant emerald, hard, polished, burning with a cold 

fire in its heart which gets transferred to the muted silks of the tapestry, then 

becomes embalmed in the pages of library books. The medium of the myth 

has moved from a frozen bit of green glass with a cryptic message, to a 

softer, more elaborated "artistic" version on a series of tapestries, to another 

rigid representation recorded (and subliminally recording society's "ethics") as 
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a plot line on a page. This also follows Pater's three phase trajectory of 

myth. Such a transformation, of the original, quite violent youth, is strung 

over approximately nineteen hundred years, and gently allowed into the 

rarified atmosphere of Victorian drawing rooms by the innocuous narrator. 

Yet the narrator is not entirely duplicitous; he tells us quite explicitly, that 

"the story shaped itself' around the central figure of Denys, pictorially 

representing scenes of "mad vehemence... giddy dances, wild animals leaping, 

above all perpetual writings of the vine, connecting like some mazy arabesque, 

the various presentations of one oft-repeated figure, translated here out of 

clear-coloured glass, into the sadder, somewhat opaque and earthen hues of 

the silken threads" (168, emphasis added). And, more specifically, "the 

tortured figure [of Denys had]... suffered after a manner of which we must 

suppose pagan gods incapable" (168). 

To capture the myth's atmosphere of melancholic suffering, the narrator 

creates the illusion of triangles. Monsman explicates this structure through 

the three towns, Sens, Troyes and Auxerre, and three Easters with Denys' 

three dramatic entrances. He proposes that this triadic structure is paramount 

in synthesizing warring oppositions. The other, subtler triangles, not yet fully 

examined, are three exhumations (the bishop, the child and Denys' mother) 

and the nuptial alliance (Lady Ariane, Count Chastellux and Denys). Each 

one of these triangles has Denys for a monstrous double, and the narrative 

power behind each triangle stems from the violence generated by this 
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doubling. But I will deal with that a little later, let us first reexamine the 

triangles that Monsman traces. His premise is Hegelian in that he resolves 

thesis and anti thesis of the warring oppositions at the apex of the triangle. 

Thus, Auxerre becomes "that perfect type of that happy mean between 

northern earnestness [Sens] and the luxury of the south [Troyes]" (Monsman 

109) and Denys' death at the third Easter celebrations represents a "Christ

like sacrifice" and is "transcendental" (Monsman 116-7). By reading "hope" 

instead of "chaos," Monsman demystifies Pater's myth. He stops the rhythm 

of repetition and violence by erasing difference (as in the two cathedral towns 

coming to a "mean") or sublimating the mythic hero out of the text like a 

Christ figure or "absolute Apollo," the doppleganger Pater himself never 

invokes. The narrator, on the other hand, notes that it is perhaps not easy to 

get such an ideal "mean" in the figure of Denys. He remarks "the wise monk 

Hermes bethought him of certain old renderings in which the Wine God, 

whose part Denys had played so well, had his contrast, his dark or 

antipathetic side, was a double creature of two nature difficult or impossible 

to harmonize" (176, emphasis added). Another way then to look at these 

warring oppositions is in a dialectical paradigm, such that Auxerre is "defined 

in clear grey," with "some querulous or plaintive in that rustling movement of 

the vine-leaves" and "always longing" for something more (116). Auxerre 

represents the differences in Sens and Troyes, the light and the dark, the 

summer for vine growing and the frost that freezes growth, acting as a terrain 
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for both the presence and absence of Denys. Each successive refinement in 

the oppositional relationship posits a repetition of the dyadic pair. The 

oppositional equation for all three Easters is always Denys and the villagers; 

in the first one the violence remains at the transgressional level, in the second 

one it is repeated as "maniacal" violence, and in the third one it becomes 

purely "mechanical violence." 

First Easter - Transgression: 

During the first Easter, Denys erupts into the village square: "It was 

just then, just as the canons took the ball to themselves so gravely, that Denys 

--Denys I'Auxerrois, as he was afterwards called--appeared for the first time" 

(170). This nameless figure who appears out of nowhere is appropriated by 

Auxerre itself with its dialectics of summer and winter, light and dark. And 

he infuses a mood of pagan abandon into the Christian celebrations: 'The 

boys played like boys, the men almost like madmen, and all with a delightful 

glee, which became contagious. first in the clerical body, then among the 

spectators" (117, emphasis added). Denys conforms to the historical accuracy 

of such ceremonies at Easter in medieval France, and runs true to form as 

the initiator of the Dionysian. cult handed down from Euripides. Critics in 

noting these two facts have been deceived by the narrator. 

The narrator, maligned for his long-winded preface to the legend, 

suddenly introduces a strange figure, powerful enough to contaminate the 
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religious order of the town. This is the first hint of violence that Denys is 

capable of, a violence that is only a transgression at this point. The first 

Easter festival ushers in a pattern of violence that is concurrent with the 

narrative itself. The narrator's faithfulness to portraying the Dionysian aspect 

and Dionysian cult has veiled the rhythm of transgressions accompanying this 

cult. For example, the detail that Denys' mother ''was taken.... not 

unwillingly, for the pleasure of the Count of Auxerre" (171) primarily echoes 

Euripides. But this fact also indicates that the monarchy, which represents 

the authority of a Christian God for the medieval world, commits this 

transgression, and not the pagan king who is allowed such illicit pleasure. 

This cultural breach is replicated by a natural one when Denys' mother is 

killed by "a lightening-stroke" (171). Her gruesome death is accepted partly 

because it is the story of Semele, and partly because an unspoken code 

demands that she be punished for her promiscuity. This is the seam in 

Pater's text, where Christian and pagan codes become intertwined and religion 

humanizes violence. 

Denys, who carries the curse and charisma of this original sin is, in 

turn, able to titillate the fancy of the villagers and their wrath. Women "idled 

for him" and "fresh young girls" fantasized about what was "hidden under the 

white veil of that youthful form" (172). Even the ascetic Hermes is curious, 

but cloaks it under a desire for "knowledge" about this strange youth. The 

young men meanwhile are seduced by his absolute abandon and its 
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implications for political, albeit "plebeian freedom (of course duly decorated, 

with at least wild flowers) for a bride" (172). Thus, the first Easter 

inaugurates a summer of "hot nights... noisy [processions]... with shrill 

music.... Everywhere a new spirit repaired, even to the Church... [and] 

heads [were] flung back in ecstacy" (173). Pater's "Denys" mirrors Bacchae in 

its celebration of excess, but more importantly, it creates oppositions, as thesis 

and anti thesis, between nature and culture, pagan and Christian, festival and 

the ordinary, political chaos and order, illld systematically cancels this very 

difference through a series of transgressions. Denys serves as the agent for 

such a "play" in the sedate little town of Auxerre, where things were "clearly 

defined in grey." Now, alas, Auxerre is shot through with vibrancy--blurring 

the grey and contaminating the colors. 

Second Easter - "maniacal" violence 

As with all revelry, there is the aftermath, a pause in this bacchanalia, 

and Denys himself, as much corrupted as corrupting, demands "querulously ... 

'give me wine, meat; dark wine and brown meat!'" (175). The first cycle is 

complete--what began as a "festival" has through the summer, become the 

"norm." A festival, by definition, is a time for breaking the daily routine of 

events. And in "Denys" what started as Easter ~ celebrations continued 

ceaselessly for the whole summer, making the "festival" the "ordinary." This in 

turn, upsets the regular rhythm of life, and Denys must now again interrupt 
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the festival to make his exit. Rene Girard's comment on the classical, 

Euripedean Dionysus fits Denys too: ''who [also] claims legitimacy not from 

his ability to disturb the peace, but from his ability to restore the peace he 

himself has just disturbed" (Girard, 134).7 Denys returns a second time with 

the same abruptness with which he left. The narrator records in passing that 

Denys' appetite for violence had increased and that "it was on his [Denys] 

sudden return... corning back changed somewhat, that he ate flesh for the 

first time, tearing the hot, red morsels with his delicate fingers in a kind of 

wild greed" (175). 

True to his agenda, Pater repeats the Easter "madness" a second time 

to formulate the second dyadic couple. While the opposition between Denys 

and the villagers remained at the happy level of transgression in the first 

Easter, it becomes a "maniacal" violence by the second one. "Grey" little 

Auxerre has undergone: 

a kind of degeneration, a coarseness, a coarseness of satiety, and 

shapeless, battered-out appetite-- ... an almost savage taste for the 

carnivorous diet had come over the company. A rumor went abroad of 

certain women who had drowned, in mere wantonness, their new-born 

babes. A girl with child was found hanged by her own act in a cellar. 

Ah! if Denys also had not felt himself mad! ... but when the guilt of a 

murder ... was attributed vaguely to him, he could but wonder ... 

whether ... the shadow of a fancied crime abode with him. 

176-77 
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Thus far, most scholars have noted the violence in "Denys" either explicating 

the bishop's exhumation scene or the one where Denys is tom from limb to 

limb by the villagers with shocked perplexity, but do not even balk at the 

covert violence evoked from ''battered-out appetite" or ''wantonness'' in 

drowning babies, or even the explicit mention of suicide here. These scholars 

focus upon the more graphic violence in the text, and overlook the incidents 

as the one cited above. Yet, it is this kind of meaningless violence that 

pervades the whole text. This is the sleight of hand that the narrator 

performs, and is also the dialectical technique of Pater's methodology. What 

was the thesis (villagers) and anti-thesis (Denys) in the first Easter festival ~ 

still maintained in the same equation, but becomes refined to a higher level 

of explicit violence as the story progresses. 

The second Easter has significance in the text only in so far as it is 

recognizable through its repetition, a repetition moreover, that is torqued to 

jarring proportions of chaos. Not only have people have gone mad, but 

nature too has turned violent, pillaging "the great offices of Saint John" in an 

"unreasonable storm" (177). This technique of violent transformation changes 

the configuration of the relationship between the villagers and Denys in the 

text. The happy villagers who found Denys irresistible now fear him. Nature 

becomes emblematic of the mood of the villagers: "and then, one night, the 

night which seemed literally to have swallowed up the shortest day in the 

year, a plot was conceived to take Denys... and kill him... for [being] a 
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sorcerer" (177). The stage is set for a ritualistic sacrificial witch-hunt where 

Denys "the beautiful, hunted creature ... [is spotlit] with [an] abundance of 

waxlights" (178). Both the text and the reader anticipate the kind of 

retribution that Denys' mother faced, when suddenly, there is a substitution 

ritual. Instead of looking for Denys, all the village is looking for a saint 

whose body is to be exhumed. Denys and the deceased saint are doubled by 

the villagers in this critical moment. The opposition between giving and 

taking is reversed; the villagers instead of taking Denys life, give the patron 

saint new life through exhumation. The scopic inversion technique is truly 

staggering. The macabre "waxlight" of Denys "cliff-side cottage" 

(sorcerer/pagan) antithetically reaches down "under the flagstones of the 

sanctuary" to shed light on the body of the saint (priest/Christian). The 

inverted underground ritual can be completed only by repetition or inversion 

and extension of the cliff-side one. It is an extension of the Denys' scene 

because the legitimate Christian ceremony is performed at the illegitimate 

midnight hour complete with "mouldering human remains ... [whose] odour 

rose plainly above the plentiful clouds of incense" (178). The exorcism is 

over when Denys flees from the periphery of the crowd collected for the 

exhumation "as if a demon were going out of him" (178). Ironically, the 

narrator never explains how or why Denys left the "sanctuary" of his own cliff

side cottage. The exorcism or nullification of opposition is possible only 

through this inhuman ritualistic practice. Monsman notes that "this gruesome 
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spectacle has an almost traumatic effect on the deranged lad ... first gay, 

then mad, and now subdued, silent, melancholy" (Monsman 113). Perhaps, 

the focus needs to be shifted from Denys to the exhumation itself. Perhaps, 

then, the scene will lend itself more to a dialectical, transformational reading. 

The saint's exhumation· is not an isolated incident, it is merely part of a 

pattern. The text has still to account for two more exhumations (the child 

under the bridge and Denys' mother). The suppressed or ricochetting 

violence of the villagers broods over Auxerre and becomes reflected in its 

very "physiogamy." 

The violence of the second Easter provides a commentary on the 

relationship between chaos (Denys) and its restoration of order (villagers). 

One specific mention of order is the intrusive detail for the "safety" for the 

"travellers on the bridge" (179). This is the second exhumation, or the anti 

thesis of the bishop's event. The sacrificial burial of a child to ensure the 

safety of the villagers has been glossed over by most critics--and one wonders 

why Pater's urbane narrator includes this horrific detail. But the narrator 

accounts for this substitutive violence; i.e., Denys' life for the symbolic murder 

of the child, by revealing the anger of the villagers towards Denys. He 

remarks: "enemies in truth, they still were, ready to take his life should the 

opportunity come" (181). One possible reason is to show that even though 

the opposition between Denys and the villagers is at an impasse after the 

bishop incident, the violence of this dyad when repressed, leaks into other 
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areas of the text. The child's ritual murder and exhumation itself become the 

receptacle for such an opposition and, in turn, become textualized or 

normalized. This is perhaps why this unreasonable, even unforgivable, 

infanticide is absorbed so easily in the text. This ritual burial and exhumation 

is classical and contemporary, in fact, simultaneously pagan/Christian, and 

black and white magic. Thus, the dialectical equation acquires a new 

quotient, another exhumation: "In fact, from the day of the exhumation of the 

body of the Saint in the great Church, he [Denys] had a wonderful curiosity 

for such objects, and one wintery day bethought him of removing the body of 

his mother from the unconsecrated ground in which it lay, that he might bury 

it in the cloister near the spot where he was now used to work" (182). This 

new exhumation dyad has the mother for one half of the pair and an as yet 

unnamed partner. This dyad does not yet have a clearly definable pattern of 

opposition. One possibility is that the mother's exhumation acts as its own 

double establishing the relationship between her dishonorable death "under 

the ivy tower" (171) and honorable (re)burial "in the cloister" (182). 

Nature/culture, pagan/Christian, death/everlasting life, are some of the 

elements that figure into this opposition, again reworking the possibility of 

repetitive violence rather than resolved meaning. Here the crisis or thesis 

(exhumation) is inseparable from its antithesis (Denys' desire) to become his 

cause of celebration. This summer has seen an alarming proportion of excess 
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avoid being sacrificed for the "safety" of the villagers. 

Third Easter - mechanical violence: 
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Denys' immersion into the river seems almost baptismal in view of his 

conversion to monastic Christianity by the third Easter. But his shift is 

prompted by his desire to stem the wrath of the villagers "who now perceived 

him as their strange enemy" (181), and not any religious convictions. The 

mood surrounding this Easter is one of foreboding veiled under a spirit of 

celebrations. Lady Ariane is waiting to wed Chastellux, the clergy waiting to 

stage their Easter day play, and the villagers waiting to participate in both 

and planning to enjoy various levels of pleasure. In fact, this Easter becomes 

the site for multiple celebrations; the royal union as secular, religious and 

"civic" (or political), the Easter festivities as specifically Christian, and last the 

"rude pageant," a specifically pagan ritual where the "person of Winter would 

be hunted blindfolded through the streets" (183). The text clearly points to 

layers of celebrations, all running together, and culminates violently when "the 

pretended hunting of the unholy creature [Winter/Denys] became a real one, 

which brought out in rapid increase men's evil passions" (183). 

The third Easter mirrors and repeats the previous one as antithesis. 

The dyadic equation of the villagers as opposed to Denys is reversed. In the 

third Easter, the villagers engender the violence, and Denys resists it. For 
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one, Denys stops a crime against nature by declining Ariane's (incestuous) 

offer of marriage. As Monsman has already shown Denys is her double since 

they are sired by the same father. Simultaneously, by encouraging her to 

marry Chastellux, he stops the feud between the two royal families. Next, he 

builds and plays the music for Ariane's wedding, not the lyre or the lute that 

would intoxicate the crowd and incite them to passion, but the organ in the 

church: "it was then that the people heard the music of the organ, rolling 

over them for the first time, with various feelings of delight" (183). The 

organ is a surprising choice because it interlaces a Christian element into the 

figure of Denys. Within Christianity itself, it is the "plebeian freedom" of 

Protestantism injected into the Catholic formality of church music.s 

Finally, Denys tries to stop the wave of mob violence by offering 

himself "into the chiefs place, monk's dress and all. It might restore his 

popularity--who could tell?" (183). The narrator's syntax here is problematic. 

Denys "saw his part before him" in this sacrificial ritual "and immediately fell 

into it" quickly suggests a tone of Christian martyrdom. But that he chose 

"mechanically" to do so, robs him of the cognition of the act; perhaps he 

combined the frenzy of the crowd with his own desire for "popularity" in an 

unconscious gesture. In the first reading, the thesis/antithesis propels it 

towards a transcendence, but the hubris revealed by the second reading 

de constructs it. What remains stable in both is the violence within the dyadic 

pair. The concept of sacredness of the sacrificial victim, either in pagan or 



Christian mythology is also "literally... swallowed up" by the mechanical 

violence of the mob, itself predicated on vengeance rather than seasonal or 

religious ritual. Ironically, this mob violence swells from a "transformed" 

Auxerre, where "the gay old pagan world had been blessed in some way" 

(179). 
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To understand this meaningless and brooding violence, we must 

reexamine the logic of opposition between Denys and the villagers. In the 

first two Easters, Denys instigated both the festival and the resulting violence. 

Granted, by repetition he escalated both the celebrations and the excesses. 

Now, in the third Easter, a festival gone bad, the oppositional partners have 

"contaminated" each other, such that they have appropriated certain attributes 

of the "other." In this, the insular potential and power of each part of the 

dyad is weakened, such that Denys becomes calmer and the villagers more 

excitable. Scopically, too, the narrator alerts us to this seeping-in of 

oppositional attributes by Christianizing Denys in "a cowl now and with 

tonsured head" (180), and the villagers paganized to commit carnage: "it was 

as if the sight of blood transported the spectators with a kind of mad rage" 

(183). Both are ultimately drawn to the eye of the storm; Denys' (partially) 

suicidal act and the villagers totally murderous one ends in Denys' "body ... 

being tossed hither and thither, torn at last from limb to limb. The men 

stuck little shreds of flesh, or, failing that, of his torn raiment, into their caps; 

the women lending their long hairpins for the purpose" (183). The violence 
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of the narrative is spent, the thesis and antithesis are ready for the next level 

of refinement. It is here that the narrator reintroduces the "wise monk 

Hermes" who miraculously finds Denys' "heart ... marked with a cross ... 

where he buried it in a dark corner of the cathedral aisle" (184). 

Denys' heart came out of the "dark" earth to return to it at the end of 

the story /ritual--moving emblematically from a bit of green glass in a Roman 

coffin among "the ashes of the dead" (169) to be buried again in a Christian 
, 

cathedral, always already containing the potential for re-emergence. The 

narrator confirms this by his remark "on days of a certain atmosphere ... I 

seem actually to have seen the tortured figure there ... to have met Denys 

I'Auxerrois in the streets" (184). Such a comment on a potential renaissance 

of the Denys figure with his attendant bacchanalia is an important moment in 

the text. It contains the Paterian agenda where the festival exceeds the 

boundaries of merely opposing the dominant culture, of being able to glimpse 

the world from the underside and signalling a systematic, anticipatory coup 

against hegemonic social structures.9 
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IV 

Pater's Commentary 

Pater's genial narrator mediates between two priests; the one at the 

beginning of the narrative who symbolically unearths Denys, and the one at 

the end who actually buries him. It is also this narrator who animates and 

performs the myth through the ritual of discourse. "Denys" is a mythic 

portrayal, but becomes actualized through the ritual of writing-- the text serves 

as the site for the rite, and as with all rituals, the repeatability of the rite 

becomes successively more important than the rite itself. The text manifests 

such a repeatability in the three Easter incidents. The narrator's telling and 

retelling the myth is cathartic in a double sense, it sublimates the inherent 

violence in the story, but keeps it in circulation, reminding the reader of the 

possibility of such violence. It is this dynamism that constantly changes the 

configuration and relationship of the thesis and antithesis in the myth 

coalescing language, being and origin, which in turn feature prominently in 

Paterian autobiography. The changing mythical relationship replicates Pater's 

innermost belief in the idea of "flux," reiterating the impossibility of an 

absolute. In the "Conclusion" to The Renaissance, Pater says a similar thing 

about uncertainty at the very center of a matrix: "under intellectual analysis 

all positions dissipate" (Renaissance 234). Hence, the portrayal of mythic 

doubles in "Denys" shows such a changing paradigm, allowing Pater to reveal 

the inherent violence in Greek mythology. It also allows him to make a 
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subversive statement about how the Victorian artists coopted these very myths 

without fully exploring the implications of appropriating this mythical lexicon. 

The last question to be answered is Pater's choice of the Dionysian 

myth for this imaginary portrait. In the Victorian age it would have been 

more appropriate to focus upon Apollo rather than Dionysus. Mter all, it 

was an age that prided itself on its ability to appropriate classical myths, 

refashion them with a Christian chisel and recirculate them in the Victorian 

drawing rooms to amplify a moral message. Dionysus had strong overtones of 

uncontrollable emotionality, even a rampant sensuality that makes him an 

awkward choice for a hero. Apollo, on the other hand, as the emblem of 

light combines the classical with the Christian register to function as an 

appropriate hero. Victorian masters like Arnold and Carlyle were established 

scholars who used classical/mythical heroes to tell a story, particularly with a 

Christian message. Carlyle's "Heroes and Hero Worship" becomes a case in 

point. Monsman has consistently maintained that Carlyle's heroes are 

different from Pater's. Carlyle develops a six-stage plan in "Hero and Hero 

Worship," the first of which is a mythic hero, Odin, (like Apollo, a god of 

light) and takes into account history, politics, and the Victorian mind. The 

Carlylian hero recognizes his motivation as primarily "spiritual," one which "is 

a Force, a thousandfold Complexity of Forces; a Force which is not we, ... 

Force, Force, everywhere Force, we ourselves a mysterious Force in the center 

of that" (Carlyle, Vol 5, 8).'0 Just as Carlyle's hero is conscious of this 
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outside force, Carlyle and his readers are conscious of the Christian premise 

of this force. Thus, it is this force which ultimately energizes the Carlylian 

hero to lead society towards a Victorian ideal of moral goodness. For 

Carlyle, like most Victorian artists, pagan religion is indeed an allegory and 

symbol for decoding the frightening nineteenth-century universe. Like Carlyle, 

Pater attempts to portray Denys, the hero who will evolve to function within 

society. But, Pater uses the principle of a hero, full of "preternatural force" 

(Carlyle, 8), as a hero gone wrong. It is Pater's way of indicating his 

dissatisfaction with the general attitude of the Victorians in appropriating 

literature and disseminating it as morality. "Denys" is Pater's protest against 

literature written with a narrow goal of propagandist import. Pater's agenda, 

on the other hand, is to inspire action and inculcate principles and not preach 

a thesis. Pater's plan is to suggest the underlying principles of ethics and 

aesthetics within and beyond the boundaries of imagination, rather than 

hammer home morals. 
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Notes for Chapter III - ii 

1. D'Hangest writes that "the permanent subject of [P;l.ter's] meditation, 
criticism, and dreams, Greece thus belongs to his writing career as a whole 
and not to one or another of its phases" D'Hangest VoU 241. See Germain 
d'Hangest Walter Pater: L'Homme et L'Oeuvre, Paris: Didier, 1961, Vol I & 
II for a good, historico-critical analysis of Pater. David DeLaura analyzes 
Pater's use of classical metaphors as part of the intellectual prerequisite of 
Victorian literature in Hebrew and Hellene in Victorian England: Newman, 
Arnold and Pater. Austin: Univ of Texas Press, 1969. Monsman, in Pater's 
Mythic Portraits, is the first to ground Pater's Greco-Christian mythology as 
oppositional or double inside a triadic structure, borrowing and building on 
Pater's own concept of "centrifugal and centripetal forces." Steven Connor 
takes Pater's art of myth making in another direction when he argues against 
the primary and originary function of pagan legends in his works, notes the 
"anti-teleological" nature of these myths, and concludes that this factor 
reiterates Pater's own theory of relativity and "flux" in "Myth as Multiplicity in 
Walter Pater's Greek Studies an 'Denys L'Auxerrois'" in Review of English 
Studies, vol. 34, 1983, 32-46. Connor uses Pater's various revisions to show 
that his understanding of Greek mythology underwent successive, subtle 
changes such that the final version of the myth represented his pessimistic 
world view. Linda Dowling, on the other hand, disagrees with Connor's idea 
of "pessimism" and argues that this "evolution" in Pater's syntax/ semantics 
is his way of "combin[ing] the unpromising materials of the new 'human 
sciences' of mythography, anthropology, and archeology" (Dowling 209). For a 
fuller analysis (with a slight Focouldian slant) of the Greek elements, 
especially, Demeter and Persephone, see her article "Walter Pater and 
Archeology: The Reconciliation with Earth" in Y.S Winter 1988, 209-231. 
F.Staub in Das Imaginare inaugurated the oppositional pattern in "Denys" 
when he noted the medieval Christian/antique classical, dark/light, 
Dionysus/Apollo, Sens/Troyes pairs in his text. He began the line of 
scholarship that focuses on the topography of juxtaposition. Leneghan follows 
this train of thought in "Pattern in Pater's Fiction" in Studies in Philology, 
LVIII (Jan 1961), 69-91. Harrison connects Pater's appropriation of Greek 
myths with Heine's story 'The God's in Exile" theme in "Pater, Heine and 
the Old Gods of Greece" in PMLA XXXXIX (Sept. 1924) 655-686. However, 
as Monsman points out most critics trace the oppositional themes in Pater 
without interrogating his strategy in using these themes. 
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2. For more on the post modem reading of the transgressional element in 
myth and society in general, see The Politics and Poetics of Transgression by 
Peter Stallybrass and Allon White, Ithaca: Cornell Univ. Press, 1986. 

3. For more on this connection, see William Shuter's "History as Palingenesis 
in Pater and Hegel," PMLA (86), 1971, note on 420, also quoted in Dowling, 
note 18. 

4. See Pater's ''The Myth of Demeter and Persephone" Fortnightly Review 19 
(Jan & Feb 1876), 82 - 95 and 260 - 275, also quoted with critical 
commentary on Dowling as #9. There are numerous articles on Pater's 
gradual modification of the three phases (Shuter and Connor), or his 
indebtedness to and difference from Ruskin (W. M. Ramsey, Connor and 
Dowling) and his anomalous or interchangeable use of words like "myth," 
"legend," "idea," "ethical," and "mysticaL" The point in my essay is not so 
much philological as it is textual and autobiographical. 

5. See also J. B. Losey's article on the epiphanic nature of Pater's portraits in 
ELT 1986, also see citation for Chap. 3 for a better understanding of Losey's 
thesis. 

6. For more on this connection, see Monsman's fully expanded analysis in 
Pater's Portraits. 

7. For more on the connections between violence, religion, myth, ritual society 
and politics see Violence and the Sacred by Rene Girard, trans. P.Gregory, 
Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Univ. Press, 1977. See also La Jeue Nee by 
Helene Cixous, especially the "Introduction" for an excellent, feminist reading 
of the festival as transgression in western cultures. 

8. According to Greek mythology, the syrinx was the instrument of the goat
footed Pan, god of nature and fertility, which in later centuries evolved into 
the organ. For more on this transition from Greek/Roman to Christian 
musical instruments see Karl Geiringer's Instruments in the history of Western 
Ml!sk, N.Y.: Oxford Univ. Press, 1978, and also, Greek Musical Writing: The 
Musician and his Art, VoLl, ed. by Andr.ew Baker, Cambridge: Cambridge 
Univ. Press, 1984, especially the sections on Euripides and Dionysian rites. 
Also, the organ is iconically represented (Raphael, Rembrandt and Van 
Eycks) by St. Cecelia, its patron saint, herself a martyr from the third century. 
Thus, the narrator's embellishment in making Denys play the organ is not 
innocent, it has suggestions of violence and death. 
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9. The dynamics of carnivals or festivals and their role in society or literature 
is dealt with by Mikhail Bakhtin in Dostoevsky's Poetics, Minneapolis: Univ of 
Minnesota Press, 1984. Bakhtin dermes the carnival as a desire for expressing 
the "other" life and breaking, at least on a symbolic plane all oppressive 
hierarchies. Carnivals reverse roles in social class, and at least for the span 
of the festival, redistribute power. In this function, carnivals are radical. 

10. See Chapter 1 from Thomas Carlyle's Collected Works : Heroes and Hero 
Worship (1841), Vol 5, ed. H.D. Traill, New York: AMS Press, 1969, for 
more on Odin and the emergence of the Hero from Scandinavian mythology. 
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Re-Reflection: Sebastian Van Storck 

"Sebastian van Storck" is another instance of Pater's self-portraiture that 

can best be introduced with Ian Fletcher's comment: "Pater under many 

disguises, is a self-explorer, honest and severe" (41)1. The intense 

introspection of the text reflects Pater's equivocation on the polemics of 

religious commitment. Sebastian's uncompromising self-examination is also a 

testimony to Pater's own statement about his works being "a prolonged 

quarrel with himself' (41). Read as an experiment in autobiography, the text 

becomes a place from where Pater enunciates, or a frame from within which 

he gestures with ironic and wrenching candor about his loss of religious faith. 

The text recalls Sebastian's adolescent will to believe (under the guise of 

philosophy), his hesitant flirtations with an experiential reality (and Mlle. Van 

Westhreene), and his ultimate failure to resolve his spiritual dilemma (as he 

is found dead in the tower). Most scholars interpret "Sebastian" as an 

example of Pater's exploration of existential nihilism, but this essay argues 

that "Sebastian" is a position that Pater adopts vis a vis his own oeuvre and is 

a test of his intellectual/spiritual integrity. 

Friedrich Staub in Das Imaginare Portrat Walter Paters is one of the 

first critics to deal with the "Imaginary Portraits."2 Staub argues that the 

child next to the dead hero is the anticipated, partially optimistic closure 

where Pater's credo of life in death is played out. Eugene J. Brzenk, a much 
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later critic, focuses on the "lack of action" in the text, and notes that 

Sebastian "is an almost completely negative personality" (Brzenk 12). Inman, 

almost fifteen years later, argues that Pater's hero is closer to Schopenhauer's 

nihilistic philosophy than to Spinoza's, who is explicitly invoked in the text. 

She explains that Spinoza's Ethics, not published until later, does not coincide 

with Sebastian's concept of self, experience or philosophy. Even though 

Inman notes the "encroaching sea" images in Pater's work and suggests a 

connection to Swinburne's ''Hymn to Proserpine," she does not elaborate upon 

the religious ennui underlying both texts.3 

Monsman's Mythic Portraits, one of the earliest critically sophisticated 

readings of the portraits, argues that Sebastian is a symbol of abstract 

existentialism, and that he embodies the qualities of the "Winter Dionysius" 

and rejects the exuberant, regenerative characteristics of the "Summer 

Dionysius." Monsman reads Sebastian's death as typically Paterian in that it 

sows the seeds of life in the child. It is through the life/death continuum 

that he traces the cyclicality of the Dionysus/Pater myth. He remarks that 

Sebastian's self-cancellation is a parody of Paterian aesthetics. Here he notes 

the dichotomy between suicide and sacrifice, and interprets Sebastian's death 

as sacrifice, an act that finally expels him from the prison of selfhood. In his 

latest study, Monsman adopts a deconstructive stance towards Sebastian, 

arguing that his preoccupation and fascination with death is a longing to 

uncover the "relics" of his being. He writes: "Pater's definition of 'relic' bears 
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a striking resemblance to what Jacques Derrida calls the 'trace' of an absent 

reality or the ground of origin. Derrida's trace does not mark a reality that 

was once present and later disappeared; rather, it signifies a reality that was 

never constituted except reciprocally by an equally phantom trace, an earlier 

indirect sign or relic" (Autobiography 39). 

These scholars (paradoxically) focus on Sebastian's conscious severing of 

ties with reality (which is really action) and the lack of textual progression 

(which is justifiably inaction) to conclude that the portrait is "lacking" in 

action. Ironically, Pater himself calls attention to this simultaneity through the 

omniscient narrator of Sebastian's journal: "(odd transition!) by which a train 

of thought so abstract drew its conclusion in the sphere of action" (129). 

Although Pater is well-known for limiting action in his works, this portrait 

appears staggeringly static. One reason is the hero's conscious move away 

from the very experiences of life itself. Thus, most scholars categorically 

critique Sebastian's willful, existential divorce form the world of sensual reality 

(apparent inaction) to embrace an abstract, intellectual vacuum (inaction). 

And since such an asceticism is contrary to Pater's other texts, most scholars 

read "Sebastian" as a parody of Paterian aesthetics. Also, in an attempt to 

align this portrait with Pater's oeuvre, they tend to read Sebastian's death as a 

sacrifice granting him a release (out of the stagnant text) and transcendence 

(out of life), which he himself is incapable of achieving either in the text or 

in his life. By focusing on Sebastian's unwillingness to participate in the 
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flamboyance of seventeenth-century Holland, (as indicated by the numerous 

canvases in the text), they stress the inaction of the portrait itself. In a de 

Manian way, their insight into Sebastian's withdrawal has blinded them to a 

veiled textual expansion.· In other words, these scholars, in emphasizing 

narrativity in "Sebastian," demand an almost Aristotelian paradigm of 

progression and closure in the text. 

In contrast, my essay argues against a (pure) narrative text in favor of 

a (partially) descriptive text that is situated in the gm1 between action and 

inaction. This means that "Sebastian" works on the margins of descriptive and 

narrative modes of textual representation, testing the boundaries of each 

category. The gm1, moreover, becomes animated by Sebastian van Storck, the 

"speaking subject,"S who moves from frame to frame throughout the whole 

text. The successive framing and unframing create the descriptive and 

narrative components, which become a natural part of the text by the 

discourse and gestures of the speaking subject. On one level, Sebastian steps 

in and out of frames (of paintings, and other texts) acting out the story, in a 

way that we have come to understand stories. This is further aided by 

discourse about the frames that creates the illusion of story-telling. On 

another level, there is the position that Sebastian, as the speaking subject, 

occupies within each frame that arrests narration and creates the ~ that 

we have come to associate with description. Examined in this double light, 
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"Sebastian van Storck" signals a complexity that is symptomatic of Pater's own 

struggle with issues of faith/doubt raised in the text.6 

Sebastian, as speaking subject, is not so much lacking in action, as he is 

incapable of action. The portrait reveals an autobiographical moment that is 

predicated on the paralysis of religious faith, almost impaling Sebastian/Pater 

on the crisis of faith/doubt. "Sebastian's passion for schwindsucht--we haven't 

the word for it" ("Sebastian" 93) signals so devastating a moment that he feels 

alienated even from language, his only tenuous connection to reality. Further, 

Sebastian in acknowledging his "schwindsucht," signals a malaise of the spirit 

so pervasive during the Victorian era that Walter Houghton's comment helps 

shed some light on Sebastian's/Pater's predicament. He writes: "The 

conception of a jealous God of wrath, punishing most of the human race with 

eternal torture in hell, and of human nature innately corrupt and powerless to 

attain salvation except by an act of divine grace; the anxious self-examination 

in a frantic effort to determine whether one was among the elect or damned; 

the realization that the slightest moral failing or the least theological error 

was a dangerous sin--all this formed a context of living fear from which any 

escape, even at the cost of all religious faith must seem at times a blessed 

event.'17 Such a critique of the age helps understand Pater's/Sebastian's fear, 

but Houghton's assessment of the crippling battle between intelligence and 

dogma explicates Pater's/Sebastian's inertia. Houghton continues: 

"Conscientious souls who tried to achieve a life of absolute purity and self-
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denial might experience an almost daily sense of failure, distressing in itself, 

and frightening in its implication; or at least they were dismayed to find quite 

different ideals glaringly apparent in the world around them" (62). 

II 

The Framed Image: 

Since "Sebastian" is an "Imaginary Portrait" and deals with framing-

picture frames, textual frames, and political frames, examining Pater's use of 

the frame as a metaphor helps us to understand the text. What kind of a 

mind does Pater attempt to frame in this text, and how does it relate to his 

own in the context of the Victorian frame of mind? This is the thrust, the 

defining element in the structural strategy behind the framing of the 

"imaginary" Sebastian. I argue that such a textual strategy is the result of an 

anxiety of a loss of faith, coupled with a fear of intellectual paralysis that 

Pater dramatizes through Sebastian in the frames. The framed image, of 

course, is not ideologically neutral; it is invested with a boundary beyond 

which one cannot see or gQ. The frame is a schema that allows and limits 

meaning by signifying codes which would otherwise be impossible to 

enunciate, and thus, contains both language and metalanguage. 

"Sebastian" can be seen as the most radical statement by a Victorian 

artist on the issue of doubt/faith. Unlike his contemporaries, Pater does not 

chart his path from a resonating, Carlylian "Everlasting No" to an "Everlasting 
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Yea," but shows his hesitation in accepting either of these positions, revealing 

his vulnerability and humility in the face of such a staggering dilemma. In his 

interrogative stance, especially in the Victorian era when artists were 

acknowledged preachers, Sebastian becomes the symbol of dissidence. Pater 

is able to articulate a position for Sebastian that Julia Kristeva, almost a 

century later, has come to categorize as the "Intellectual Dissident" position. 

She posits that this place allows the speaking subject to interrogate and 

overthrow bourgeois oppression. One important insight in Kristeva's essay 

that becomes applicable to "Sebastian" is a category that she calls the third 

place, where "the writer ... experiments with the limits of identity, producing 

texts where the law does not exist outside language. A playful language 

therefore gives rise to a law that is overturned, violated and pluralized, a law 

upheld only to allow a polyvalent, polylogical sense of play that sets the being 

of the law ablaze in a peaceful relaxing void."s (295). In this case, Sebastian's 

movement in and out of strategically selected frames reveals Pater's 

manipulation of both language and literary conventions, and his text serves as 

an inquiry into his own identity and position on religious issues in relation to 

society. By using so many paintings with numerous interpretations, Sebastian 

creates the polyvalency or multiplicity that Kristeva sees implicit in the 

"intellectual dissident" position. And with Sebastian's abrupt death at the end, 

the text slips beyond language to spin in a void of uncertainty and silence. 
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Moreover, the framing technique allows Pater to exploit the reader's 

position through the scene of looking. Sebastian, as speaking subject, invites 

the viewer's gaze on himself, controls both discourse and the gaze, until he 

steps into another frame and deflects both. It is such a continuous deflection 

that adds to the mood of power-Iessness or stasis that critics find 

discomforting.9 Both Sebastian and the reader are constantly decentered in 

such shifts because context (the actual picture mentioned in the text) and 

meaning (the interpretation of that picture in the text) spiral from frame to 

frame. The significance of a tripartite model; framing--as the author's 

position, gazing--as the reader's position, and discourse--as Sebastian's position, 

can be seen as Sebastian's attempt at exerting power, an attempt that fails 

because of overwhelming angst. 

Even behind the first frame of the actual text is a historical boundary 

that Pater selects for "Sebastian van Storck." The portrait selectively 

mentions artists and works from the National Gallery Collection, principally 

from the Peel collection acquired in 1871.10 The landscapes and seascapes 

(Cuyp, Ostade, Koninck, Ruisdael, and others), interiors of churches (de Witte 

and Keyser), with subjects either hidden in shadow or spotlit theatrically, 

provide the narrator and Sebastian with a paradigm for expressing feelings 

about the culture of the era. The sea, ships, towers clouded by mists, and the 

whole canvas bathed in a "blonde" light (Cuyp's signature) that came so 

naturally to the Dutch artists carried a special significance for Pater who felt 
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trapped in Victorian England. Scholars in Victorian studies concur that even 

though stormy seas and shipwrecks signified crises and loss of faith, they no 

longer carried the stigma of moral judgement. These metaphors were 

gradually internalized by Victorian artists so that a perpetual state of anxiety 

colored their whole life. Again, Kristeva's ironic, anachronistic comment fits 

the Victorian mood well. She writes: "our portrayal of the intellectual in the 

modern world is dependent on an insuperable opposition between the masses 

and the individual, ... which mark[s] the rocky road from the library to 

political party" (293).11 Pater, through Sebastian as one intellectual dissident 

in the Victorian era, uses the framed paintings from the Peel collection as a 

semiotic tool. Thus, the external frame of the Hollanders becomes 

internalized by Sebastian/Pater, and by moving from frame to frame he 

dissolves boundaries between frame and content, individual and society, and 

art and life. The outer secular frame becomes the inner religious frame 

which in turn holds a tormented self. There is already a line of sound 

scholarship that traces the gradual erasure of God in the nineteenth century 

in England,12 it is interesting to see that art historians and cultural critics 

reveal a similar development in seventeenth-century Dutch art. Simon 

Schama, a noted art critic, particularly focuses on the ship metaphor in 

remarking "the move of the allegory of the ship as the mother church to the 

Ship of Fools, to the sixteenth-century humanist image of the ship of state 

were all garbled together to make a composite metaphor for the Dutch 



community, set rulrif1 on the 'great historic ocean'" (Schama 31)/3 The 

sequential progression to the nineteenth-century ship as floundering self 

becomes strategically available to Pater as an image of faith tested by trial. 

Hence, the Peel collection as the first frame signals Pater's/Sebastian's 

position on the margins of faith and doubt. 
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Barbara Johnson in her incisive article, "Frame of Reference," exposes 

the nature of framing and meaning and explains the act of "reading" as 

establishing a relationship between "referentiality and interpretation" (Johnson 

152). In Pater's portrait, the trope of framing would help trace the 

connections between: 

a) Dutch art and Sebastian's dilemma, or 

b) immediate meaning and referential meaning, or 

c) frame/content, or first signifier/second signifier.14 

Such a systematic unbraiding of the text will reveal, more clearly, that Pater 

deliberately subverts his thesis: "here ... you felt, all had been mentally put to 

rights by the working-out of a long equation, which had zero is equal to zero 

for its result. Here one did, and perhaps felt, nothing; one only thought" (90, 

emphasis added). It is through "thought" that Sebastian will interrogate 

doubt/faith. However, by placing Sebastian metaphorically inside an art 

gallery, Pater frames and batters these very "thoughts" with innumerable sense 

impressions that overwhelm Sebastian with spiritual ennui. Further, Pater 

elaborates upon the technique of rhetorical troping such that this metaphoric 
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positioning spills over beyond the frames to rnetonymically extend into 

"Sebastian Van Storck." The narrator is fully conscious of manipulating not 

only metaphor and metonymy, but conflating "thoughts" and emotions as well: 

"Strange! that the presence to the mind of a metaphysical abstraction should 

have had this power over one so fortunately endowed for the reception of the 

sensible world" (112). 

III 

Word and World: 

"Sebastian" opens with a description of a "winter scene ... by Adriane 

van de Velde, or by Isaac van Ostade ... with leafless branches turned to 

silver" with "furred dresses of skaters" (81) creating an attractive splash of 

color on the ice. In actuality, "Winter Scene" is a painting by Ostade with 

skaters, while "A Winter Landscape" by van de Velde has the leafless 

branches, both in the Peel collection. But Sebastian, one of the skaters 

(supposedly from the painting), steps out of the frame in order to act out a 

textual character. To make this textuality credible, Sebastian moves from a 

two-dimensional representational sign to a three dimensional referential sign, 

and reveals an emotional depth by expressing his preference for "winter" with 

its "perfect impassivity" (81). The narrator has fleshed out Sebastian and 

given him a historical depth and narrative reality by layering art with art. 

Sebastian, the speaking subject, slides out of Ostade's frame into Pater's 
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portrait in the middle of a sentence without disturbing the surface of the text. 

The effect of such a flattened treatment of space makes the portrait stop time 

at the very instance of the crisis. This technique that creates such a 

permeability of the speaking subject, i.e., fluid movement from frame to text 

and back, becomes a strategic move to deploy the main issue of doubt in the 

text. Sebastian's restlessness, his religious uncertainty become manifest 

through his preference for ice and winter suggesting an anesthetic drug to 

deaden his fear. He acknowledges this by stepping into Cuyp's warm, 

landscape where the busy "competing world of life ... well nigh ... suffocate[s] 

him" (82, emphasis added). However, he moves from Cuyp's painting to the 

text to remark on his "Spanish descent and Catholic" heritage. This is one of 

the sudden moves that does disturb the surface of the text. Sebastian's 

specific mention of "Catholic" but implicit acceptance of the Dutch Protestant 

factor is significant. It shows his inner "confusion," and his "mixed expression" 

that Ostade captures in a "portrait from a sketch taken at one of those 

skating parties" (82). Here is another shift from life to art--an important shift 

and detail--because this portrait immortalizes "a certain loss" where "something 

more than that cheerful indifference of early youth had passed away" (82). 

Ostade's canvas, in other words, narrates and describes, Pater's/Sebastian's 

doubt without the guarantee of a traditional moral certitude. It is this very 

revelation that will later force Sebastian to shred into "fragments ... the one 

portrait of him in existence" (103). 
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In fact, when Thomas de Keyser wants to paint Sebastian in that mood 

of "searching quality ... [with] agitation of mind" (84) which contrasts sharply 

with his outward composure, "he [Sebastian] declined the offer; not graciously" 

(84). The artists who visit Sebastian's home make him "conscious of the fight 

against man and sea" partly causing this agitation. The other factor is the 

new battery of ideas being washed inward over those "waste salt marshes." 

Flooded at such a young age with this barrage of new and conflicting 

emotions and ideas, Keyser "saw it at last, in lively motion, in the person of 

Sebastian van Storck" (84). This frame recalls at one level Arnold's shoreline 

in "Dover Beach" with its terrifying, "grating roar" (9) and the lost "Sea of 

Faith" (20). At another, more semiotic level, it recalls Keyser as a painter of 

interior of churches. That Pater is aware of the double frame becomes 

obvious as the text uses erosion metaphors to signal religious uncertainty and 

to comment on the characteristic delicacy of the chiaroscuro effect of Keyser's 

interiors with "its grand footing ... waiting for the lights and shadows." What 

streams through Keyser/Pater's texts is not so much divine light as the fading 

(but returning) light of day. The analogy of the thinker wresting the light of 

truth from the vast, dark universe is tempting, is suggestively Arnoldian, is 

perhaps, even predictably Paterian, ~, the artist may simply be investigating 

and exploiting the play of darkness over the play of light.1s Ironically, Pater's 

own adolescent verse, "Watchman, What of the Night?" portrays a similar 



moment of light/dark, faith/doubt, life/death, creating one more frame for 

Sebastian: 

Now life is all in all, yet come it will 

That tragedy of death in sternness dread 

To check long cherished hopes, old passions stilI, 

A dark and silent void. Where are the dead? 

Nowhere! - a voice replies. Yet Thou has died, 

Oh Christ Redeemer! Let me cling to Thee 

Hold me from yon abyss; with frenzied glide 

Down, down I sink. Oh! let me live in Thee 

Or deep in hell, - it seems so awful not to be. 

184 

Stanza 7 16 

The torturous anxiety of lost faith comes through in the pathos of Pater's 

voice, where the will to believe is graphic in "Yet Thou has died,/... let me 

cling to Thee." The Victorian motif of the voice crying in the wilderness is 

reworked here by the adolescent Pater. Monsman, in analyzing the strain of 

doubt in the poem writes: "Although 'Watchman' concludes with two strongly 

orthodox stanzas affirming the writer's hope of resurrection, the conventional 

imagery and sentiment ring hollow" (Autobiography 2). Amazingly, even after 

two decades, Pater is still "quarrelling" with himself, and in "Sebastian" re

opens the issue of faith/doubt to explore the "abyss" of pure thought. Does 
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"Sebastian" represent the extreme position on the spectrum of faith and doubt 

where the speaking subject yearns to establish a separate identity, ~ calls 

attention to the other "Watchman" position in the spectrum where the speaker 

dissolves his identity in the "Christ Redeemer?" Is abstract rationality the 

answer to doubt instead of total surrender to the conventional plea for 

mercy?17 The answer to such an obsessive preoccupation can be formulated if 

"Sebastian" is seen as a rhetorical/polemical position that Pater occupies to 

enunciate his life-long anxiety. 

Another autobiographical moment of doubt is when Sebastian is framed 

in his teacher's letter as one who possessed "doctrines of a surprising new 

philosophy" (82). Staub makes the first self-reflexive connection here using 

Mrs. Ward's testimony that this is a description that Pater uses for himself 

(Staub 92, Monsman MP 4). But the omniscient narrator in the text 

attributes it to the teacher and not Sebastian. However, rereading "Sebastian" 

as a position Pater adopts makes this circularity important. Pater, as the 

Oxford don, author of the Renaissance, definitely had a "daring new 

philosophy" and was fully capable of corrupting the young. But, Pater as a 

young student at Canterbury was held in awe and contempt primarily because 

he espoused a "daring new philosophy" of a super-refined and aestheticized 

Catholicism. In retrospect, the teacher's letter in "Sebastian" frames an 

adolescent and adult Pater, the teacher and the student, and by extension, 

Sebastian as Pater himself. More interesting is the small detail in the 
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teacher's letter that Sebastian's destiny could well be in the military, ''but at 

present, he is strenuous only intellectually" (115). Both Monsman and Levey 

(in other contexts) record Pater's desire to enter the military like his elder 

"stronger" brother. IS Instead Pater/Sebastian overcomes this disappointment by 

aligning his "line of being ... [to] his line of thinking," (83) making the mind 

the arena of battle. The military image thus subverted becomes reanimated 

in a religious context as a soldier of God, a crusader, who is ready to wrestle 

with doubt. 

Continuing the crusader metaphor, Sebastian admits that "the memory 

of that Silent Hero had its fascination" (83) for him. William the Silent not 

only frames the Dutch struggle of a long, drawn out Catholic/Lutheran 

confrontation, but also his conversion from Catholicism to Protestantism for 

political reasons. But the struggle is rendered ineffective because it is the 

"memory" of the hero that Sebastian recalls while paying homage to his tomb 

sculpted by Peter de Keyser. Frozen in "wrought bronze and marble," (85) 

William the Silent, intertwines the figures of both soldier of God and country, 

spills out of the frame and is transferred to Sebastian, and by extension 

replicates Pater's own longing for a religious and a heroic resolution. The 

ironic concluding sentence, however, reveals the impotence of the "great, 

abstract and unuttered force of the hero" (86) who is slain by the even 

greater, more abstract force of an avenging God. Such an ironic frame 

coalesces life, art, faith, doubt, fear, solace, violence and peace. The proof 
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that all these antipodal elements are intertwined but not resolved is signalled 

by Sebastian's reference to 'Terbergh's picture of the assembly" (85) of the 

Congress of Munster. The Peel collection has Gerard Ter Borch's painting, 

'The Congress Of Munster," and art critics consistently remark on its flat, 

rigid, formal representation of the success of the Hollanders and the resulting 

calm in the nation.19 In the text, though, this painting holds Sebastian's father, 

Frederick Henry, who conveys through the speaking subject the "recent 

memory" of the "air full of reverberations ... the sword by no means resting in 

its sheath" (85). Thus, the hint of "[un]sheathed" violence in the textual frame 

subverts the peace of the original art frame. 

Sebastian's survey of contemporary Dutch art and sculpture is similar to 

the experience of thumbing through an art history book of the seventeenth 

century. He mentions de Keyser's "sculpture at Delft," der Hyde's 

"architecture," Hobbema's "flowers" Ruysdael's (Ruisdael's) "landscapes" and 

"those innumerable genre pieces ... were in truth equivalent of novel-reading 

for that day; its own actual life reflected in various degrees of idealization, 

with no diminution of the sense of reality (that is to say) but with more and 

more purged and perfected delightfulness of interest" (87).20 Sebastian sums 

up in one sentence all the bourgeois mannerist tradition of seventeenth

century Dutch art, but ignores the main motivation for such art. W. Stechow 

comments on the one element that Pater/Sebastian continually leaves unsaid: 
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"Artistic inspiration emanated from a nationalistic Dutch culture, not 

only imbued with nascent political and economical power, but even 

more with Protestantism. Dutch art and life of the seventeenth century 

was permeated with the Calvinist virtues of mental vigour, moral 

restraint, self-examination and rational analysis, while a direct and 

immediate effect of the ascendancy of the Reformed church was 

evident in the suppression of religious representation and the 

consequent re-orientation of painting towards secular subject matter, in 

general, toward the representation of contemporary actuality" (72).21 

Pater, as sophisticated art critic and connoisseur of the Victorian mood, 

distills this displacement in a deliberately casual comment that the "thriving 

genius" of the artist of a "nation had learned to content itself with a religion 

which told little, or not at all, on the outside of things" (86). 

The omniscient narrator, ironically, calls attention to the very 

suppression that Stechow discusses with the comment, ''The life people 

maintained in them [the paintings] was normally affectionate and ~" (86, 

emphasis added). This tenuous connection between the art itself and its 

referential meaning, i.e., canvas and real life, also connects Dutch Puritanism 

and Victorian dogma. That the speaking subject is conscious of the semiotic 

coding inside and outside these art frames is evident in the narrator's remark 

''The fine organization and acute intelligence of Sebastian would have made 

him an effective connoisseur of the art .... But, in truth, the arts were a 
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matter he could but just tolerate. Why add by a forced and an artificial 

production, to the monotonous tide of competing. fleeting eweriences" (88, 

emphasis added). Sebastian, it seems, questions the baldness of the art form 

in the face of such overwhelming stimulus. Strung taught over the issue of 

doubt, art becomes an unbearable reminder of what is left unsaid on the 

canvas. The moment of anguish over "competing, fleeting experiences" gives 

Sebastian the chance to read the paintings under erasure, to gather meaning 

from what is left out of the canvases. The "purged" (88) canvas becomes the 

site for locating his own anxiety, signalling Pater's tremendous sense of 

nostalgia for lost faith, and echoing Arnold's "Dover Beach:" 

Listen! You hear the grating roar 

Of pebbles which the waves draw back, and fling, 

At their return, up the high strand, 

Begin, and cease, and then again begin 

With tremendous cadence slow, and bring 

The eternal note of sadness in. 

9-14. 

Pater/Sebastian traces the same sense of desolate erosion of faith in Dutch 

art that Arnold's seminal Victorian poem signifies. The "monotonous tide" 

that batters Sebastian is the same "grating roar" that becomes unbearable for 

Arnold's speaker. Loss of faith makes Pater/Sebastian yearn for escape from 
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the continuous flow and ebb of anxiety, making him "prefer inanimate nature" 

(88). Thus, he is unable to "escape ... into the clear breath of atmosphere" 

(89) of Dutch landscapes. This is a place in the text where Pater is able to 

draw from his cultural, nineteenth-century background and project angst 

descriptively into the narrative. 

Such a crippling inertia, moreover, is the reason for the stark difference 

between Sebastian's journey, and that of other Paterian heroes. While they 

traverse a limited spiritual and geographical terrain, Sebastian "refused to 

travel" (89). But, Pater subverts the journey metaphor, so that Sebastian, who 

is "habituating himself gradually to make shift with as little as possible, [is 

nonetheless] in preparation for a long journey" (90). The journey that 

Sebastian plans leads retroactively into the frame of Pater's own oeuvre, one 

that is predicated on the polemics of identity, desire and spirituality. The 

interlocking of these three concepts is deployed in the text through the 

sabotaging of the journey/transcendence motif. The narrator reveals that 

Sebastian's "preference in the matter of art was, therefore, for those prospects, 

a vol a oiseau--of a caged bird on the wing at last" (89). Even though the art 

term means "to look from above," the use of the image of a bird free to fly is 

reminiscent of the Romantic Pater yearning to soar beyond corporeality. 

While the artistic technique creates "an impression of deep space, diagonal 

lines in visual effect almost from shore to horizon" (Stechow 92), the troubled 

Sebastian longs to go past the mere "enjoy[ment of] the sense of things seen 
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from a distance, carrying us, as on wide wings of space itself, far out of one's 

actual surrounding" (89). Pater, by experimenting with the art of writing 

through the medium of painting, situates Sebastian inside an innovative frame, 

concurrently describes and narrates his debilitating spiritual malaise. 

Sebastian not only moves from frame to frame in the Peel collection, but 

weaves in and out of Pater's other works in an attempt to resolve the issues 

of faith and doubt. This is the limited pattern of Sebastian's journey. 

The lethargy and futility of the journey/escape motif is further signified 

in Philip de Koninck's "visionary escapes" that frame and enclose Sebastian's 

"chamber."ll Ironically, Koninck's landscapes, particularly the one in the Peel 

collection, is titled 'The Ruins" and depicts a dusty, late evening scene with a 

desolate road leading to/from a ruined building. There is nothing too 

"visionary" about this painting, and Sebastian slyly admits as much, trying to 

walk away from this asphyxiating frame: "it must be confessed, [it is] a 

somewhat sullen land" (89). Also, he exchanges one of the "visionary" 

Koninck's for "a marvelously vivid Metsu ... in which she [his mother] herself 

was presented" (89). This staggering admission, innocuously made, creates an 

interesting swerve in the text. Pater's contemporaries would easily recognize 

Gabriel Metsu's famous painting, "A Woman Seated At A Virginal." The 

immediate comparison that would come to the Victorian mind is a canvas 

with the same subject by Vermeer. Of the two, Metsu's is a more awkward 

choice for Sebastian to pick as portraying his mother. The significant 
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difference is that Metsu depicts a woman at the virginal, (read 

iconographically as lascivious) with a slipper discarded provocatively, a dog 

looking up playfully creating a slightly lewd air, while the Vermeer presents a 

woman alone. In all other respects, both canvases are similar. They show a 

scene of raucous revelry in the background of the Feast of the Twelfth Night, 

and the virginal lid bearing two inscriptions: "In the Lord do I put my trust, 

let me never be ashamed," and "Let everything that has breath, praise the 

Lord." Not only does Metsu as inter-frame problematize the "mother" figure, 

a "Catholic" woman, with a "warmer temperament," but it also raises the 

question of faith. Rather than present one surface or one meaning, the 

Metsu floods the eye with multi-representational surfaces, scattering the 

viewer's gaze instead of focusing it. In other words, the woman is glancing 

sideways provocatively, the dog is looking up suggestively, the painting of 

revelry intrudes from the background, the inscription on the virginal lid (from 

the Psalms) is just slightly off-center, and the landscape painting on the far 

right corner, provides the much needed relief for this surplus of colliding 

glances. Alper's caution against reading one meaning from such a textured 

representational surface throws an interesting, if elliptical, light on Pater's 

choice of this particular frame. She writes: 

The inscription ... does not provide an interpretive key to the painting. 

This goes against the iconographers ... in the fine Metsu in London, the 

young woman does not asked to be judged. The inscribed words to 
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praise God with every breath seem to take their place, not as the 

injunction, but as one more representation among others, the couple at 

their flirtatious play, the raucous feast, the landscape painting on the 

wall .... They are interlocked, even overlapping, but without any clear 

hierarchy or ordering. They add up to a world, but as we have seen 

with numerous Dutch paintings, they do not presume to order the 

world." 186-87 23 

But, the Metsu woman as mother is also paradigmatic of Pater's female 

figures, ambiguous and ambivalent. One clear example is the Mona Lisa 

from the Renaissance, who is simultaneously Madonna and Medusa, Virgin 

mother and Helen of Troy, ascetic and aesthetic, sacred and profane. Pater, 

like Alpers' reading of Metsu, is perhaps not aiming at "hierarchy" or "order," 

no obvious subordination of self to rationale, but signaling his spiritual ennui 

when bombarded by the inscriptions, the feast scene (which is another Metsu 

canvas), and the playful pair. The chaos of the inner self is reflected in the 

unbearable clutter of "the busy and busy- looking house, crowded with 

furniture and pretty little toys" (89). 

Metsu, then is one more frame from which Sebastian will walk away 

"through a long passage ... up a winding staircase, and (again at the end of 

the long passage) he found himself as if shut off .... It was here that Sebastian 

could yield himself, with the only sort of love he had ever felt, to the 
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supremacy of his difficult thoughts--a kind of ~ place (89-90). The 

escape, sadly, leads only to an empty space. Sebastian's desire to "distance" 

himself from the "talkative Dutch world" resembles Pater's need, and that of 

his contemporaries, to elude the painful reality of Victorian life. The "empty 

place" signals a major shift in Pater's ideas; "Sebastian" is the only Paterian 

text where the metaphor of "home" is robbed of its sanctity, its promise of a 

sanctuary from the harassment of the world. The home is no longer a place 

of fond memories as in the "Child in the House" or Marius, it has, instead, 

become a place where Sebastian tries to erase his very being, to prove the 

equation "zero is equal to zero," in a desperate attempt to silence the 

dreadful echo of his fear and anxiety. Sebastian's home has become a 

mockery of the Paterian home brimming over with relics of the past that 

trigger a host of memories by sheer accident. For Sebastian, the anxiety is so 

potent and unending that the ultimate shelter, i.e., the home too, is painful 

for the fragile self. Sebastian escapes to the proto-typical ivory "tower" of the 

Victorian inteilectual, a tower that insulates the already alienated self from 

grief and worry. But Sebastian's tower is different from Ronsard's 

aestheticized one in Gaston, or M. Ie Cambrai's in "The Prince of Court 

Painters."l4 Instead, Sebastian flight to the tower resembles Tennyson's Lady 

of Shallot who is "imbowered" in "tower'd Camelot" ('The Lady Of Shallot" 

Part I). While other characters in Pater's texts find refuge in their solitude, 

Sebastian, like the Lady, and like Arnold's viewer of the "moon-blanch'd" 
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offers no solace to the artist. 
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So as to not rip the fabric of the text with sharp, repetitive, 

overwhelming angst, the narrator catalogues the "favourite artists" (90) of 

seventeenth-century Holland in an attempt to maintain the narrativity of the 

text. Gerard Dow (Dou) with his special "combat between candle-light and 

the last rays of the sun" (91),2S Cuyp with his "latent gold" become 

simultaneously the frame and content of the "Burgomaster's party" (91). To 

continue this thread of verisimilitude, he mentions Nicholas Stone, who later 

married Peter de Keyser's niece.26 The only (seemingly) incongruous detail is 

that the artists went "by the fading light, to see the curious poultry of the 

Burgomaster go to roost" (92). The "curious" detail is an ambiguous, double 

frame. The text could allude either to "Melechior Hondecoeter's" (120) 

canvas "Domestic Poultry"27 or to Dou's "A Poultere's Shop" either of which 

could have been part of the Peel Collection. The Dou is more interesting 

because of its characteristic mood of expectancy created by the play of light 

and shadow. Even though the double frame does not lead to definitive 

source or meaning, it helps balance this passage on the margins of nature and 

artifice. But Sebastian removes himself from this carefully created boundary 

too by admitting that the event is filtered through memory: "For he asked 

himself next morning with a certain distaste as he remembered it all" (92, 

emphasis added). First, memory allows him to move from art to life; second, 
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it raises the epistemological question of authenticity in representation. Does 

memory equal the sensuousness of the actual event? This, in turn, signals 

Sebastian's preoccupation with origins and their significance in his life and 

within his religious framework. It is again at this moment of crisis that he 

deflects the reader's glance into another painting, that of Mlle. Van 

Westhreene. 

Sebastian's specific recapitulation of details like "music of the duets," 

wine sipped from "narrow but deep Venetian glasses" and the lady seated 

"beside the clavacin looking very ruddy and fresh in her white satin, trimmed 

with glossy crimson swansdown" (122), is a simultaneous reference to two 

works. One of them, by Metsu, is called ''The Duet" and the other, by Ter 

Borch, is titled, "A Lady Reading A Letter." While the first part of 

Sebastian's sentence describes "wine" and the lady seated beside a clavacin 

(already signaling flirtatious/amorous play), the second part of the sentence 

narrates an event. It deliberately calls attention to Ter Borch's letter 

sequence paintings. Ter Borch's special skill in capturing the shiny, heavy 

folds of silks and satins is well-known, but the "crimson swansdown" border is 

his definitive signature to the letter sequence. Pater/narrator brilliantly match 

context and text by encoding the "letter" into the thematic progression of 

"Sebastian." It is one more instance when the text is suspended in the gap 

between description--creating a vivid pictographical impression on the reader, 

(the two paintings are, incidentally, in the Peel collection), and narration--
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letter reading becomes important for a later scene when Sebastian withdraws 

his offer of marriage. This particular passage calls attention to two factors: 

First, the art frame is a pretext for the narrator who creates a flimsy story 

that is transparent enough to reveal concerns other than thematic conformity. 

Second, and more important, by colliding two frames, Pater captures a 

moment in Dutch pictorial history that portrays social themes (love) coinciding 

with cultural rituals (bourgeois entertainment) as both art and nature. 

With such an intersection of the natural and artificial, text and pretext, 

Pliny serves as the next frame. Dutch cartography, of which "Pliny had 

spoken as scarcely dry land at all," (92) emphasizes the eroding power of the 

sea as it surrounds and isolates Holland, allowing Sebastian to move back 

into his theme of doubt. And instead of alerting the reader to Pliny's words, 

the sentiment is closer to Arnold's, 'The Sea of Faith/ Was once too at the 

full, and round earth's shore/Lay like the folds of a bright girdle furI'd" 

("Dover Beach" 21-23). Faith is an artifact, much like the Dutch paintings 

just described. With the threat of eroding faith, however, both Holland and 

man are powerless to defend themselves. The narrator makes the above 

analogy explicit: 'The country itself shared the uncertainty of the individual 

human life; and there was pathos also in the constantly renewed, heavily-taxed 

labour, necessary to keep the native soil, fought for so unselfishly, there at all, 

with a warfare that must still be maintained, when that other struggle with the 

Spaniard was over (93, emphasis added). The direct correlation between 
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Dutch history and Pater's struggle with Catholicism (Spaniard) is the first level 

of signification. Next is the constant "labour" necessary to retain spirit&lal 

integrity in the face of obviously hypocritical Victorian dogma. Sadly, the 

progression from the first level to the second level of signification bankrupts 

resolution, so that the void of spiritual yearning exceeds the neat boundaries 

of the claim: "zero is equal to zero." The emptiness of the resolution robs 

the equation of its satisfaction of a neatly balanced configuration; absence 

recalls lost presence so powerfully that the idea of "pure thought" leading to a 

peaceful "nothing" for Sebastian becomes invalidated. The only escape from 

this pain is to re-channel thought completely, and Mlle. Van Westhreene 

enters the picture. Again the comparison to "Dover Beach" is not only 

tempting, but inevitable: 

Ah, love, let us be true 

To one another! for the world 

Hath really neither joy, nor love, nor light, 

Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain. 

29-34. 28 

Unlike the speaker in "Dover Beach" though, Sebastian admits it is "pleasant 

to think of the resistless element which left one hardly a foot-space amid the 

yielding sand" while the cruel sea "dissolve[s]" the very relics of human 
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identity, leaving behind "empty tombs" (93). And again, unlike the speaker in 

Arnold's poem, Sebastian scandalizes or retracts both his options--of love and 

annihilation--spinning ceaselessly in the vortex of doubt. He sabotages any 

refuge in love by breaking off his engagement with Mlle. Van Westhreene. 

Similarly, understanding the magnitude of his anxiety, he denies annihilation 

by "accident[ ally]" discovering the wagon, with "the sepulchral" artifacts that 

aestheticize death, and overturns, much like the pre-historic wagon, the 

concept of absence beyond the "empty tombs" (93-94). This kind of 

overcompensation in the narrative reveals Sebastian's desire to glimpse past 

the void, past death, in the vain hope of locating an elusive presence. 

The Latin phrase sunt metis metae, which at first looks as if it is 

interrupting the surface of the text, is actually an extension of the 

doubt/death interlocking. Virgil, vulgarized and loosely translated, means 

"there are limits even to limits." The void of death is not a borderless 

nothingness that Sebastian claimed earlier, but a new phenomenological 

margin that he wants to explore. Having already admitted an "envy of those 

whose deceasing was so long since over" (94), Sebastian negates the void of 

death to carry doubt beyond it. In this Pliny becomes the agent for Sebastian 

to speak from the grave, to think a dead man's thoughts. Shocking as this 

may seem, the art of description allows a certain stasis in the text, that makes 

this sudden swerve commonplace. In mocking Pliny's concept of pagan 

cyclicality, Pater through Sebastian, signals a host of Christian sea/faith 
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metaphors. The reference to Pliny as navigator on turbulent waters, 

particularly the "shipwrecked mariner" is reminiscent of another Victorian, 

Turner's Dordrecht sequence, also an analogy of tortured faith.29 And with his 

rejection to be "made [into] a Roman citizen" (95), Sebastian expresses his 

desire to avoid cyclicality, escape the very boundaries and monotony of life 

that forces the issues of faith "age after age, with no desire for change" (95). 

The tormented Sebastian wants change, a change to religious certitude. 

While the reference to Pliny may well be an attempt to reframe 

Sebastian, "Grotius" interrupts the text. The narrator's effort to recreate the 

mood of seventeenth-century Holland seems genuine, but Grotius is more than 

merely a historian for Sebastian. Though Monsman sees Grotius as a textual 

rivet to strengthen the theme of love and sacrifice as essential Christian 

values, Sebastian has a different agenda for introducing this particular 

reference. ''The eminent Grotius," too, is seduced by knowledge, is punished 

for this transgression with "perpetual imprisonment" (almost Biblical in its 

syntax and semiotics), he is entombed alive together with "the books ... in a 

great chest" (96), and escapes the boundaries of religious, social and political 

persecution.30 Sebastian, on the other hand, does not have the luxury of such 

an escape. If at all Pater/Sebastian contemplate fleeing, it must be to "the 

North-Western passage" (96). Here again comes the journey metaphor with 

its connotations of release and transcendence. And again, like the earlier 

journey signal, this one too is aborted and frozen in "Van de Helt's [canvas], 
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with a marine background by Backhuizen: -- at moments his father could 

fancy him so" (96-97). Not only is Sebastian trapped inside one frame with 

the encroaching sea blocking the background, but he is held down further by 

his father's "fancy" of him inside the painting. Once again, at the traumatic 

instance of intense anxiety, Sebastian stops narrating and begins describing. 

He freezes temporality and spatiality by entering the frame and stills his 

chaotic fears.3l 

Such a textual destabilization allows the narrator to reveal "another, 

very different sort of character to which Sebastian would let his thoughts 

stray" (97). The narrator then proceeds to gesture toward Sebastian's 

ancestor, the Carthusian prior. Sebastian's chief attraction to the order is 

their monastic seclusion, "its lulling power," (98) recapitulating Arnold's 'The 

Grande Chartreuse": "Oh, hide me in your gloom profound,/Take me, cowl'd 

forms, and fence me round,/Till I possess my soul again" (91-94). Just as the 

Carthusian priests remain cloistered in the monastery, Sebastian wants to build 

an abstract shell of pure thought around him, willing corporeal reality away.32 

The narrator's/Sebastian's preoccupation with issues of doubt and faith 

becomes apparent in the mention of "theological strife" four times in this one 

paragraph. The Carthusian prior in "Sebastian" commands the assembly to 

"Silence" as they raise their "painted visages" heavenward, and all of this is 

(naturally) captured "as in the painted scene by Rembrandt" (97). The 
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Grande Chartreuse": 

And with penitential cries they kneel, 

And wrestle; raising then, with bare, 

And white uplifted faces stand 

Even now their whispers pierce the gloom: 

What does thou in this living tomb? 

Wondering between two worlds. one dead, 

The other powerless to be born, 

With nowhere yet to rest my head, 

Like these, on earth, I wait forlorn. 

Their faith, my tears the world deride --

I come to shed them at their side. 30 - 90, emphasis added. 
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The poignancy, powerlesness, and the absolute apathy of Arnold's Carthusian 

matches Sebastian's so closely that the narrator's desire to reveal "another 

very different sort of character" now becomes redundant. Sebastian, racked by 

doubt from the very beginning of this portrait, needs the boundary of the 

"warm Spanish mother" and "the Catholic from Brandt" to check his primal 

isolation. It is in this context that Spinoza becomes relevant. It is not his 
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Ethics or alleged existentialism that Sebastian seeks, but his stature as 

authority figure who will allow him to enunciate his own religious anxiety 

routed via theology and philosophy. In other words, "Baruch de Spinosa," is 

a frame, "a renowned young Jewish divine, ... with whom, most unexpectedly, 

Sebastian found himself in sympathy, meeting [his] far-reaching thoughts half

way, to the confirmation of his own" (97). 

An awkward detail noted by few scholars is that Spinoza (certainly no 

artist), without Sebastian's knowledge had "very readily with a pencil, taken 

his likeness as they talked on" (97). Spinoza is able to capture the "agitation" 

caused by spiritual turbulence that Ostade had done and Keyser had wanted 

to paint earlier in the text. One wonders, if with typical Paterian irony, the 

narrator hints that Spinoza is sketching the contours of Sebastian's mind as 

opposed to that of his body. Spinoza colors Sebastian's innermost thoughts, 

which in turn, structure Sebastian's identity. Yet this narratorial suggestion is 

insidious, and Spinoza is as blurred a figure as the "cow I'd forms" of Arnold's 

Carthusian monastery. It is this Spinoza who turns Sebastian gently away 

from his natural passionate nature, making him deny his external reality 

except as perceived by the mind through his sophistic rhetoric. Sebastian is 

already expressing his "intellectual tendencies ... [that] necessitate[s] 

straightforward flight from all that is positive, preferring winter to summer; 

finding only a tranquillizing influence in the thought of the earth beneath our 

feet cooling down for ever from its old cosmic heat; watching pleasurably how 
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their colours fled out of things, and the long sand-bank in the sea, which had 

been the rampart of a town, ... washed down in its tum" (98-99). For a youth 

who wants to ~ the very traces of ''warm'' life, he is carefully listing his 

sensual responses to life itself. Sadly, all these impressions are of erosion, 

reflecting "a most puzzling and comfortless creature" (99, emphasis added). It 

is this figure of Sebastian, poised simultaneously on the margins of warm/life 

and cold/death who threatens the fabric of everyday Dutch life, who "like a 

single traitor might cut the dykes in an hour" (100). Opening the floodgates 

with his "Diaphaneite" and "Conclusion" to the first (retracted) edition of the 

Renaissance. the real Pater now becomes the immediate point of comparison 

to the fictional speaking subject, Sebastian. The poignancy of "had he 

committed some treasonable act, [that he] was so anxious to expose no writing 

of his "(100) becomes equally applicable to Sebastian as it is to Pater. This is 

circular, reflexive, autobiographical, an admission of excess (certainly not 

abstract excess, but sensual surplus), a clear indication of having lost his sense 

of politico-spiritual destiny. The strategy of leaving his "letters unsigned" (to 

be dealt with in detail in the next chapter) and his "refusal to take his place 

in the life-sized family" (100) painting are perhaps not so much willful self

cancellation, as Monsman argues, as they are gestures of exhaustion which 

incapacitate him from taking the challenge or risking exposure. It is not 

arrogance, but the fear of revealing too much; not misogyny that makes him 

rebuke his mother with "there are duties towards the intellect also" (100), but 
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sharpness behind his tone. 
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Moreover, it is this fear, this vulnerability, that makes him beg off from 

marrying Mlle. van Westhreene, who is brimming with ''warm life ... [that] to 

him, seemed vulgar" (102). The idea of involvement with anQther before 

resolving his own identity crisis is unacceptable to Sebastian, who felt "himself 

bound in honour" (102). This is the Pater/Sebastian who is torn by doubt 

and turns to "abstract absurd theorems" (107) because he cannot compromise 

his principles of scrupulous self-examination. The passage is, thus, a narrative 

of his loss of faith, and characteristically, he holds both the text and his fears 

at bay by describing the event as if it were a Ter Borch painting. By already 

signalling that Mlle. van Westhreene reads a letter that destroys her, he 

places the text back in Ter Boch's renowned canvas, "Lady Reading A Letter." 

Breaking the engagement with her is a gesture whose referential or symbolic 

force is spent if one speculates on its representational function. In other 

words, the event has a higher descriptive than narrative value. Situated inside 

Ter Borch's canvas she adds decorative detail for "lulling" his real fear of 

spiritual abandonment, that remains latent in the text. The crucial epistle of 

rejection is placed in the "neat and elaborate manuscript volume, of which 

this letter formed the last page" (103). The flatness of the note mocks his 

loneliness and he systematically detaches himself from life in the vain hope of 

at least participating in death. The diversity of rendered texts in the portrait 
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vie with Sebastian's single preoccupation--Divine presence in relation to the 

self. 

Naturally then, the "series [manuscript] began with Sebastian's boyish 

enthusiasm for a strange, fine saying of Doctor Baruch de Spinosa, concerning 

the Divine Love:--That whoso loveth God truly must not expect to be loved 

by him in return" (104). This single sentiment, the primal anxiety of denial 

not only structures his diary, but his identity as well. The cryptic "theorem 

and corollary... There can be only one substance:... for. whatever is. is 

but in that" (106) forces him to deny his physicality, erase his fevered brow in 

a vain attempt to recreate the "tabula rasa." Again, the gesture cannot be 

read as a pure experiment in existentialism, but a dreadful moment when "he 

died to self; while the intellect, after all, had attained a freedom of its own 

through the vigorous act which assured him that, as nature was but a thought 

of his, so himself was also but the passing thought of God" (109). "Died to 

self ... so himself also was but the passing thought of God" is not a gesture 

of self-cancellation or Schopenhauerian morbid navel-gazing; it is indeed that 

moment of complete surrender that Christianity demands, an instance of 

fantasized transubstantiation for which 'The Christ Redeemer" has died 

("Watchman"). Further, "the white unruffled consciousness" he so desperately 

seeks through "detachment" can help him "fold up one's whole self, as a 

vesture put aside" (109-110). The scandal or paradox in this desire is found 

in the "white" and "vesture" clear markers for Christian sentiment, becoming 
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interlocked with the folding up of oneself, the inclosing, that must somehow 

be put aside or transcend this very folding. It is the haunting, irredeemable 

conflict between the corporeal and ethereal realms that has mocked Sebastian 

from the very beginning of the portrait, and one that ultimately "only set him 

on the thought of escape--means of escape--into a formless and nameless 

world, quite evenly grey" (134). He admits candidly that "his old devotion, 

soaring or sinking into fanaticism, into a kind of religious mania, with what 

was really a vehement assertion of his individual will. ... And at length this 

dark fanaticism, losing the support of his pride in the mere novelty of a 

reasoning so hard and dry, turned round upon him, as our fanaticism will, in 

blank melancholy" (111). 

Having been disillusioned repeatedly, Sebastian is driven to escape "to 

the sea under the long monotonous line of wind-mills, in comparative calm of 

mind--[in] reaction of that pleasant morning from the madness of the night 

before" (113). This is the culminating scene in the narrative of a series of 

deliberately framed instances of doubt. And even though the ennui of 

religious ambivalence is repeated, it pervades the text like the shroud of death 

that Sebastian draws over the text and himself, and the narrator reiterates 

through his imagery of Dutch fog, the pattern is highlighted incrementally. 

Sebastian tries to end the portrait after getting his last rites in absentia, 

absolving him of all his "pagan" fancies by the "confessor of his mother," who 

smilingly quotes "Saint Paul 'in Him, we live, and move, and have our being'" 
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(113). Ironically, this is a Biblical paraphrasing of Sebastian's ''Theorem and 

corollary... There can be only one substance: for whatever is. is but in th:U" 

(106). Sebastian in the final frame moves from speaking subject to passive 

object; relinquishing his authority in the text, because "an enemy had indeed 

cut the dykes somewhere" silencing his corrosive doubt, as if to arrest 

''wreck[ing of] the ship of Holland, or at least this portion of it", and forcing 

the reader to interpret his death as "the saving of this child, with a great 

effort, as certain circumstances seemed to indicate, that Sebastian lost his life" 

(114). 

At this point, the reader is faced with a canvas that signals various 

readings. One of those suggested by the text is death due to a "new disease 

then coming into the world" (114) which could point to either spiritual or 

physical malaise. What Sebastian leaves deliberately unspoken is his 

deconstruction of authority by discovering ways in which a particular 

conceptual framework--here the Paterian religious/dogmatic paradigm of the 

late nineteenth century--restricts any knowledge of the framework itself. His 

obsessive emphasis on the "rationality" of knowledge or authority, arbitrarily 

restricts authority itself to specific rules. By continuously using the boundary 

of the frame to divorce cognition from emotion, he creates an unnatural 

parameter for his own identity and his belief system. Historically, his sense of 

alienation expressed through the stark metaphors of spiritual desolation is 

awkwardly late in the Victorian frame, where such issues were either silenced 
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or resolved by the 1880s, or exaggerated into atheism by the Decadents. 

Culturally, Sebastian's moral dilemma is discordant, but is uniquely Paterian; 

this trauma replicates his own marginalization from nineteenth-century society. 

Because the reader becomes used to the rhythm of Sebastian's movement 

from frame to frame, the objectification or stasis of the last scene is abrupt 

and unsatisfying. Moreover, Sebastian as object is tenuously balanced between 

a double frame--heroic sacrifice or cowardly suicide. The point is not a 

resolution to the text, but a challenge to reader; does the reader now have 

the authority or knowledge to decipher this last code? "Sebastian" becomes a 

Paterian performance, elegant and inimitable, describing the poignancy of a 

lost soul while narrating the exclusion and alienation of a disseminated 

author. 
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Notes for Chapter III - iii 

1. Ian Fletcher's "Monograph" ushered in Pater scholarship in 1959. His 
essay is reprinted in Walter Pater: Modem Critical Views, ed. Harold Bloom, 
New York: Chelsea Pub. House, 1985, pp. 40-74, gives an incisive overview of 
Pater's major texts. He writes: "The 1860's in England were a period of 
crisis. ... Pater was an avid reader of the more intellectual magazines of the 
time, and for him, as for others, they provided something essential, an insight 
not only into his own personal doubts, but into the spirit of the age. This 
uneasy movement of the English mind underlies all Pater's early writings, and 
as this uneasiness was never wholly resolved, he cannot be said to have 
arrived at a settled position" (43). Fletcher's analysis of Pater's mind is an 
unconscious echo of Arnold's sentiment from "Empedocles at Etna" where the 
mind quarrels with itself endlessly. 

2. Staub, Frederich in Das Imaginare Portrat Walter Paters, Zurich 1926, 
makes a comparison between Hamlet and Sebastian and sees the latter's 
inability to act stemming from a similar melancholic condition. He contrasts 
the melancholic northern temperament of the hero to the exuberance of 
seventeenth-century Dutch paintings in the text. In this contrast he sees the 
tension of the Romantic rebel, Sebastian/Pater, between action and inaction, 
and explains the resultant deliberate inaction as a protest against the 
bourgeois values of contemporary Dutch society. 

3. For a clear historico-biographical explanation on the scholarship and 
philosophic ramifications, see Inman's "Sebastian van Storck: Pater's 
Exploration into Nihilism" in Nineteenth Century Fiction, Vol. 30, no. 7, 457-
77. 

4. In Blindness and Insight, Paul de Man discusses the trend among critics in 
general to highlight certain aspects of the text such that nuances inherent in 
the "literariness" of language are lost. For more on this subject see Blindness 
and Insight: Essays in the Rhetoric of Contemporary Criticism. 2nd. ed. 
Minneapolis" Minn: University of Minnesota Press, 1983. 

5. Julia Kristeva defines the "speaking subject" as the enunciator in the text 
who is engaged in the "signifying process" and one who is conscious of the 
split in his/her identity between the semiotic and symbolic positions. Also, 
the feminist speaking subject uses discourse from a marginal position to 
interrogate dominant patriarchal laws, specifically through ecriture feminine. 
For more on the "speaking subject" see 'The System and the Speaking 
Subject" Times Lit Suppl, 12 October, pp. 1249-52. Reprinted in Thomas A. 
Sebeok ed. The Tell-Tale Sign: A Survey of Semiotics, Lisse, Netherlands: 
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Peter de Ridder Press, 1975, 47-55, and Revolution in Poetic Language. Trans. 
Margaret Weller, intro. by Leon S. Roudiez, New York: Columbia Univ. 
Press, 1984. 

6. The distinction between narration and description is made clearly in a 
special issue of The Yale Studies In French, 'Towards a Theory of 
Description" 1981, No. 61. The introductory sentence to this volume reads: 
"We still operate very much within an Aristotelian concept of action, which 
suggests that description be viewed as secondaty, and purely functional or 
merely decorative" (emphasis added). Interestingly, Teresa de Lauretis and 
Kaja Silverman have argued in other, namely semiotic and feminist contexts, 
that narrative mode is masculine and oedipal while descriptive is anti-oedipal. 
The implications of such a distinction are fascinating for furthering Pater 
scholarship along the lines of ecriture feminine. 

7. See The Victorian Frame of Mind. 1830 -1870, by Walter E. Houghton, 
New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1957, p. 51. For more on anxiety and moral 
climate of the age, see the first two chapters. 

8. For more see, "A New Type of Intellectual: The Dissident" in The Kristeva 
Reader, ed. Toril Moi, N.Y: Columbia Univ. Press. 1986. Sebastian functions 
as Kristeva's "Intellectual Dissident," a persona who will be able to overthrow 
the oppression of bourgeois society. She posits three categories of 
"dissidents," the first is the open rebel who attacks political hegemony. This 
can be seen as a parallel to Arnold's position in his political pamphlet 
"Culture and Anarchy" where he argues in favor of the "master" instead of the 
"slave," the second is the psychoanalytical rebel who attacks religion to rid the 
unconscious (supposedly) of its belief, which in turn enforces conformity. 
Perhaps, a loose analogy here would be Newman's "Idea of a University" 
where he discusses the role of Education within society. 

9. For a clearer explanation of the concept of the Gaze, see Robert Con 
Davis' "Poe, Lacan and Narrative Repression" in MLN, vol 98, no. 5 (1983), 
983-1003. Davis uses Freud's "Instincts and their Vicissitudes" and Lacan's 
Four Fundamental Concepts of Psychoanalysis and Ecrits to show how the 
very act of looking or the "Gaze" becomes a drama of power and control 
between subject/looker and object. He writes: "in the first scene, 'looking' is 
a gesture toward control, visual 'possession' or 'mastery' of an object .... After 
this initial look takes place, there is a reversal, a seemingly impossible shift 
from the subject's view point to an object's .... In reality, the 'single' act of 
looking has created two positions, that of looking and being seen .... This is a 
'mirror-stage' development in which the subject and object are held, as if in 
the brink of dissolution, in an imaginary and ideal equivalence -- as perfect 
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doubles of each other. Finally, in the last scene, the looker is made passive, 
fully an object for another watcher" (985). 

to. It was in 1871, twenty years after his death, that Peel's collection was 
purchased by the English government for L 75,000. The acquisition of this 
group of Dutch paintings corrected the Italianate bias of the National Gallery, 
and gave a measure of allegorical representational opportunities for 
stormy/calm seas. For a full detail of all works in the Dutch line see the 
introductory section in, The National Gallery School of Painting: Dutch 
Painting. ed. Christopher Brown, Deputy Keeper, London: The National 
Gallery, 1983. 

11. Kristeva elaborates on the distance between the "intellectual" and society 
in general, as an "opposition which is governed by the master-slave dialectic 
and which generates pity and guilt. Whether or not the master is the 
Greatest number and Everyone's Idea of Good, this cannot hide the fact that 
this kind of dichotomy induces a kind of pro-slavery mentality in the 
intellectual, who represents the supreme product of the systematic conjunction 
of Christianity and capitalist production. The intellectual perceiving himself as 
the guardian of supposedly universal thought, private property and private 
goods poured back into public resources--these are some of the stages 
marking the rocky road from the library to the political party" (Kristeva 
Reader 293). 

12. J. Hillis Miller's Disappearance of God 2nd. ed. Cambridge, Mass: 
Harvard Univ. Press, 1976, and George P. Landow's Images in Crises, Boston 
& London: Henley Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1982 are some of the better 
known works that trace this process both thematically and chronologically. 
Also see also R.c. Davis' "Introduction," especially pp 16 - 20 in Fictional 
Fathers for a post-structural reading of the configuration of God the Father 
and implications of such a signification in narrativity. 

13. For more on the nature of life and art in seventeenth-century Holland, 
see The Embarrassment of Riches: An Interpretation Of Dutch Culture of the 
Golden Age, by Simon Schama, New York: Random House, 1988. 

14. For more information on the implications of textual framing see "Frame 
of Reference: Poe, Lacan and Derrida" by Barbara Johnson in Psychoanalysis 
and the Ouestion of the Text, ed. Geoffery Hartman, Baltimore: lohn's 
Hopkins Univ. Press, 1978, 149-71. 

15. But Pater readers have seen time and time again, how he strategically 
uses his sources and contexts to enunciate his thesis. Monsman remarks on 
his art of contextualization that "what others shout, Pater only whispers 
elegantly" (Autobiography 3). J. Hillis Miller also cautions against the 
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hermeneutic assumption of all criticism and texts. He writes "There is, 
certainly, a degree of subjectivity in interpretation that begs the question it 
assists in raising. In literature, lines of influence go by leaps and swerves, 
with gaps and deviations. Sudden unpredictable mutation is the law, not the 
exception. That all reading is misreading is as true of the traditions of 
criticism as of literature itself' in "Walter Pater: A Partial Portrait" 76, in 
Walter Pater: Modem Critical Views ed. Bloom. 

16. For the sections that are preserved from the original poem, see 
Monsman's introductory chapter in Autobiography and for a brief commentary 
see Germaine d'Hangest's Walter Pater. L'Homme et l' Oeuvre, Paris: Didier, 
1: 343, n 25. 

17. It is worthwhile to mention here that Monsman compares the 'Watchman' 
to Tennyson's "In Memoriam" as a prime example of religious doubt. But 
critics have not yet traced the instances of desolate sea imagery, and motifs of 
light, dark and shadow in "In Memoriam" and effectively collated those with 
"Sebastian" to prove the theme of religious doubt. 

18. See Michael Levey's The Case of Walter Pater, London, Hudson and 
Thomas, 1978, chapters 2, 3 and 4 for connections between Pater's life and 
art. 

19. Staub accurately notes that the painting is also titled ''The Peace of 
Munster" # 864 in the National Gallery in London, Das Imaginare 93. 

20. Pater repeats the phrase "with no diminution in the sense of reality" 
again in page 106 to describe Sebastian's decentered place in the world. 

21. See Dutch Landscape Painting of the Seventeenth Century, Wolfgang 
Stechow, Ithaca: Cornell Univ Press, 2nd. ed., 1981, especially the chapter 
''The Dutch Scene" and the sections 'Winter' and 'Sea.' 

22. The potential for discussing the room framing Sebastian, or inner and 
outer frames, combining a psychoanalytical and phenomenological study on 
Sebastian/ Pater are beyond the scope of this essay. 

23. There is an interesting post-structural reading of Dutch art by Svetlana 
Alpers in The Art of Describing. Chicago: Chicago Univ. Press, 1983. See 
especially chapter 5, ''The Representation of Texts in Dutch Art" 

24. Monsman, in his Autobiography, compares Sebastian's retreat to the stark 
tower to Aurelius' in Marius remarking on the moral vacuum in both. 
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25. Staub mentions a Catalogue Raisonne of the works of the most eminent 
Dutch, Flemish, and French Painters by John Smith, London 1884. "Gerard 
Dou no.79 ... the composition consists of twelve figures and five lights. 
Nothing in it can surpass the magical effect of light and shade in the painting" 
Das Imaginare 95-96. 

26. Staub in researching the historic background for Pater's text, points out 
that this detail is a chronological fallacy, Das Imaginare 96. 

27. Staub records this as no. 202 in the Wallace Collection in the National 
Gallery in London, Das Imaginare 96. 

28. M. Krieger's analysis of the complete loss of faith in Arnold corresponds 
to Sebastian sense of hopelessness. See his article in Univ of Kansas City 
Review, XXIII, 73-79. 

29. Interestingly, Turner was influenced by Cuyp's seascapes, and paid tribute 
to Cuyp both in the portrayal of a ship in danger and the strange dusky 
lighting. See the Encyclopedia of World Art, Vol 14, New York: McGraw 
Hill, 1958, 454, for more on this symbiosis. 

30. Read in this light, Monsman's interpretation of the wife as providing the 
ultimate in love and sacrifice becomes problematic. Is Grotius' wife 
emblematic of the Virgin Mother or eve? 

31. Also, Schama notes that Hugo Grotius, Van Merterens, and other 
historians portrayed Holland as a "proto-national" space by incorporating Pliny 
and Tacitus, etc lavishly in their margins to lend authority to their record of 
history. Seen from this perspective, Pliny as frame is faithful to art and life, 
text and context. 

32. The choice of 'The Grande Chartreuse" is not surprising because Arnold 
scholars note the proximity in the dates of composition between "Dover 
Beach" and this work. Scholars also agree that the poem "reflects Arnold's 
attitude towards the so-called Oxford or Tractarian movement (1833-45), 
which attempting to revitalize the Church of England, carried so many of 
Arnold contemporaries over to the Church of Rome. The question in line 65 
"And what am I, that I am here? is asked with a certain grim irony, for 
Arnold was well aware that a young Oxford man visiting a continental 
monastery in 1851 might be suspected of an intention to convert" ADwight 
Culler, Poetry and Criticism of Matthew Arnold, Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 
1961, 267. All quotations from Arnold's poems are taken from this edition, 
and appear in parenthesis as line numbers in the body of the text. 
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Elegy In Duke Carl Qf Rosenmold 

A pure work of art is seldom brought forth in an age in which 
politics are predominant. The poet in such an epoch resembles the sailor on 
a stormy sea, who beholds on the distant shore a cloister standing on a taIl 
cliff; the white nuns stand there singing, but the storm outroars their voices. 

Art and Politics, Heinrich Heine. 

"Duke Carl of Rosenmold" is a position that Pater occupies, both 

within his own oeuvre, and in literary history. . This portrait is a place from 

where Pater questions his status among the thinkers and artists of the 

nineteenth century. "Duke Carl" is autobiographical in that it reveals a form 

of poetical and political crisis in Pater's life. Germany, as the "imaginary" 

landscape lets him perform certain substitutive acrobatics, which both highlight 

and erase this autobiographical element. 

Literary History as Personal Terrain: 

"Duke Carl" aIIows Pater to juxtapose, coalesce and interpenetrate two 

main literary trends in the nineteenth century, Romanticism and Classicism. 

Along with this structural strategy, Pater intertwines Wordsworth and Arnold 

as the archetypical "precursors of the age" (161). However, Pater's agenda is 

to echo one against the other, and interrogate the political underpinnings (and 
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the hegemony) of each group. Carl exhibits the Romantic, Wordsworthian 

trend, and deliberately, blissfully, distances himself from his conflict-ridden 

world through nature. Carl also reveals his Classical, Arnoldian trait, 

denouncing his world as dull, and "Philistine," to go in search of "Greece" 

through culture. Having established such a structure of oppositions, and 

having signaled its champions, Pater proceeds to question the primacy of 

attendant literary genres; poetry and prose. Poetry, the Romantic vehicle of 

the early nineteenth century has greater prestige as the literary mode of 

expression, but runs the risk of retreating inward, remaining unsullied by 

politics. Prose, the Victorian and more Classical vehicle of the middle and 

later nineteenth century, is considered slightly inferior, but overcomes the 

problem of being merely utilitarian, by presenting itself as philosophical, 

cultured art. While the first is covertly didactic, the second is overtly so. 

This in turn grants the artists, either Romantic or Classical, a specific 

authoritative voice in the nineteenth century that was consistently denied to 

Pater. This is the hidden hegemony Pater attempts to subvert through a 

unique combination of literary conventions, figures, and motifs. Pater felt 

particularly marginalized because he wanted to meld prose and poetry, the 

Romantic and Classical, and express his anxiety about his inability to fit into 

the literary hierarchy of the nineteenth century.! 

Pater, feeling the sense of alienation, wanting to write both poetry and 

poetics in the Romantic and Classical modes simultaneously, uses the elegiac 
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form with a narrative twist to write "Duke Carl." The text is a lyric narrative 

of loss, underscoring the motif of the fragmented artist in Carl who, out of 

place, mirrors Pater out of place. Both search for the Slll1 or culture in 

"poetry, art, music," painting, drama and "life itself' (156). He writes an 

elegy in that he singles out Carl as a beloved figure, praises him and mourns 

his loss. But he defies the elegy by never deifying Carl; instead, with 

systematic irony, he suspends Carl in death and subverts the genre to 

emphasize his own crisis. 

To enunciate and mourn his loss, the text recognizes the "genius which 

becomes centered in Goethe, coming well within the natural limits of Carl's 

lifetime" (161). Goethe is the German Romantic father, the importer of 

classical culture, the synthesizer of philosophical ideas for the nineteenth 

century, who remains submerged in the text till the very last page of the 

portrait. Historically, Goethe signals the origins of the movement, even 

though, Pater grants Carl the authority of initiator. Thus, it is Carl, as a 

protofigure who "knew that the Aufklarung (he had already found a name for 

the thing) would indeed come, he had been in bewilderment when and how" 

(168). Goethe is also the "Wolfgang Apollo" made famous through Heine's 

work. It is important to recognize Heinerich Heine's role in "Duke Carl" for 

two major reasons. First, Arnold's famous essay on Heine is echoed both in 

the figure of Carl and in the language of the text. Carl's escape from the 

"candle-lit" terrain and his search for sunlight, is analogous to the artist in 
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Arnold who escapes from the "Philistines." Second, Arnold praises Heine for 

his ethical (political) integrity in recognizing Goethe's (Wordsworth's) esoteric, 

Romantic distancing from harsh reality. Heine's nickname for Goethe as 

"Wolfgang Apollo" was common currency among the intelligentsia of Europe, 

as was his opinion of the symbolic "godlike" image the term evokes. Heine's 

self-imposed exile in France was part of a protest against Goethe's "genius" 

(and that of his followers like Tieck, Novalis, Jean Paul, Richter, etc), in not 

committing to a political agenda. Heine comments on Goethe's brand of 

Romanticism as that where "these ... godlike... naked figures ... adorn our dear 

country as statues adorn a garden, but they are only statues. One can fall in 

love with them, but they are sterile" (Heine, 3:395).2 Pater captures both 

traits from Heine's comment with an emblematic remark: "there skated ... 

[Goethe], like an arrow among the groups. Away he went over the ice like a 

son of the gods. Anything so beautiful is not to be seen now .... Never shall I 

forget him as he darted out from one arch of the bridge, and in again the 

other, the wind carrying the train [furred cloak of red velvet, fastened on the 

breast with thick gold cord and tassels] behind him as he flew" (162). Pater 

portrays Goethe as an imitative Apollo in much the same way that Heine 

does, both are attractive figures, espousing similar ideas, and both are 

oblivious of their political/ethical responsibilities that are concomitant with 

their artistic vision. 
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Pater's delicate poetic description and subtle thematic irony echoes 

Arnold's essay on Heine, which calls into question Carlyle's blind adoration of 

this very romanticism in Goethe. Arnold writes: 

To ascertain the master-current in literature of an epoch, and to 

distinguish this from all minor currents, is one of the critic's highest 

functions; in discharging it he shows how far he possesses the most 

outstanding quality of his office, --justness of spirit ... Mr. Carlyle has 

spoken admiringly of Goethe, but then Goethe stands before all men's 

eyes, the manifest center of German literature. [But] Mr. Carlyle 

attaches, it seems to me, far too much importance on the Romantic 

school of Germany .... Mr. Carlyle overlooks Heine, ... though he was 

clearly risen above the horizon, had not yet shone forth with all his 

strength .... [Even though he] would not dream of imputing it as a fault 

to Mr. Carlyle ... that he had overlooked the rising Heine, and attached 

undue importance to that Romantic school which Heine was to destroy. 

Arnold XVI-XVIP 

It is with this essay as one intertext for "Duke Carl" that Pater uses Carl as 

speaking subject. He attempts what Arnold demands of the critic, a 'Justness 

of spirit," recognizes the worth of Goethe, Heine, Wordsworth and Arnold; 

and in turn, Pater pleads for his place in the literary pantheon. 
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II 

W ordsworthian Element: 

"Duke Carl" resonates with a Wordsworth ian mood, especially from the 

"Lyrical Ballads." In the Preface to the 1800 edition, Wordsworth remarks 

that the collection will reveal a "craving for extraordinary excitement" 

formulated by "deluges of idle and extravagant stories in verse" 4. Pater's 

narrator too, creates a mood of relaxed story-telling with interludes of lyrical 

fantasy, especially evoking Wordsworth's comment preceding ''The Thorn." 

Just as Wordsworth creates fantastic tales out of common, everyday 

occurrences, Pater's narrator takes an ordinary, archeological fact to launch 

his tale. Wordsworth writes: "I had two objects to attain [in writing ''The 

Thorn"]; first, to present a picture which should not be unimpressive, yet 

consistent with the character that should describe it; secondly, while I adhered 

to the style in which such persons describe, to take care that words, which in 

their minds are impregnated with passion, should like wise convey passion to 

the Reader" (Stillinger, notes 510). 

From the first sentence, Pater's text gestures elliptically toward 

Wordsworth as the Romantic father, a figure to be revered, emulated and 

mourned. But, it is nonetheless, a figure who is delicately highlighted with 

brush strokes of irony. Carl functions as Pater's speaking subject, acting out 

this ironic, romantic drama. Pater opens the narrative by "exposing" under 

the "old masonry ... of the Rosenmold heath ... remains of two persons" (138). 
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This is reminiscent of "Michael" with its old stone heap, exposing the 

breached covenant between father and errant son, itself already echoing the 

Bible.s Pater's narrative is about broken promises, between Carl and his 

ministers, almost analogous with its betrayal that ends in death, and his 

breached promise of marriage, which also ends in death. Even though "Duke 

Carl" is shrouded with the presence of death, the narrator's jarring 

interruption half-way through the text signaling retribution is still awkward. 

His remark that "the young Carl seemed to be flying, not from death simply, 

but from assassination" (151), becomes meaningful, only in retrospect. 

The portrait ends circularly "seem[ing] to see the fulfillment of the 

Resurgam on Carl's empty coffin--the aspiring soul of Carl himself, in freedom 

and effective, at last" (162). This detail gestures toward the Bible again, 

particularly, the Pauline Summary (I. Cor. 15:4). The earliest records of the 

empty tomb, even in the pregospel tradition like the Pauline letters, makes 

resurrection implicit. In whatever form the resurrection was first proclaimed 

by the apostles, it implied an empty sepulchre. Glossing over the serious 

exegetic implications, Pater's nineteenth-century audience glimpses a plan at 

representing a substitutive materialization of an original, "spiritual" 

understanding of the resurrection event. This form of indicating a renaissance 

in culture is a familiar Paterian credo, and the reader is prepared to see Carl 

rise again. But, Pater has another ironic plan. He polemicizes this very 

promise of resurrection and the elegiac conventions. In fact, the "empty 
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coffin" punctuates the middle of the text, "remaining as a kind of symbolic 

'coronation incident'" (153). While the Biblical empty coffin signals a 

religious coronation, the narrative "empty coffin" guarantees Carl's corporeal 

"coronation." This is where the parallel ends, because, at the close of the 

text, Carl is "trampled" to death, leaving behind the heap of bones for the 

narrator to discover. This circularity questions the Resurgam that he 

promises. Thus, Carl's "remains" from the beginning of the narrative, become 

textualized or actualized through a mock death and coronation ceremony in 

the center of the narrative, become a reality again in the trampling scene, and 

finally become substituted by the vibrant, yet silent Goethe of the ending. 

But, the ending is also problematic, because the ambiguously intertwined 

Goethe/Carl figure exits the narrative without a satisfactory explanation. In a 

Wordsworth ian reading, the unforgettable element of the text is not the Carl 

incident itself, but the echo of unobtrusive voices of Pater, Carl, Wordsworth, 

Goethe, and Heine, undulating between the bright past and the sadness of the 

present and future. This is the elegiac strand of the text. 

But, the text does not deify and sublimate Carl to transcend both 

history and the text as the elegy demands. Instead, the text shifts and holds 

Carl captive in death. Pater subverts the genre, is unwilling to deify the 

dead, aborts the elegiac tradition, and displaces the poetic father whose 

transcendence is predicated on relinquishing both the figure and the anxiety of 

loss. Instead, the physicality of death permeates the whole text. This reveals 
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an ambivalence in Pater's portrayal of Wordsworth as the intertextual father 

figure. Further, this ambivalence is revealed in a narrative that constantly 

ironizes the dominant, patriarchal or traditional model of succession. The 

irony is that Carl fails, and dies enroute to a run a way marriage, betrayed 

and crushed in a most unheroic manner: "the disposition of the remains 

suggesting to them the lively picture of a sullen night, the unexpected passing 

of the great army, and the two lovers rushing forth wildly at the sudden 

tumult outside their cheerful shelter, caught in the dark and out trampled so, 

surprised and unseen, among the horses and the heavy guns" (138). The 

Goethe section almost reads like an afterthought because it interrupts the 

Carl story. In this, the narrator's tone suggests that it is not the heroic Carl 

who is mourned, or one who is eulogized, but that he is only a character who 

fills a certain place in the text. What promised to be a fantastic tale about 

Carl, now is overlooked as commonplace. It is perhaps because of this 

suggestive, unexplained interruption by the Goethe incident and the overall, 

subtle ironic tone, that "Duke Carl" was received with coldness by the reading 

public of the nineteenth century.6 

With this ironic view in place, we can ~-examine the romantic 

elements of the text. Carl's desire to escape the "candle-lit" gloominess 

catapults him into a macabre staging of his 0~>,'Jl death, after he meets a 

peasant woman, the "gypsy" (153). The narrator dignifies her poverty by 

calling her "'beggar maid'" of "'King Cophetua'" (159). This woman echoes 
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Wordsworth's character types from the "Ruined Cottage" or ''The Thorn," a 

woman, in short, who is made beautiful and blessed by accidental suffering. 

Wordsworth himself looms large in the portraiture of Gretchen, embodying 

the Romantic credo of sympathy, triggering in Carl, a typical incidence of a 

"spot of time," such that "the remembrance of her hung about him not 

ungratefully, as he went with delight on his way" (153). The Romantic 

notions of poetical reverie, sympathetic fancies, and blessed pain act on Carl 

in just the way that they do on the Wordsworthian subjects in the Lyrical 

Ballads. It is at this point that the text becomes overtly Romantic, 

describing Carl's journey "with the rich plain of the Palatinate on his left 

hand; on his right hand vineyards, seen now for the first time, sloping up into 

the crisp beaches of Osenwald" (154). Another instance, specifically Romantic 

in nature as a mediating consciousness in Carl's sojourn is when the narrator 

remarks: 

After unclean town streets the country air was a perfume by contrast, 

.'r actually scented with pinewoods. One seemed to breathe with it 

fancies of the wood, the hills, and waternof a sort souls in the 

landscape, but cheerful and genial now, happy souls! A distant group 

of pines on the verge of a great upland awoke a violent desire to be 

there--seemed to challenge one to proceed thither. Was their infinite 

view thence? It was like an outpost of some far-off fancy land, a 

pledge of the reality of such. Above Cassel, the airy hills curved in 
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one black outline against a glowing sky. pregnant. one could fancy. with 

weird forms. which might be their old diableries again on those remote 

places ere night was quite come there. 

154, emphasis added. 

There is no mistaking the intertextual echo here of Carl/Wordsworth/Goethe, 

in that order of narrative layering. The tone represents the Romantic credo 

of the artist's intuitive sense of nature, as vital, divine and animate, nature as 

a bearer of consciousness. Carl's epiphanic moment atop the mountain is 

Wordsworth's from Book I of the "Prelude," after the "awesome" raven 

incident, where "huge and mighty forms, that do not live/ Like living men, 

moved slowly thro' the mind" (lines 399-400). And again in Book II when in 

the: 

Seventeenth year .............. .. 

I felt the sentiment of Being spread, 

O'er all that moves, and all that seemeth still; 

O'er all that, lost beyond the reach of human eye, 

Invisible, yet liveth to the heart. 

386-405.7 

This is also Goethe's epiphanic moment in Faust, upon his ascent of Brocken, 

the typically, Germanic legendary mountain. Hence, all nature for Carl is 
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alive with the spirit, a spirit moreover, that is "happy," "genial" "pregnant" and 

awesome. However, unlike Wordsworth or Goethe, Carl does not emerge as 

a visionary, does not return to Rosenmold as a cultural god in the way that 

Wordsworth or Goethe did. Instead he becomes myopic in his wedding plans, 

and is crushed to death. 

Another Romantic moment of the text is when "mystical nature" 

specifically commands Carl to "Come! understand, interpret me!" such that "At 

Grindelwald, ... he [Carl] had the sense of an overbrooding presence, of some 

strange new companions around him. Here one might yield one's self to the 

unalterable imaginative appeal of the elements in their highest force and 

simplicity--light air water earth" (157). The Romantic reverberations are so 

strong at this point in the text that seminal figures like Wordsworth, Shelley, 

Coleridge, and Keats become commingled and indistinguishable in their primal 

Romantic voice. The narrative now takes a well recognized Keatsian ("Eve 

Of Saint Agnes") turn. Duke Carl, strengthened by his communion with 

nature plans his "secret," albeit, ill-fated marriage, complete with "the charm 

and remoteness of old romance," "Wizards," "haunted places," and "fantastic 

treasures." (159). The narrator's comment that the wizard's "windows might 

be seen glittering afar on stormy nights, with a blaze of golden ornaments" 

reminds one the famous phrase from stanza 24 from Keats' "Eve" about the 

"splendour" of the "diamonded panes" in Madeline's bedroom. Both Keats 

and Pater suggest a mood of medieval romance. Brought to this fever pitch 
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of romantic, fairy tale lyricism, the reader almost anticipates a happy ending, 

an almost Keatsian transcendence of the lovers who escape the boundaries of 

his poem and reality. Instead, Pater's portrait is explicitly anti-Keatsian, 

charting the misfortune of the ill-starred lovers, and their sudden accidental, 

even meaningless death. This gruesome spectacle should have been the ~ 

of "the idle and extravagant story," with its thread of "extraordinary 

excitement" (Preface, Lyrical Ballads). Instead, the narrative jerks into a 

sudden, even dislocated allusion to Goethe, taking an anti-romantic, anti

climactic turn. 

But, this is Pater's agenda. He wants to critique the Romantics for 

their blind belief in nature, and for their unwillingness to appropriate culture. 

The Romantics, more than their critics, have been aware of such a fracture in 

the artist, trying to mediate between inside/outside, and mind and nature. 

Pater is not berating them for this seam, but, in closing the narrative with the 

vanishing figure of an incredibJ.y attractive Goethe, is questioning the 

underpinning of the Romantic spirit in general. Pater's polemics is based on 

the equivocation in the final shot of Goethe skillfully skating out of the scene 

and the text, simultaneously encapsulating the attractive Romantic flourish, 

and Heine's criticism of such a "disinterested" attitude. The signifying potency 

of the flying red coat on the sparkling white snow celebrates and questions 

the Romantics for distancing themselves from reality. If "Duke Carl" is to 

enunciate an elegy to the Romantic father, then Pater must be able to 
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account for the loss. Instead, he allows Carl to be sacrificed in the pursuit of 

this Romantic ideal, and the text becomes an elegy to him. Pater's anxiety is 

revealed when he says Goethe, who substitutes Carl, who is substituting 

Wordsworth textually, "awakens ... the permanent reality of a poetic ideal in 

human life, slowly forming that public consciousness to which [he] actually 

addressed himself' (161-62, emphasis added). However, the narrator 

de constructs this "poetic ideal," the "public consciousness" by divorcing Carl 

from the major political event in the text. What Pater tries to portray is the 

elaboration of an elegy, the way it creates a spell-binding portrait of 

Carl/Goethe/Wordsworth, and where the return to the scene of death and 

deification does not suggest a final harmony of mind and nature, but a 

tremendous collision "louder than any possible thunder" (161). Pater chooses 

to subvert the elegiac tradition by calling into question the deification of the 

poetic father whose transcendence is predicated on relinquishing that very 

loss. But, because Pater uses Wordsworth as the prominent intertextual father 

for simultaneously borrowing and critiquing him, the ultimate deification is 

aborted. This, in turn, muffles the echoed reverberations from the 

Wordsworthian text, distracts the reader from the elegiac elements of "Carl" 

and makes the conclusion, with the abrupt, though artful introduction of 

Goethe only vaguely satisfying. 
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III 

Arnoldian Elements: 

The irony in "Duke Carl" becomes inescapable when reading the 

Arnoldi an register of the text. Arnold recommends in his essay on Heine that 

scholars read "Reisebilder, or Travelling Sketches: prose and verse, wit and 

seriousness" ( Arnold, XXXII) "Duke Carl" too, is often read as a travel 

report, documenting Carl's (Heine's) literal and metaphoric journey from 

Germany to France and back to Germany. Carl, as Apollo represents that 

cultured figure who is capable of battling "Philistinism ... [which is] a strong, 

dogged unenlightened opponent of the chosen people, of the children of light. 

... They regarded their adversaries as humdrum people, slaves of routine, 

enemies of light; stupid and oppressive, but, at the same time very strong" 

(Arnold, XXXIII). This description is definitely more stringent than Carl's 

assessment of the folks at "Rosenmold heath," but it does project clearly the 

picture of his own subjects immersed in "sleepy ... continuous round of 

ceremonies, which, though early in the day, must always take place under the 

jealous exclusion of the sun, one seemed to live in perpetual candle-light" 

(140). Heine, exiled in France fought metaphorically "a life and death battle 

with Philistinism" (Arnold, XXII). Carl, betrayed by his "strong" ministers, 

fought literally with Philistinism. Carl resembles both Goethe and Heine 

from Arnold's essay through Pater's careful embellishment of the military 

imagery in the portrait. Arnold's essay uses martial metaphors to describe the 
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two German artists who saw themselves as "brave soldiers in the Liberation 

War of Humanity" (Heine's Epitaph, based upon Goethe's self-assessment, 

XV). 

But, Pater is sophisticated in portraying Carl as the Apollo figure, 

instead of merely mimetizing him as a Romantic rebel, because Carl 

"invigorated what he borrowed" (142). Carl gets the idea of Apollo from 

Celtes' Ars Versificandi, alluded to in the Sapphic Ode "to Apollo. praying 

that he would come to us from Italy. bringing his lyre with him .... To bring 

Apollo with his lyre to Germany! It was precisely what he, Carl, desired to 

do -- was, as he might flatter himself, actually doing." (141). But, Carl is 

"derivative" of the original Classical Apollo, gradually textualized through 

strategic intertexts like CeItes, Marivaux, and the Balder Interlude. Not only 

is Apollo's path charted metaphorically through Carl's transformation, but is 

even played out metonymically in the narrative: "the hyperborean Apollo, 

sojourning, in the revolutions of time, in the sluggish north for a season, yet 

Apollo still, prompting art, music, poetry, and the philosophy which interprets 

man's life, making a sort of intercalary day aimed at the natural darkness; not 

meridian day, of course, but a soft, derivative daylight, good enough for us" 

(147, emphasis added). Here, Pater pays silent tribute to a whole line of 

intertextual fathers, who enabled him to focus upon "Greece" as the center of 

culture. At the same time, he acknowledges the constricting boundaries of 

such a definition with the remark "those romantic. classical musings, which in 
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him had been but derivative" (148, emphasis added). Pater simultaneously 

pays homage to and expresses the critic's dissatisfaction with not according 

Heine his rightful place in the nineteenth-century arena. He implicitly 

incorporates Arnold's dictum of the critic's 'Justness of spirit." Arnold writes 

"Heine's literary good fortune was superior to that of Byron and Shelley; his 

theatre of operations was Germany, ... [his] intense modernism, his absolute 

freedom, his utter rejection of stock classicism and stock romanticism, his 

bringing all things under the point of view of the nineteenth century" (Arnold, 

XL). Pater too rejects "stock classicism and stock romanticism" in creating a 

narrator as rebellious and intelligent as Heine. This is evident from 

Pater's/narrator's choice of allusions, that not only serve as strategic reminders 

of each Apollonian position but also interrogate their premises. Monsman 

too, from a different perspective, notes the multiple echoes of numerous 

nineteenth-century voices in Carl and remarks that "Pater laughs a little at the 

young Duke so enthusiastically imitating the imitation" (Pater's Portraits 130). 

To circumvent Duke Carl's "derivative" or imitative quality, and localize 

(even Romanticize) Apollo, Pater introduces the Teutonic legend of Balder. 

It is at this point in the text that Carl recognizes "home-born German genius" 

(148), and is hailed in the words: "Yourself, Sire, are the Apollo of Germany!" 

(149). What began as Carl's inexplicable desire to learn more about the Sun 

god" sparked by Celtes Sapphic Ode, is fully actualized through the "Balder 

Interlude;" Carl is now Apollo! It is important to recognize Pater's 
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nineteenth-century inflection on this Teutonic legend. Monsman makes an 

accurate historical assessment when he writes "possibl[y] Matthew Arnold's 

'Balder Dead,' a poem with which Pater, no doubt was familiar, was his 

source, since it is well known that Pater was a close student of Arnold" 

(Pater's Portrait 131). Not only are the themes of death and renaissance 

explicitly invoked in "Duke Carl" from "Balder Dead," but certain important 

details from the Arnoldian text are delicately interjected by Pater. The 

Balder legend claims that he can be released from that "Dim world in Hela's 

realm" (Balder Dead II. 315)8 only if all nature weeps for him. Or else, the 

myth threatens, Balder would remain "unheroic" and "inglorious" (II. 323). 

Pater's narrator lets slip that at Carl's mock funeral "a woman in tears" had 

"severely sorrowed for him." This woman incidentally, is Gretchen, his 

"blessed" lover. Gretchen, through her pity becomes symbolic of all of nature. 

The choice of the very name "Gretchen" underscores Pater's indebtedness to 

Arnold. In his essay on Heine, Arnold briefly mention a heroine from 

Heine's works called "Gretchen" (XLIV), who is a Romantic type, the 

unspoilt, intuitive, child-woman. Thus, the mythic prophecy is metaphorically 

and intertextually fulfilled through Gretchen's tears, and Carl can come back 

to life. 

But the narrator glosses this specific borrowing from Arnold by 

switching back to the original version of the Teutonic myth. He remarks with 

untempered irony that "Carl himself, now that the thing [mock death] was 
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over, greatly relishing its satiric elements, must be forgiven the trick of the 

burial and his still greater enormity in coming back to life again" (153). The 

narrator not only demands that the reader overlook Carl's audacity, but let 

him masquerade as the "Apollo" and not his "derivative" form. This means 

that Carl be recognized as a heroic warrior, and not be relegated to an 

"inglorious" position. By admitting to Carl's duplicity, the narrator creates a 

momentary guarantee of his future heroic conduct. Instead, the text breaches 

this contract and proceeds to present the reader with a rejuvenated Carl who 

remains "inglorious" because he deceives his subjects again about his 

clandestine marriage plans. The final irony is the vicious, almost barbaric, 

consummation of Carl's wedding. The lovers "are crushed" (138) and buried 

alive by a stampeding army, only to be discovered by treasure hunters a 

century later. Carl, who had wanted to act out the Apollonian myth is left 

unsung and forgotten in the end. In fact, he is even eliminated from the end 

of the narrative, which closes with an unexplained remark about Goethe. It is 

indeed ironic that Carl who "purchased [life and] his freedom" (151) through a 

false death is ultimately snuffed out and held captive by his real death. 

IV 

Pater's Commentary 

Is "the offence of death [really] in its trappings?" (151), or is it in not 

living an aesthetic, cultured life? Even though Monsman claims that Carl's 
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death is a version of the Paterian ideal of renaissance, that Carl did die in a 

heroic manner on the battlefield, one wonders if Pater's irony is not intended 

to question this blanket credo. Does Carl die to be awakened to a higher 

sense of refinement, or does he do it in vanity, to "listen while he was spoken 

of as dead. The mere preparations gave pleasant proof of the devotion to 

him" (151). The narrator's sustained irony deconstructs both naive Romantic 

transcendence and the blessed Lethe of "Greece." Duke Carl is doomed in 

the margin between life and death, because "you see he was a skeptical young 

man, and his kinsmen dead and gone had passed certainly, in his imaginations 

of them, into no other world, save perhaps, into some stiffer, slower, sleepier, 

and more pompous phase of ceremony" (150). This is the cruellest indictment 

of "the lad with his full red lips and open blue eyes, coming as with a great 

cup in his hands to life's feast, revolted from the like of that [grand-ducal 

burial vaults], as from suffocation" (151). If "Duke Carl" is read as an elegy, 

then it is an elegy to a series of superimposed specters, most prominently, the 

Wordsworthian and the Arnoldian ones. Pater/Duke Carl, too must turn 

away from the "feast" of the nineteenth century, with the staggering presence 

of the these literary giants. Strategically, Pater's narrator never invokes eithe:

of these artists by name, even though the text reverberates with their 

presence. One reason is that to take the "name of the father" in the 

patriarchal tradition is the final gesture in obeisance. The very naming 

glorifies the "father," and ends the uncertainty in the "son's" identity. In other 
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words, by naming Wordsworth or Arnold, Pater as son can be mirrored and 

replicated in the "father's" image, such that he can gain his identity and ~ 

in the nineteenth-century canon. This is the radical, feminist move of "Duke 

Carl," where the not-naming makes the text seem like an innocuous tale, like 

an "Imaginary Portrait" as Pater promises. But this text has consistently 

broken promises, hence, Carl can be neither eulogized as heroic nor 

condemned as unheroic, but must be read as an uneasy reminder of Pater's 

own literary crisis. 
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Notes for Chapter III - iv 

l.Scholars, as early as Pater's contemporary reviewers recognized the 
interweaving of Romantic and Classical in his texts. Staub is the first to note 
this trend in the twentieth century and he argues convincingly about the 
accuracy of the historical society in Heidelberg called Pfatz, and connects it to 
the Niebelungen ~ and reads Carl as a Seigfried figure in a Wagnerian 
fashion. Inman makes a very detailed case to show how Pater worked with 
both trends, for example in Winklemann. Other scholars in the nineteenth 
century like Carlyle, Arnold, Goethe, Hegel, Ruskin were doing this, while 
artists like Swinburne, Baudelaire and Heine were exceeding this 
trans historical limit to question the primacy of either category. But Pater is 
different because he managed to politicize the event. 

2.Heinrich Heine, Samtliche Schriften, ed. Klaus Briegleb, Munich: Manse, 
1968-76 

3.For more on Arnold's chastisement of Carlyle's attitude toward the German 
Romantics and his marginalization of Heine, see his famous essay of 1864 on 
Heine, also reprinted in full as the introduction to Wit. Wisdom and Poetry of 
Heinrich Heine, ed. Newell Dunbar, Boston: J.G. Couples, 1892. 

4. See William Wordsworth's Preface to the Lyrical Ballads where he 
discusses the function of Romantic poetry, printed in the edition by Stillinger. 

5.Monsman reads Rosenmold etymologically, arguing that Rosen is German 
for roses, Carl's symbolic representation of art. Mould, which can mean grave, 
functions as the ground for this art, which in turn, suggests the regenerative, 
cyclical, Paterian credo of the dead being the seed-bed of the living. 

6.See John Coates' article "Aspects of the Intellectual Context of Pater's 
Imaginary Portraits" in Yearbook of English Studies, Vol 115, (1985), 93-108, 
for an accurate, historical account of the reception of this work. 

7. William Wordsworth's "Prelude" book II, the StIlinger edition. 

8. For the full text of the poem see" Balder Dead" in The Poems Of 
Matthew Arnold, ed. Tinker and Lowry, London: Longman 1950 
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Pater's Letters: Representation Under Erasure 

Walter Pater scholars generally acknowledge that his letters have not 

received critical attention, and this lack bas not been an issue thus far. Over 

two decades ago, Lawrence Evans edited about 266 of Pater's letters and 

published them in an attempt to fill the gap created by the omission of his 

correspondence from his oeuvre. Evans' work is historical, biographical, and 

painstakingly researched. But it is not a critical evaluation of Pater's letters 

in the larger context of all his life work.! 

There are numerous reasons for such an omission by Pater scholars in 

general. They quote Pater as admitting to Violet Paget: "I write so few 

letters." But this is only a fragment of a sentence written in 1883 (almost in 

mid-career); more importantly, the rest of the quotation retracts the ineptness 

that scholars like to impute to Pater's letter-writing technique.2 Most Pater 

critics have substituted a rhetorical stance as both apology and explanation 

for his awkward letter writing style. Another reason for this lack of attention 

is the paucity of his correspondence in that Clara and Hester Pater expressly 

asked for their brother's letters to be destroyed, and in some cases the 

recipients of the letters themselves destroyed them. All in all, history 

compounds circumstance, and today we have only a small (and inadequate) 

corpus of Pater's correspondence.3 
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Whatever correspondence there is, however, is sadly uninteresting. 

Pater's letters are bland, formal, and mostly monotonous. Even though there 

are rumors of scandal between 1872-74 (when he lost the Proctorship at 

Oxford), nothing even remotely dramatic is disclosed in the surviving, 

published letters of the period. His letters do not have the flavor of his 

literary texts, the flourish of his unerring style, his aesthetic touch, or 

philosophic introspection. What is most fascinating to readers is that the faint 

odor of scandal surrounding Pater's literary career--or lack there of--cannot be 

traced backwards from the text to the man. In a hyperbolic way this fact has 

also contributed to scholarly disinterest in his letters. What is surprising is 

that Pater's fiction is read as authentic, albeit disguised fact, yet his (factual) 

letters are not taken into account.4 There seems to be a dislocation here 

between fact and fiction; Pater's fiction serves as fact, yet his letters are 

dismissed as fact that is not important enough. 

Critics in recognizing the autobiographical element in his fiction have 

failed to the same element in his letters. In this slippage or break between 

fact and fiction, it can be legitimately argued that Pater adroitly presents two 

identities, one in his literary works and one in his letters. This work posits 

that Pater is able to radicalize identity in this gap between fact and fiction, is 

able to portray a flamboyant self in his literary register by restraining 

representation in his everyday life. This means that the metaphor of doubles 

and doubling that is used by Pater critics like Harold Bloom, Gerald 
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Monsman, and linda Dowling,(to name only a few) to analyze his fiction, can 

be turned back upon itself, and be used to read his letters in a completely 

different frame. Pater situates himself in the shadow created by the double 

representation of his sensual prose (literature) and prim personality (letters) 

using one to highlight the other. It is precisely this positionality that makes 

the letters signal a marginalization from dominant nineteenth-century society 

that is so prevalent in his oeuvre. And, it is this positionality that allows his 

letters to be read as a mark of ecriture feminine. It is at one level this 

position that allows Pater to speak as if in the masculine register, but it is 

also this position that makes it plausible to see the letters as a disruption of 

his usual style.s 

II 

Pater and the Victorian Scene: 

Many of the Victorians have left an abundance of correspondence that 

serves as the ground for critical debate; Wordsworth (if he can be included 

here because he set the standard on feeling as moral voice), Carlyle, Arnold, 

Ruskin, Newman, Tennyson, Rossetti, even Wilde and Swinburne reveal an 

imprint of their person in their letters. On the other hand, some others, and 

Pater amongst them, are undecipherable through their letters. Undecipherable 

must be qualified in Pater's case, he leaves no traceable emotion in his 

letters, especially in a genre and historical climate that demands the exposure 
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of feelings. The letter, traditionally, serves as a space that reveals the 

trajectory of the writer's private hopes and fears, while simultaneously 

unmasking the agency behind the writer's public fiction. In this frame of 

reference, letters guarantee the truth of the narrating sele Such a notion of 

identity is problematic in Pater as already mentioned. His letters run counter 

not only to the deliberate self-reflexive and self-indulgent patterns established 

by his fiction; they also run counter to the samples of other letters written by 

Victorians of his time. Critics have posited for a long time that 

autobiography was a genre that was re-invented by the Victorians to serve as 

another platform for self-projection. Paul de Man asks, half in jest, "Can 

there be autobiography before the eighteenth century or is it a specifically 

preromantic and romantic phenomenon?" ("Autobiography as Defacement" 68). 

Along with various points that George P. Landow makes in Victorian 

Autobiography is the crucial one that readers play in the writing of Victorian 

autobiography. Landow, in emphasizing this relationship, writes that the 

typical Victorian autobiographer was acutely aware of audience, and often 

self-consciously "staged a performance" to achieve credibility with the intended 

audience. He remarks: "Victorians understood the mode [autobiography] not 

as intimate speech, but as public discourse".7 In effect, the Victorians used 

the epistle genre with deliberation; it became one more occasion to 

simultaneously appear humble and righteous. 
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The letters of high Victorians were consciously designed to carry a 

moral message. What was left unsaid in their fiction became explicit in their 

letters. The general idea was to write letters as a guide for fashioning the 

conduct of the reading public. Accordingly, the rhetoric of self-indulgence 

was disguised by a higher purpose of revealing a life that the reader could 

comprehend and emulate. Carlyle, Arnold, and Tennyson come to mind as 

apt examples of such a practice. Ruskin, on the other hand, revealed a more 

vulnerable side, thus, soliciting the sympathy of the readers. However, there 

was another desire in the reading public, for the reader, in turn, felt a certain 

compelling need to look into a life thus revealed for more than mere moral 

instruction. Wilde, perhaps even Swinburne, better fit this category of writers, 

being as iconoclastic in their private writings as they were in their public 

ones. Capturing this eddying cross-current in reading and writing 

autobiography (in the broadest sense), M.H. Abrams writes, "furnished with 

the proper key, the romantic extremist was confident that he could decipher 

the hieroglyph, penetrate the reality behind the appearance, and so come to 

know an author more intimately than his own friends and family; more 

intimately, even, than the author, lacking the key, could have possibly known 

himself."B 

In this 1QJ2Qi of Victorian names Pater is staggeringly different, and 

this non-conformity becomes noticed by Pater scholars, who ignore his letters. 

Ironically, this repeats the pattern of marginalization that he was subjected to 
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during his life time in regard to his literary work. Monsman sees Pater's 

literary ostricization as the result of his "confus[ing] art with life in his studies 

in The Renaissance, [hence] Eliot charged him with the blame for a number 

of 'untidy lives' among his self proclaimed disciples in the 1890s So, tarred 

with decadence and covered with the feathers of too many disciplines, the 

Paterian corpus was borne from academia in derision" (Monsman, Walter 

Pater 1). Yet modern day critics, too, punish Pater for not falling into step 

with other Victorians in his letter-writing practices. 

The implications of this kind of policing of autobiography in general by 

the reading public raises a particular problem for incorporating letters into the 

genre. Hence, in retrospect, and in re-reading the position that letters occupy 

in such a definition of self-representation the politics of repression become 

manifest. This kind of post-structural inquiry shows that the culture of the 

middle-and late-nineteenth century encouraged self-representation as a way of 

controlling the discourse community. Thus, those in power could include or 

exclude writers from the canon and public favor not only on the basis of their 

public discourse--i.e.--poetry, fiction, and essays written expressly for general 

consumption, but, also on the basis of their private utterances--i.e.--notes and 

letters written carelessly without obeying the dictates of nineteenth-century 

cultural conventions. This does not imply that the threat of blackmail existed 

merely for the Victorians, but that it was heightened by the general mood of 

moral paranoia. This overall theory was proved over and over again with 
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Walter Pater, both, in his private letters and his public prose. When he first 

published the signed version of the "Conclusion" to the Renaissance, he was 

asked to retire from the active teaching forum of Brasenose College. John 

Wordsworth wrote to Pater: 

You will, I think, hardly be surprised at my writing to you in 

reference to a subject which has been in my thoughts of late. I 

mean your book of studies in the History of the Renaissance. 

No one can admire more than I do the beauty of style and the 

felicity of thought by which it is distinguished, but I must add 

that no one can be more grieved than I am at the conclusions 

to which you represent yourself as having arrived .... I am aware 

that the concluding pages are, with small exceptions, taken from 

a review of Morris's poems published in 1868 in the Westminster 

Review. But that article was anonymous, whereas this appears 

under your own name as a Fellow of Brasenose and as the 

mature result of your studies in an impoltant period of history. 

If you had not reprinted it with your name no one would, I 

presume, have had a right to remonstrate with you on the 

subject, but now the case appears to be different; ... could you 

indeed have known the dangers into which you were likely to 

lead weaker minds than your own, you would, I believe, have 

paused. Could you have known the grief your words would be 



to many of your Oxford contemporaries you might even have 

found no ignoble pleasure in refraining from uttering them. But 

you may have already weighed these considerations and set them 

aside, and when they are pressed upon you may take your stand 

on your right under the University Tests Act to teach and 

publish whatever you please. ... The difference of opinion which 

you must be well aware has for some time existed between us 

must, I fear, become public and avowed, and it may be my duty 

to oppose you, I hope always within the limits of courtesy and 

moderation, yet openly and without reserve .... On one practical 

point perhaps you will allow me to ask a favour. Would you 

object to give up to myself or to the other tutors (if they will 

take it) your share of the Divinity Examination in Collections? 

.. .it would be, I must confess, a relief to my mind if you would 

consent to do so. 
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Evans #20, from John Wordsworth to Pater 

The galling fact that John Wordsworth was once a student of Pater's, but at 

this time because of his "correct" political connections could exert such subtle 

yet powerful control, must have been a damaging blow to Pater. The excerpt 

shows how clearly Pater had crossed the boundary into impropriety; it was 

allowed for him to publish the same material anonymously, but, as a 
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Brasenose man, he had violated the code of moral and public conduct. The 

transparent hypocrisy of this tenet must have been all the more difficult to 

take because it came clothed as a transgression of honest, moral conduct. 

The tone of chilling politeness in the above letter should have had the 

immediate effect of silencing Pater's voice completely. Yet he went on to 

write Marius after this incident, and critics have systematically read the ultra

refined aesthetic hero as an autobiographical double for Pater. Arguably, 

other than withdrawing and revising the offensive "Conclusion," the only 

palpable effect of this admonishment was Pater's sterile letter writing 

technique. The proof that even though Pater was stripped of his position but 

chose to snub this brand of canonical elitism is evidenced in a brief note he 

sent to Morely, a month after Wordsworth's letter, thanking him for his 

remarkably positive review of the Renaissance: 

Pater thanks Morely for your explanation of my ethical point of 

view, to which I fancy some readers have given a prominence I 

did not mean it to have. 

Evans #21, To John Morely, 1 April, 1873. 

It is impossible to overlook the third person style of address, which in itself 

functions as a syntactical coup d'etat. 

What forces Pater to be so different becomes the next step in 

investigation. There is a certain validity in the argument that his formal and 
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rhetorical subversion of the narrating "I" or the self authoring the signature is 

consciously guided by a genuine fear of another rebuke. It cannot be denied 

that Pater, whether he liked it or not, did influence the minds and the 

writings of England's burgeoning artists like Oscar Wilde, Edmund Gosse, 

Arthur Symons, Vernon Lee, Violet Paget, Lionel Johnson, Herbert Home 

etc. Inman talks of another incident, with another kind of rumored 

corruption, which involved Pater, and another young man from Balliol. She 

writes: 

Ever since Thomas Wright stated in his biography of Pater, in 1907, 

that Benjamin Jowett, Master of Balliol, applied a "salutary whip" to 

Pater in somehow snatching from him in 1874 a virtually promised 

University Proctorship, students of Pater have wondered whether the 

story were true, and if so, what Pater could have done to make Jowett 

think he should take such uncharacteristic action against a Fellow of 

Brasenose. Wright implied that although Jowett was not happy about 

Pater's philosophic stance in The Renaissance, it was loose talk of 

Pater's that really motivated Jowett, but he gave no details. 9 

For the purpose of my study, it is not as important to convict Pater as it is to 

trace the effect of this indictment on his discursive identity. According to 

Inman, Hardinge confessed to Jowett that he had (allegedly) received a letter 

signed "Yours lovingly" from Pater (Inman 2), but she remarks that the others 
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students who initiated this purge were Gell who became "Jowett's literary 

executor and later Director and President of the British South Mrica 

Company," Milner who became "Governor of the Transvaal and Orange 
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River Colony," and Toynbee who was an influential economist and philosopher 

(Inman 6). Hardinge himself was sent home for the term, but in a 

typological manner was forgiven for sinning because he "confessed and 

repented" for his temptation. Ironically, it was only Pater who lost everything 

in this expose, and it rankled long after the incident itself had passed. In 

1890, in letter a to Michael Field (the pseudonym for Edith Emma Cooper 

and Katherine Bradley), Pater writes: 

How kind of you! The beautiful book [The Tragic Mary] has reached 

me safely .... Beautiful it looks and worthy to contain what I have seen 

enough of the interior to be assured is a sterling piece of literary work. 

Evans :# 188, Pater to Michael Field, Aug 9, 1890 

Evans records that Miss Bradley was incensed by Pater's "bland" tone, and the 

choice of the word "sterling" which she felt was particularly "clumsy" (Evans 

113). Miss Bradley also wrote in her journal that she was disappointed by 

Pater's decision to omit the "Essay on Aesthetic Poetry" from the volume of 

Appreciations he was just publishing "because it gave offence to some pious 

person--he is getting hopelessly prudish in literature & defers to the moral 
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weaknesses of everybody. Deplorable" (Evans 113). Perhaps it is not 

completely accurate to read Pater as a rebel who was unaffected by the two 

major attacks on him by Jowett, and continued to be iconoclastic and 

uncaring. Perhaps it is more accurate to posit that he vacillated between a 

recklessness in the name of art and an instinct for survival. He had, after all, 

faced the ordeal twice. 

A fact that Inman notes partially explains Pater's ambivalence in his 

relationship to art and politics. She comments that Jowett perceived himself 

as a father figure who liked to mould young Balliol men into exemplary moral 

figures, and if the young men were pliant, then they received favors from the 

"father." With this disclosure, it is easier to contextualize Pater, who veiled 

his anger and disappointment under a bland exterior, and suggest a plausible 

explanation for his awkward letters. This is a graphic example of Pater's 

defiance, and even though Inman does not read it as such, she lends credence 

to this attitude by her exhaustive biographical reconstruction of the scene: 

If the interview Gosse reported on between Jowett 

and Pater was "dreadful" for Pater, it can be safely 

assumed that it was not satisfactory for Jowett 

either. Jowett confided to his diary in 1877: 'I 

seem to have great power in thinking and dealing 

privately with persons, but no power in public or 

society.' It is likely that with Pater Jowett failed in 



the type of personal influence upon which he 

prided himself. What he probably found in Pater 

was not gratitude and a willingness to be counseled, 

but a resistant attitude based on a sense of 

superiority. Such an attitude, more than anything 

else, could have caused the estrangement between 

Pater and Jowett. 

Inman 27 

The only textual way to measure the anger that Pater felt about such a 

treatment at Jowett's hand is to examine the note he wrote to Lewis 

Campbell, Jowett's biographer: 

You have asked me write a few lines 'describing 

the impression Jowett made on out-college, i.e. 

non-Balliol men', when he taught the University for 

nothing. Like many others I received much 

kindness and help from him when I was reading for 

my degree (1860-62) and afterwards. 

Evans #269, May 6, 1894 
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It is a formal letter that catalogues Jowett's functions as a good teacher with 

absolutely no tonal variations between mundane tasks like "listening from 7.30-
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10.30 to a pupil, or a pair of pupils" and supposed praise ''when he lectured 

on Plato, it was a fascinating thing to see those qualities, as if in the act of 

creation ... a long- remembered gem of expression, or delightfully novel idea" 

(Evans 269) would hold the students spell-bound. And how Jowett's 

"introductions to the Dialogues" engendered in Pater the "longing to read a 

very dainty dialogue on language" (Evans #269). There is no trace of 

animosity; in fact, it is a very typical Paterian letter in that it is full of facile 

platitudes. It is as if Pater recognized the core of power in Jowett on that 

fateful day in 1874 and abdicated what he considered to be his rightful place 

in academia. Instead of rebelling openly or buckling under Jowett's authority, 

Pater opted to "oppose [him] ... always within the limits of courtesy and 

moderation" (Evans #20, Wordsworth's letter). Pater continued to write his 

sensual fiction while parading under an insipid persona amidst his peers. This 

was Pater's method of circumventing the politics of oppression. 

Pater scholars can catch the mocking subtext in invoking Plato here for 

two reasons. First, Pater published his "Plato and Platonism" in 1893, which 

was well-received by the critics, while this letter is dated 1894. Second, the 

"Plato of Pater could never be mistaken for that of 10wett--as a spokesperson 

for aesthetic values, Pater's Plato 'anticipates a modern notion that art has no 

end but its own perfection--art for art's sake'" (Mons man, Walter Pater 141-

42). While Jowett, the master, had the authority to snatch away a job, it was 

Pater, the student, who postulated a theory of modern aesthetics for posterity. 
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In one sense, "Plato and Platonism" is a treatise on the ability of language to 

appropriate art and ethics, where Pater gestures toward the duplicitous nature 

of language. Ironically, Pater via his text gets his revenge in the public arena 

for an act committed in the privacy of Jowett's chambers. In this Pater 

transcended the cruelty of Jowett's dogmatic persecution. This is the 

subversive identity that Pater managed to create through the innocuous facade 

of his letters. 

Yet Pater did not always silence his anger when his reputation was 

slurred. He rebuked Oscar Browning rather sharply for rumor mongering: 

I am not at all amused but much pained at the 

letters you enclose. IO You heard all that I said to 

Graham [the boy who was accidentally drowned]. I 

think it is not at all possible that I mentioned the 

book in question. I should greatly disapprove its 

being lent to any boy or young man, or even 

allowed in his way, and it would be quite 

impossible for me to recommend it to anybody. I 

read it years ago, and do not possess it. Please 

give an unqualified denial to the statement that I 

approved anything of the kind. Such statements 

misrepresent and pain me profoundly .... I remember 

that, the subject arising in the natural course of 



conversation, I mentioned an innocent sort of ghost 

story by Gautier as a very good specimen of its 

kind. I am sorry now that I did so, as I can only 

suppose that the report in question arose in this 

way. 
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Evans #23, To Oscar Browning, [Spring or Summer, 1875] 

That Pater was not only capable of deliberate witticisms, but also such explicit 

denial can be seen from the above example. Is it possible that Pater could 

speak his mind in no uncertain terms only to peers, because he felt the need 

to compensate for the victimization by his superior, Jowett? The anxiety and 

anger behind the letter becomes readable only as a double for the lack of the 

same with Jowett. Yet, in September of 1875, when the same Browning was 

dismissed from Eton, Pater wrote to him a gentle letter, hinting at his 

sympathy for the way ideologues ran rough shod with any and all errant 

young men: "All I can say is, that you know how much I admired your work 

at Eton when I was with you in the Summer, and I was very glad to hear, not 

for your sake only, but on public grounds, that you had decided not to leave 

Eton without a struggle" (Evans # 23). Again, the full impact of this letter 

can be felt when it is read against his own (unstruggling) marginalization in 

Balliol in 1874. It is as if each letter gains significance when doubled with 

another letter or incident, and Pater speaks from the gaps in these doublings. 
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Pater was also capable of praise for the young minds. He writes to 

congratulate Arthur Symons on his first volume of poetry Days and Nights, 

saying: "I am much flattered at your choosing me as an arbiter in the manner 

of your literary work, and thank you for the pleasure I have had in reading 

carefully the two poems you have sent me.... Well! Judging by these two 

pieces, I should say that you have a poetic talent, remarkable, especially, at 

the present day for precise and intellectual grasp on the matter it deals with" 

(Evans # 121). Similarly, with Mary Ward: "One brief word of 

congratulations on your having brought your long labour to so worthy a 

conclusion as I feel R.E. [Robert Elsmere] to be" (Evans # 123). Another 

example is the frankly admiring note he sent Moore: 

My dear audacious Moore, 

Many thanks for the "Confessions," which I have read with great 

interest, and admiration of your originality--your delightful 

criticisms--your Aristophanic joy, or at least enjoyment, in life-

your unfailing liveliness. Of course, there are many things in the 

book I don't agree with. But then, in the case of so satiric a 

book, I suppose one is hardly expected to agree or disagree.-

What I cannot doubt of is the literary faculty displayed. "Thou 

com'st in such questionable shape!"--I feel inclined to say, on 

finishing your book: 'shape'--morally, I mean; not in reference to 
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your style. ... You speak of my own work very pleasantly; but my 

enjoyment has been independent of that. 

Evans #124, To George Moore, 4 March 1888 

Once again, the autobiographical nostalgia of not having received such 

praise and support for his own Renaissance functions as the impetus and 

mirror behind the Shakespearean intertext for this letter. But to accuse Pater 

of pure narcissism in every gesture is perhaps not fair; he genuinely 

encouraged intellectual innovativeness and courage. Pater's integrity in 

helping shape an alternative, yet aesthetically refined counter-culture becomes 

evident in the advice he offers Symons for another poem. He writes: "I 

return the proofs, with, I fear very categorical answers to your questions. I 

cannot help thinking you would be wise in omitting 'The Temptation of S1. 

Anthony' [and] .. .'A Vigil in Lent' [for] similar objections. These, I think, 

might be obviated by a less frequent use of the name of Christ, which seems 

to me entirely a fault of taste in it" (Evans # 138). Pater is reported to have 

had similar objections to a scene in Moore's A Mere Accident (1887) where 

an "'ugly accident'" alluded to the rape of the heroine by a tramp." Evans 

reports that "Significantly, Moore omitted this novel from the later editions of 

his works" in deference to Pater's credo of the aesthetic function of art 

(Evans 74). 
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Thus, Pater's letters reveal his anxiety in having to conform to 

Victorian dogmas but also his continual and subversive support of other young 

artists, who like him, were kept out of the privileged circle of "good" writers. 

In effect, the unstated control exerted by those in power within the Victorian 

arena demanded an unshakable authenticity of the s~lf, however internally 

flawed that very textual authenticity might be. It is at this intersection of life 

and language that Pater chooses to subvert Victorian tradition and hegemony. 

Since all language reveals the position of the signature, Pater created a 

counter convention through his letters. His technique was a very subtle snub, 

but a snub, nonetheless. 

III 

Contraposition: Pater's Letters vs Literature 

Pater's discursive identity is well documented by scholars and critics, 

beginning with his enticing and obliquely revealing "Child in the House" to 

The Renaissance, or Marius. His letters, in contrast, are withdrawn and 

create a deliberate distance between reader and writer through their formal 

tone. The surplus of signification and emphasis on aesthetic response to art 

that is the hallmark of his literary career is completely wiped out in his 

letters. The regulatory practice of letter writing, it could be argued, cre~.ted 

another identity for Pater, an identity that erased the visibility created by his 

fiction. The double and distinct identities emphasize and cancel out each 



other: the one through his fiction that dazzled the reader with its hypnotic 

style, and the other, the one through his letters, that frustrated the reader 

with its mundane monotony. 
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The indelible and incandescent aesthetic identity structured through 

language alone is not only a Paterian preoccupation, but also an attempt at 

self-reflection. His Renaissance serves as the best known example of urging 

the readers to be seared by the aesthetic beauty of art, to "burn with a hard, 

gemlike flame." His cunning way of fashioning language to create the illusion 

of materiality is present from his very early works. In the "Conclusion" he 

writes: ''To such a tremulous wisp constantly reforming itself on the stream, to 

a single sharp impression, with a sense in it, a relic more or less fleeting, of 

such moments gone by, what is real in our life fines itself down. It is with this 

movement, with the passage and dissolution of impressions, images, sensations, 

that analysis leaves off--that continual vanishing away, that strange perpetual 

weaving and unweaving of ourselves" ("Conclusion"236). 

Here language refines subjective materiality itself out of existence, yet 

his letters have no such nuances. The "weaving and unweaving of ourselves" 

that explicitly erases subject/object distinctions is completely denied in his 

correspondence. In fact, the opposite becomes true, where Pater clearly 

demarcates the boundary between self and other. Examples of letters to his 

friends, who shared his literary presuppositions and aesthetic tastes, show the 

contrast between private and public registers in Pater's prose clearly: 



My dear Gosse, 

I was much pleased by your letter. With thanks for that and 

congratulations on what I hear of the great success of your 

lectures at Cambridge, I remain, 

Ever sincerely yours 

Walter Pater. (Evans # 88) 

Here is one to Oscar Wilde: 

My dear Wilde, 

I stupidly forgot yesterday that we have some people coming 

here to dine on Monday, so that I shall be, with much regret, 

unable to accept your invitation .... In haste, 

Ever yours 

W.H. Pater. (Evans #48) 

He sent a note to Sharp: 

My dear Sharp, 

Your beautiful dedication to D.G.R seems to me perfect, and 

brought back, with great freshness, all I have felt, and so 

sincerely, about him and his work. 

Ever truly your 

Walter pater (Evans # 97) 
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He wrote to Hopkins: 

My dear Hopkins, 

It will give me great pleasure to accept your kind invitation to 

dinner on Thursday at 5.30. 

Very sincerely yours 

W.H. Pater (Evans # 58). 

Since the letters are consistently like the above examples, when read in their 

individual register, they seem incapable of portraying an identity beyond the 

boundaries of the page. Yet when read differentially against the narratively 

structured identity, the marks of repression begin to emerge. The self 

acclaimed prosateurll capable of such a delicate turn of phrase chose, 

deliberately perhaps, even unconsciously, to write letters which would 

deconstruct and deface the other identity. Treated merely as a collection of 

correspondence, Pater's letters do not signify anything, but when counter

positioned with his fiction, they resist the intelligibility he tried so hard to 

achieve. As shown above, the "Conclusion" is one his first elaborate 

significations of textual posturing, while the essay on Plato, toward the end of 

his career, brings this image to fruition and projects it clearly: 

The lover, who is become a lover of the invisible, but still a 

lover, and therefore, literally, a seer, of it, carrying an elaborate 

cultivation of the bodily senses ... into the world of intellectual 
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abstractions... filling that 'hollow land' with delightful colour and 

form, as if now at last the mind were veritably dealing with ... 

living people who play upon us through the affinities ... of 

persons: --There is the formula of Plato's genius .... No one 

perhaps has with equal power literally sounded the unseen 

depths of thought, and, with what may be truly called 

'substantial' word and phrase, given locality there to the mere 

adumbrations, the dim hints and surmise, of the speculative 

mind. 

Plato and Platonism 139-40 

The Pater who constantly works with death as a metaphor of rebirth, decay as 

the ground for new beginnings, and pain as the foregrounding for pleasure, 

writes prosaically to inform his cousin about his brother's death: 

Dear Fred, 

Accept my sincere thanks for your kind letter. During the last 

four months my dear Brother's illness had taken a most serious 

turn, and about a month ago he felt obliged to resign his post at 

Stafford. He had been with one or the other of my sisters, at 

Hastings for many weeks past; and came to lodgings in London 

about a fortnight, or more, ago, partly for the sake of medical 
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advice. He left us to our grief on Sunday last, with less 

suffering than there might have been in a disease of that kind. 

To the last he was hopeful and cheerful in moments of relief. ... 

Our united thanks to you: also to Cousin Anne and Eleanor for 

their kind messages, with sincere regards. 

Very sincerely yours 

W.H.Pater (Evans # 105). 

Is this the Pater who wrote about the erotics of "playing pain fugeus on 

nerve-endings" ("Child" 25)? In reality he is relieved to report that his 

brother's "suffering" does not engender the pleasure that he imagined in his 

text. 

IV 

Conclusion 

Finally, what these gaps in the two Paterian identities consistently show, 

is not that the fictional one can cancel the factual one because they are 

intertwined through the very structuring of autobiography, but that they are in 

fact symbiotic--one cannot exist without the other. In retrospect, Pater can be 

read as theorizing and laying the ground work of a Kristevan semiotics. The 

letters can be read as interrupting the poetics of his literary work to 

constantly call attention to the multivocal or polyphonic or even heteroglossic 
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nature of Pater's use of language. While the language of Pater's fiction is 

already disrupting the conceptual models of Victorian prose, his letters 

function as a "disruption of a disruption." Kristeva posits a similar paradigm 

in The Revolutions of Poetic Language as "unfIXed subversive writing subject 

or sujet-en-proces" functions simultaneously through the "semiotic" and 

"symbolic" registers (Kristeva 239).12 Not only is the contraposition between 

letters and literature a Paterian way of revolutionizing his identity, it can also 

be seen a new dimension of intertextuality; the system of signs in one register 

runs counter to those in the other. In this argument then, the differential 

identity thus structured becomes Pater's response to Victorian hegemony, and 

his method of denying them absolute power (Jowett as both imposing the Law 

of the Father and mandating cultural conformity through language). The 

letters, particularly signify his postponement of anger making subjugation and 

defiance simultaneous in their sterile language. 

Yet, even for all his attempts to radicalize identity, Pater seems to 

have failed; his letters have not received critical attention. This fact raises a 

problem with reading the politics of disruption (of the Kristevan symbolic by 

the semiotic), where the semiotic is only a disruption and not a revolutionary 

agent. The symbolic Law of the Father prevails irregardless of semiotic 

pulsions. Such an aborting of the force of the semiotic, inherent in the sujet

en-proces, raises a corollary question about an identity thus structured. What 

is the validity of the blanket statement that Kristeva makes in regard to the 
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connections between identity and revolutionary subject? According to her, the 

revolutionary in the world of language or literature is also a candidate for 

social revolution. This connection in most of her work is a premise for 

literary theory and social identity, yet when put in practice the indelible link 

seems to vanish. One way to overcome this problem is to call attention to 

this very connection. What she elaborates with Mallarme, Celine, or Autrad 

is easily comprehensible because their gestures of insurgence were more 

pUblic. In Pater's case, his defiance remains muted; his identity thus, even 

though revolutionary, remains unreadable, unless emphatic, critical attention is 

focused on it. Hence, in an elliptical way, his letters reveal a place in his 

autobiography that must be read like all his autobiography, as the 

enunciations of crises. 
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Notes for Chapter IV 

1. Gerald Monsman, in a recent discussion argued that "Pater was basically a 
lazy letter writer, and used all his energy to publish his literary works." In 
effect, this comment reiterates the lack of critical evaluation of Pater's letters, 
even by contemporary scholars discussing autobiography. My point in this 
study is to focus upon the sensitive and complicitous nature of language in 
masking/revealing desire. 

2. The full sentence reads "I write so few letters! and this one strikes me as a 
very stiff one, after yours," from Letters of Walter Pater, ed. Lawrence 
Evans, London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1970, letter #78. All further letters are 
quoted from this text, and are cited within the body of the text with letter 
number in parenthesis. 

3. One must bear in mind, as Monsman points out that the letters thus 
destroyed "may not have been as opaque after all." However, this observation 
strengthens my point about Pater's deliberate silencing of voice in his letters. 

4. Paul de Man in "Autobiography as Defacement" remarks this problem in 
general when he writes about the problem in differentiating between 
autobiography and fiction. He writes "Autobiography seems to depend on 
actual and potentially verifiable events in a less ambivalent way than fiction 
does. It seems to belong to a simpler mode of referentiality or 
representation, and of diegesis" (68) in The Rhetoric of Romanticism, 67-81. 
In Pater's case, it is reversed, and his fiction comes closer to autobiography, 
in that it seems a closer referential register. 

5. Barbara Babcock made an insightful remark about the nature of disruption 
making me realize that at the obvious levei the letters can be read as 
representing the masculine register, but at the more subtle and subversive 
level, the letters are, indeed, "a disruption of a disruption." 

6. Sidonie Smith in A Poetics of Women's Autobiography discusses the 
concept of private writing in a slightly different context, but makes a similar 
point. She writes that since "autobiography is an attempt on the writer's part 
to shape an identity out of the amorphous subjectivity," all the principles 
behind the structuring of the bios become tmportant (Smith 8). Another 
point that Smith raises is the question of truthfulness in so called "self' 
representation. A Poetics of Women's Autobiography : Marginality and the 
Fictions of Self-Representation. Sidonie Smith, Bloomington and Indianapolis: 
Indian University Press, 1987. 
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7. See the introductory section of George P. Landow, ed. Traditional 
Approaches to Victorian Autobiography, Athens, Ohio: Ohio Univ. Press, xv. 
Though Landow does not specifically talk about letters, his discussion of 
autobiography is all inclusive. 

8. See M.H. Abrams, The Mirror and the Lamp: Romantic Theory and 1h.e. 
Critical Tradition, NY. Oxford Univ. Press, 1953, pp.228-29, also quoted in 
Landow in the "Introduction" xli for its adaptation into the Victorian context. 
Paul de Man in "Defacement" takes this one step further and writes "from the 
specular figure of the author, the reader becomes the judge, and policing 
power in charge of verifying the authenticity of the signature and the 
consistency of the signer's behavior, the extent to which he respects or fails to 
honor the contractual agreement he has signed" (Defacement 72). 

9. This is the opening paragraph of Billie Andrew Inman's paper titled "The 
Estrangement between Walter Pater and Benjamin Jowett and its connection 
to the relationship between Pater and William M. Hardinge" delivered at the 
first International Pater Conference in Oxford in 1988, later edited and 
printed in the special issue on Walter Pater in ELT, forthcoming in 1990. 
One convincing part of the argument is the circumstantial evidence that links 
Pater to Hardinge, the "Balliol Bugger." 

10. Evans provides a footnote here, explaining that "according to Wortham, 
James F. Stephen (1829-94;DNB) heard that Browning had lent a copy of 
Mademoiselle de Maupin to an Eton boy, was concerned and wrote to him, 
asking if the report was true. Browning assured him it was not. 'In another 
note' says Wortham, 'Stephen says that though he does not wish to mention 
names, a man called Pater, whom he does not know, was reported as 
approving that supposed proceeding.'" It is the letter that passed between 
Stephen and himself, that Browning, amused, sends to Pater" (Evans 16). 

11. An Anonymous quotation attributed to Pater by Monsman in Walter 
Pater, Twayne. 

12. Kristeva's idea of the speaking subject can be understood as an extension 
of theories of subjectivity posited by Marx, Freud, Nietzsche, and Lacan. 
Without the decentered, overdetermined, and differential notion of the subject 
proposed by these thinkers, Kristevan semiotics is undecipherable. For 
Kristeva, "significance" is a questioning of positioning, and her explanation of 
the two drives governing the production of poetic language is based on 
exposing the weaknesses inherent in Lacan's theory of subject-formation 
through the Imaginary and Symbolic realms. For Lacan, the subject gains 
identity by denying its co-terminus existence with the mother, it is a pre
linguistic position that is necessary for the subject to evolve from the 
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Imaginary to a Symbolic state. Such a recognizably fragmented yet stable 
identity of the subject is reiterated continually because it accepts the Law of 
the Father and the acculturizing influence of language. For Kristeva, this 
movement from Lacanian Imaginary to Symbolic is insufficient to capture the 
nuances of instinctual drives on which the whole concept of subject formation 
is predicated. So she changes the terminology to Semiotic and Symbolic, 
where she argues that the semiotic is never fully erased, but erupts into poetic 
language, somewhat systematically, to subvert the hegemonic, univocal, 
symbolic register of language. For more on this subject-formation concept 
see, Julia Kristeva's Revolution in Poetic Language, trans. Margret Walker, 
intro. by Leon Roudiez, New York: Columbia Univ. Press, 1984. 
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Conclusion 

The validity of this study clearly lies in its systematic inquiry of 

the concept of "subjectivity" in Walter Pater's texts. Autobiography is 

ultimately a study of the speaking subject and its consciousness. By tracing 

the relationship between language and desire, this study points to the 

capriciousness of "consciousness" or "identity" that is central to Pater's oeuvre. 

His own attempt to make subjectivity/consciousness, particularly, an aesthetic 

subjectivity, the pretext, or subtext of all his work, becomes manifest in the 

caressing of desire in his literary texts, or the denial of it in his letters. The 

polemics of consciousness, structured both rhetorically and semiotically, in his 

all works through the metaphor of crisis, can be explicated through a 

marginalized, gendered subjectivity. Such a feminist positioning of the 

fractured subject highlights the heteroglossic dimension of Pater's 

intertextuality. It also validates the sensual aspects of his works as an 

intrinsic and radical response to Victorian ideology. 

One main concern in Pater's texts is to define beauty through a 

personal experience of it. He parodies Matthew Arnold's rhetorical question 

"What does this work of art mean?"1 with "What does it mean to me? ... Does 

it give me pleasure? and if so, what sort or degree of pleasure? " in the 

"Preface" to the Renaissance. Here, Pater was not being merely fastidious, 

but was seeking to establish a counter-position to that of dominant 
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nineteenth-century ideology. Pater's enunciations are not meant to be as 

iconoclastic, as perhaps, the stance taken by the later Decadents or the 

Aesthetes, but, meant to give an alternate, less moral, and more artistic 

reading to aesthetic experiences in his time. He insists at several points in 

the "Preface" that beauty cannot have a universal quotient, that the "critic 

should possess [not] a correct, abstract definition of beauty for the intellect, 

but a certain kind of temperament, the power of being deeply moved by the 

presence of beautiful objects" (Renaissance 13). He reiterate the same 

principle in the "Conclusion:" "the theory or idea or system [philosophy] 

which requires of us the sacrifice of any part of ... experience, in 

consideration of some interest into which we cannot enter, or some abstract 

theory we have not identified with ourselves, or what is only conventional, has 

no real claim upon us" (311). He amplifies his coua about the subjective 

nature of knowledge not only in the Renaissance but throughout his works. 

The "colour, odour, texture" (R 309) of every experience is quintessential to 

forming such a subjectivity which will then be able to make meaning of its 

existence. 

The statements most frequently quoted by critics2 to show Pater's 

solipsism and skepticism from the "Conclusion" gain a different significance 

under a feminist lens: 

Experience, already reduced to a swarm of impressions, is ringed 

round for each one of us by that thick wall of personality 
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through which no real voice has ever pierced on its way to us, 

or from us to that which we can only conjecture to be without. ... 

Not the fruit of experience, but the experience itself .... How shall 

we pass mostly swiftly from point to point, and be present 

always at the focus where the greatest number of vital forces 

unite in their purest energy? To burn always with this hard, 

gemlike flame, to maintain this ecstacy, is success in life ..... We 

are all condames, as Victor Hugo says: we are all under 

sentence of death but with a sort of indefinite reprieve-- ... we 

have an interval, and then our place knows us no more .... [But] 

only be sure it is passion--that it does yield you this fruit of a 

quickened, multiplied consciousness. 

"Conclusion" 310-312. 

Here Pater argues for an aesthetics that was alien to the nineteenth century, 

an aesthetics that fuses both sampling of pleasure and the analysis of 

pleasure. A feminist interpretation of Pater's oeuvre, especially, through the 

texts of Cixous, lrigaray, and Kristeva, shows how clearly aligned his thinking 

is to that of these three scholars. The feminist definitions of libidinal desires 

and their expression through the economy of patriarchal language demand 

precisely this kind of rupture, or orgasmic dimension that Pater advocates. 

Luce lrigaray writes: "the geography of her pleasure is much more diversified, 
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more multiple in its differences, more complex, more subtle, than is commonly 

imagined--in an imaginary rather too narrowly focused on sameness" (S 28), 

Cixous too remarks about the difference in feminist writing that: "can keep 

going, without ever inscribing or discerning contours, daring to make these 

vertiginous crossings of the other(s) ephemeral and passionate sojourns ... to 

look at from the point closest to their unconscious from the moment they 

awaken, to love them at the point closest to their drives") (IN 162). What 

Pater and these scholars suggest is an ecriture feminine that swings between 

unending pleasure and an abundance of signifiers that subverts historical, 

cultural, patriarchal notions of identity. A comment from Kristeva's essay "A 

New Type Of Intellectual: the Dissident" describes Pater best; she writes a 

feminist is a "perpetual dissident" who is here to shake up, to disturb, to 

deflate masculine values and not to espouse them" (27). It is for this reason 

that Pater's subjectivity was alien and undecipherable to his reading public. 

Read with a feminist sensitivity to marginalization, the subjectivity projected 

by Pater's texts reveals an agenda for revisionary aesthetics that is equivocal 

and multiple, one that will not allow pleasure to be subordinated to the 

Platonic good.4 It is this unique place that Pater occupies in the poetics of 

literature that this feminist/semiotic study reveals. 
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Notes for Chapter V 

1. Matthew Arnold asked this question in his essay, "The Function of 
Criticism at the Present Time," and the nineteenth-century intell!.:ctuals were 
quite aware of this blatant subversion of a Victorian master. 

2. Critics like Graham Hough, Harold Bloom, Perry Meisel, Gerald Monsman, 
Billie Jo Inman, among innumerable others have systematically argued that 
the premier thesis of abandonment to pleasure in Pater's works can be 
explained by linking this premise to something ~ than pleasure itself, for 
example, the Romantic movement, or German philosophy, or nineteenth
century scientific advances, or the (Freudian) desire to know the father. 
Critics have not yet examined the precise location of the desire for pleasure, 
because their school of criticism (which, in turn is patriarchal) will not allow 
the spot light to be focused on unbridled pleasure alone. 

3. For more on the discussion of inherent sensuality in women's writings and 
feminist writings see, Luce Irigaray The Sex Which Is Not One, trans. 
Catherine Porter (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell Univ. Press, 1983), Helene Cixous 
(with Catherine Clement) La Jeune Nee, Paris: UGE, 10/18, 1975. 

4. For a different/radical interpretation and critique of aesthetics in general, 
see Silvia Bovenschen's "Is There A Feminine Aesthetic?" in New German 
Critique, 10 (Winter 1977): 132-157. 
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